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\ 'AYS TO ENJOY STEREO SOUND
SOUND IN THE ROUND -ROBERT OAKES JORDAN
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By

Robert Oakes Jordan

IT LOOKS AS though 1956 will be
a year for magnetic tape recording.
Perhaps it might be wise to review the
subject of tape.

Robert Oakes Jordan
the article reproduced here, just as it
appeared in the May 16 issue of "Down
Beat ", Mr. Robert Oakes Jordan reports his
completely unbiased and impartial findings
on the vitally important subject of tape
quality. A leading authority in the high fidelity field, and tape recording in partie.
ular, his comments are of interest to all
users of tape recording equipment, profes.
In

sional and amateur alike.

Looking back over the recent history
of magnetic recording and its plastic
tape medium, it is easy to see the
progress in both.
Factors, more often than not overlooked, which are concerned with the
use and storage of tape should be
known and used by every person having a tape recorder.
During the last year, one of the
long -term projects at our laboratory in
Highland Park, Ill., has been the independent study of magnetic recording
tape. We are interested in finding out
just which practises in its use must be
observed and how the user can best
assure the safekeeping of his recorded
t apes.
SEVERAL. HUNDRED reels of magnetic tape from all the tape manufacturers were studied Not more than
5 percent of this tape was submitted
by manufacturers as samples. The
bulk was bought by the laboratory.

In this a nontechnical report, we will
tell of those factors considered most
important for the tape user. It is our
opinion that output consistency is the
single most important factor governing
the choice of any recording tape. Output consistency means that the tape
must produce the same quality of

it is played back, month after
month, year after year.
If the manufacturer has complete
control of his tape production processes, then serious variation should
not occur. If there are variations in
the thickness of the oxide, its composition, or its method of application to
the plastic base, then there will be a
variation in the performance of the
tape. If the user gets too little signal
in playback or too much, either is
a serious tape fault.
IT IS SELDOM possible for the tape
user to judge the quality of the tape
sound as

faults and inconsistencies identical to tape failures may
be caused by poorly adjusted or maintained tape recorders. Virtually any
brand of tape will provide adequate
results from the majority of nonprofessional recorders now on the market.
However if you want professional
results. then reel -to -reel. batch -to -batch
putout consistency is important.
III the tests. we found some remarkable variations in marketed tape', for
consumer use. Among those faults
found most often are these:
he uses because

Nonuniformity of oxide coating,
causing signal - level variations or
"dropouts" in which little or no signal was recorded.

I

Pits or pocket voids, where air bubbles or dirt have caused very small pits
in the oxide coating. In some cases the
ring magnetization of the rim of these
pits or holes will cause playback signal
variation.

WINS INDEPENDENT TAPE

Nonuniformity of plastic base surface, in which, if the plastic base has
microscopic hills or valleys in its surface, the oxide coating, though perfectly smooth at the playing surface will
vary in depth along the tape. This can
cause that noise -behind -the-signal, perplexing to professional recording engineers as well as amateurs.
Uneven slitting, in which the magnetic tape is processed and coated in
wide rolla and must be slit to whatever marketable width is desired.
Large roller knives must be employed
in the slitting process. If these knives
get dull or exhibit any heat change
one to another, the tension of one slit
edge of the tape varies from that of
its other edge. This change of edge
tension over the length of a reel of
tape will cause erratic travel of the
tape over the recording and playback

TEST

BY LEADING HI -FI AUTHORITY

... as reported in

magazine

The tape test described by Mr. Jordan emphasizes two very important
facts. (1) Different brands of recording tape vary widely in output
uniformity. (21 Of all the leading brands tested, standard plastic-base
Audiotape rated highest in consistent, uniform quality.
This outstanding Audiotape performance is the calculated result of
extra care and precision in every step of the manufacturing process,
from selection of raw materials to final coating, slitting and packaging.
And this same uniformity extends throughout the entire Audiotape line.

heads.

Poor oxide adhesion to the plastic
While this fault is becoming
more and more rare, it is still a factor
to consider when buying "bargain"
base.

or used bulk tape. The drawbacks to
good recordings are evident in the clogging effect of the loosened oxide powder.

Now there are 5 DIFFERENT TYPES of Audiotape, with base material and
thickness to meet the exact requirements for every recording application.

After the tests.

we chose_ Audio
Type 51, made by Audio Devices, which through two years of tests
and use, proved to be the most consistent of all the major tapes.

Tape

But whatever type you select, there's only one Audiotape quality -the very
finest that can be produced. Ask your dealer for our new Bulletin No. 250,
describing the newly- expanded Audiotape line. Or write to Audio Devices,
Inc., 444 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

AUDIO DEVICES, Inc.
In Hollywood: 1006 N. Fairfax Ave.

In Chicago: 6571 N. Olmsted Aie.

Erport Dept:
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444 Madison Ave.,
New York 22, N. Y.

East 40th St., New York 16, N. Y., Cables "ARLAB"

4

YOU GET

BETTER TAPE RECORD//lOS
w,TH

Sle-ZAStkr.°
MICROPHONES

For Solo and Group Pick -ups
Model 926. Slim, modern crystal microphone. Omnidirectional. Excellent for
recording parties and training sessions.
Tillable. 18 ft. cable. List Price: $27.50

Excellent Bass for Music Pick -up
Model 911. Mercury crystal microphone.
Fine quality omnidirectional pick -up,
with excellent bass response. Provides
wide -range reproduction of
smooth,
music. "On -Oft" switch. liftable head.
With 18 ft. cable.
List Price: $32.50

The vital key to fidelity in your tape
recordings is the microphone. The
quality of the entire performance
hinges on the ability of the microphone to translate with supreme accuracy the living, breathing reality of
the words and music you put into it.
For 29 years, Electro -Voice has engaged in continuing research and
engineering to bring you the finest.
Because of skillful design, precision
know-how, Electro -Voice is standard
in television and broadcast stations
as well as professional recording

For Finer Recording
of Voice and Music

studios.
Vastly extend the use of your fine
tape machine by adding a better
Electro -Voice microphone. Shown
here are but a few of the many
models in the complete Electro -Voice
line. Choose one that suits you best.

Model 623 Slim Dynamic Microphone
Modern design gives smooth,
wide -range reproduction. Omnidirectional. Exclusive Acoustalloy diaphragm. Very rugged,
long -lasting. Has convenient
"On-Off" switch. Tiltable head.
Use on stand or in hand.
Choice of high or low impedance simply by changing wire
in connector. With 18-ft. cable.
List Price $55.00

See Condensed Catalog No. 24-G69
or ask for additional information.
1

ELECTI 0-VOICE,

INC.,

Dept

TR12,

74 "cc,
6

.

Mich.

Export:

Model 924. Lavalier crystal microphone.
for chest or hand use. Supplied with
neck cord, support clips and 18 ft.
cable. Acoustically treated for wind and
moisture protection. List Price: $20.00

SLIM DYNAMIC

fabrication and manufacturing

giee.

For Full Freedom of Movement

"623"

To Reduce Background and Echo
Modal 950. Cardar cardioid crystal microphone. Unidirectional. Gives sound
pick -up selectivity. Increases pick -up
range. Assures clearer reproduction of
voice and music. "On-Off" switch. 18
ft. cable.
List Price: $47.50

For Economical All- Around Use

®

13 E.

E.V Pat. N0.

2.627,558

Lmensed under patents of the Brush

Development Co. EN oat. pend.

40th Si., N.Y. f6, U.S.A.

Cablu: Arlab

Model 915. Century crystal microphone,
shown in use at left. Can be used in
hand, on table or stand. Omnidirectional. Rugged, lightweight. With 5 ft.
cable.
List Price: $12.50
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HI-FI
NO CLUB
TO

TAPE RECORDING

JOIN!
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MARK MOONEY, JR.
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Circulation Manager

Master Library is
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JAMES H. MILLS, SR.,

Art Director

AVAILABLE

ANTHONY J.

Technical Consultant
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Bayha

38

TAPES TO THE EDITOR
NEW

Robert Oakes Jordan

MAKE BOW

EDUCATION

QUESTIONS

25

EQUIPMENT

TAPES

TAPE

Mark Mooney, Jr.

Jack

BOTHER?

TEEN -TAPERS

BOOK

For a 7" reel recorded
at 7l/I I.P.S. Approx.

STEREO

DIRECTORY OF STEREO
CATALOG OF

Never before has such a wide selection of musical favorites been
made available! Critics say, and
you know, there's nothing like
T.O.M. tapes for sound fidelity and
musical excellence. Symphonies,
Operas, Folk Music, Jazz, Popular,
Hymns, Rock and Roll, Readings
or Novelties
you're sure of the
best if it's a Tape of the Month.

GEORGIA SIGSBEE

National Advertising Manager
274 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

48

NEWS

NEW

PRODUCT

REPORT:

NEW

PRODUCT REPORT:

49
MUS -ET

BELL

TV

SOUND

TUNER

STEREO AMPLIFIER

51

30TG

52

SEND FOR NEW CATALOG, AND
THE TAPE OF THE MONTH DEALER
NEAREST YOU If you will send in

the name and address of your photo
store, record shop or Hi -Fi center,
we will arrange for them to stock

T.O.M. recordings.

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS TAPE!
I35 -"Ye Old Music Boa." Xmas faa 150 year old music box
in the "Bidden" collection. ONLY $6.95!

vorites from

TAPE OF THE MONTH
West 51 Street
New York 19, N. Y.

44S
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HI -FI TAPE RECORDING is published monthly by Mooney+Rowan Publications. Inc.. Severna
Park. Md. ( Severna Park 5+81. Entered as second class marrer January 7. 1954 at the Postotftce. Severna
Park, Md.. under the Act of March 3, 1879. National Advertising Representative: J -V Associates, 27.1
Madison Ave., New York 16. N. Y. I ORegon 9- 0030). Subscriptions, U. S. and Possessions, Mexico.
Central and South America, 53.75 for one year; Canada add S.SO a year; all others add Sl.(10 a year.
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TAPE RECORDER
LISTEN

to the Ampro 1 i -Fi recorder at your Grallex
dealer's store and you'll agree that its clarity and realism truly reproduce the original performance. A crossover network system combining two electronically balanced speakers achieves matchless realism through
perfect tonal separation.

HI -FI "Tweeter- Woofer" SPEAKERS
The lower frequencies arc reproduced hx a b x c/ inch
elliptical Alnico-5 "woofer" and the higher frequencies
by :t 3% round Alnico -5 "tweeter." The combined frequency response is .10 to 15,000 c.p.s.

ELECTROMAGNETIC PIANO -KEY
CONTROLS
Positive electromagnetic operation eliminates all mechanical linkage and provides push -button operation for
starting, stopping, recording, playback and rewind.
Interlocked switching makes it impossible to aceiden-

Pay only 10% down ... as little as $13.50
Orilee Dealen

a

tally erase, jam mechanism, spill or break tape. Ilas
automatic shut -off.

OTHER FEATURES INCLUDE: Electronic
recording -level eye, recording speeds of 7% and 3%
i.p.s., safety lock to prevent accidental erasure, fast
forward speed of 72 i.p.s. and automatic selection
locator, fast rewind of 120 i.p.s., mixing control for
professional "voice over" radio -phono sound.

DICTATING AND TRANSCRIBING
An accessory remote control microphone combined with
piano -key operation makes the Ampro I I i -Fi a practical,
economical dictating machine. Accessory two -way electronic foot control and monitoring earphone provide
full transcribing ease.
Graflex dealers offer
had Graflex Easy Payment Plan. Monthly
payments as low as $ 13.50.

Ampro HI-FI Twe Speed Recorder
Ampro Hi-Fi with built-in radio
Matching Console Speaker

month

$249.95
284.45
69.95

Prices include federal fox where applicable and ass subject to change without notice. Prices slightly
higher in Canada.

in the

'Yellow Pages'

3FRAFLFX®

WRITE DEPT.

T.II6, GRAEFES, INC., ROCHESTER 8, N.Y.

nu e 9101ARV Ors
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introducing
VOTO TAPES
bright new name

a

taped albums

in

A

DOWN MELODY LANE
with Bill Andrews
at the ALLEN ORGAN
For really mellow listening when the emphasis
is on the old favorites, it's VOTO TAPES'

...

featuring
"Melody Lane" taped album
the deeply melodic Allen Organ for the
You will thrill to a
first time on tope.
refreshing new style in organ music, rich in
the tonal authenticity of the various orchestral
instruments for which Allen Organ is justly
famous.
Yes ... there's happy reminiscence
ahead as you wander DOWN MELODY
LANE with Bill Andrews!

hour tape includes:
i

PTEMBER

SON(

Tea For Two

AUTUMN LEAVES

You're An Old

ilAPER DOLL

Don't Blame Me
Tenderly
You're My Everything
Cocltails For Two
Mean To Me
My Ideal

AMONA

Smoothie

,AURA

''ou Do Something
For Me
the Waltz You Saved
For Me
Mme On My Hands
1

l

hese Foolish Thongs

,'y

Beautiful Ohio
Em

-Axe In A While
-ody and Soul

In The Mood
For Love

Charmaine
Diane
Penthouse Serenade

Wonderful One

7" reel (full hour)

S10.95

tapes are 71/2 I.P.S.

postpaid

VOTO RECORDING COMPANY
RICHLANDTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

Tape

Treasury

S I ION put to uric
a dealer, -Nut,
don't have to listen to each tape all the
way through, do you ?" startled me into the
realization that others: our readers, the companies, the dealers, might well believe this
would be accepted procedure.
My thoughts fled back swiftly to the inception of TAPE RECORDING MAGAZINE
three years ago when, in my estimation, the

aging, labeling, annotations, introductions
of new companies, etc. All this before the
larger companies entered the field.
As time progressed and demand grew. so
the tape reviews did likewise. The companies. from the beginning, cooperated fully
by sending release lists, price information,
review copies, etc., to help the column. So
much for background.
Reviewing for our readers has always entailed listening to each and every tape, in
toto. as it is received; then re- listening before final writeup. This does not include

magazine courageously made the decision to
be a publication devoted exclusively ro those
interested in the specific field of tapes and
tape equipment. It took this step at a time
when, for the general pablrc, music reproduction on tape, for use in the home. was a
rather intangible, elusive venture fraught
with many problems yet to be overcome.
The policy of TAPE RECORDING was to help
this industry grow, to inform, advise. guide
and suggest. So from a newborn infant, to
a lusty one the tape field has now developed
into an ever -growing, maturing childhood
with all the evidence of becoming a strong,

adult industry.
Now that the magazine has also reached
feel it is only fitting
the age of puberty,
to congratulate it, the companies, the readers, the dealers, and all who have helped
make the tape field what it is today, and
who will, in the future, make it an even
bigger, better industry.
Now, although I have deviated a bit, the
question put to me took me back to when,
along with the magazine, the review column

First in monaural ... first in
stereophonic ... always the
quality leader in recorded tape
for home music performance,
LIVINGSTON is rapidly
adding to its library of
new stereophonic releases.

in

STEREOPHONIC

Here are a few of the outstanding additions to our
Stereophonic Catalogue in
various categories:

CLASSICAL
Concerto No. 2,

MOZART:

3

for French Horn and Orch.
(x.447,417), James Stagliano
and Zimbler Sinfonietta
Boston 7.4 BN

CHORAL
STRAUSS, JOHANN: Voices
from Vienna, Vol. 1, incl.
Blue Danube, Sweets from
Vienna, Thunder and Light.
oing, featuring the 106 voice
Vienna Choir with Orchestral
Accompaniment.
Audiosphere 705 BN

ORGAN
The LIVINGSTON catalogue contains
the greatest diversity of recorded

works ranging from the monumental
classics to Jazz and Dixieland, from
Bach's works for the Organ to the
Rampart Street Ramblers. Included in
the LIVINGSTON listings is the
finest material from such
famous independent labels as:

ATLANTIC
BOSTON
AUDIOSPHERE
EMPIRICAL ESOTERIC LIVINGSTON
ALL LIVINGSTON tapes are 1200', splice -free, on 7" reels,
fully guaranteed. All tapes come in attractive

individual boxes, immediately identifiable and
with complete program annotation.
List Price

$11.95

BACH, J. S.: Toccata and
Fugue in d minor, Kurt Rapt
playing Piartstenkirche Organ; also contains Mendelssohn's Sonata 1:2, Franck's
Chorale in E major
Audiosphere 705 BN

POP
Music in
Standard
Motion, Vol. 1
dance favorites with striking
stereo effects.
Livingston 1.100e BN
LENNY

HERMAN:

J

-

AZZ

RAMPART STREET RAMBLERS
with Wilbur de Paris, a Sensational Hi Fi recording of

Dixieland

tunes.

Atlantic 7-5

BN

LIVINGSTON tapes can

auditioned at your High
Fidelity -Audio Dealer or
Record Shop. Send for our
he

complete catalogue and the

name of your nearest

dealer.

Georgia Sjgsbee

stertr.t. At first there were cwt not wally
tapes to review, and so the column devoted
its talents and strength to fighting the cause
of improvement; from the first issue suggesting a catchy, selling name to replace
"pre- recorded tape," to ideas for better pack-

QLII

1

order through your dealer now or send direct to:

Largest

By

NEW TAPES

:

the many times a tape may be played for
others for reaction, for pleasure, etc., before
publication date. Unless one is directly involved. it is hard to conceive the time consumed listening, relistening, spot checking,
double -checking on two separate systems
where there is flaw of any sort, writing and
re- writing and more recently, culling from
library to compare tape against tape. For
example this month in conjunction with
nine of the reviews, eighteen tapes were
actually "reviewed." In lieu of going back
to past reviews and judging the present
against the past, a complete re- reviewing of
past tape against present one is performed.
Some might brand this thorough approach
as somewhat ludicrous, but it is all done in
an effort to bring to the reader a complete,
honest picture of each tape. A rather small
example would be that in reviewing a tape
we would not say it has on one track orchestra and on the other accordion accompaniment only, when actually the orchestra
appears on both tracks.
A reviewer doesn't just listen to tapes
and write reviews; he maintains contact and
correspondence with tape companies, readers, the editor, etc. He also gives service to
the reader. In three years we have had, ro
my knowledge, but one letter wherein the
reader felt the review was contrary to what
he heard. Immediately upon receipt of this
information, the editor informed the tape
company, the reviewer held a musical symposium with professionals attending, and
found that the review was accurate. We
even compared the latest LP release against
the tape. We have not, as yet ascertained
whether it is the equipment the owner
possesses,

or

a

faulty tape.

A reader expressed the hope that Charles'
successor would be as honest and, in this
respect, we feel that both readers and companies benefit from the truth, whether the
review is good or bad. This latter might
sound ambiguous but if a company receives
a bad review, they immediately take steps
to check and correct the trouble, as they are
dedicated to giving us all the ultimate in
sound reproduction.
Going back over the three years of reviewing (and I am prejudiced) I feel Tape
Recording had a reviewer with a well- roundit is
ed knowledge of all types of music
important that if a reveiwer should prefer

...

LIVINGSTON ELECTRONIC CORP., Livingston, N. J.
b

YOUR INVITATION
TO JOIN THE

STEREOPHONIC
MUSIC SOCIETY
Here's the most exciting news since
HERE ARE

you first discovered the listening pleasures

A FEW

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

of recorded tape!

2O% SAVINGS ON

AT LAST

STEREOPHONIC TAPE
RCA, HMV, Omega, Hi- Fidelity, Livingston, AV, Concert Hall.

... you can stop

wearisome shopping

tours hunting for the recorded tapes you want.
The Stereophonic Music Society has been

20% SAVINGS
ON MONAURAL TAPE
(Complete listings in "Harrison Catalogue of Recorded Tapes" or "Tape
Reel." You receive a copy of one upon
receipt of membership application.)

created to serve the needs of every music lover

SAVINGS
ON RECORDING TAPE

This unique plan offers you one central source

who appreciates the true fidelity and

convenience of this ultimate music medium.

for every fine recorded tape on the market,

All first grade, professional quality,

recording tape!

and -through its large volume purchases

FREE HI -FI

MUSIC

-passes on tremendous savings to you!

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION
You get 1 year subscription (regular
value $3.00) contains complete coverage of tape, records and FM, reviews,

MEMBERSHIP RATES
Your entire cost for participation in the Society Purchase
Plan and all the privileges described for a period of
6 Months
$6.00 1 Full Year
$9.00

articles, etc.

FREE

CATALOGUE

OF RECORDED TAPES
Complete -up -to -date tally
quarterly.

The Stereophonic Music Society opens the door to you
to the finest recorded tapes in the world- offered to you
as soon as it is made available by all labels -at prices
you can't heat anywhere. Send in this application blank
today, and enjoy the benefits of nremher.ship immediately!

distributed

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE
REQUIREMENT
Order

as

few or

as

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM

many tapes you

u ish.

-

TO: STEREOPHONIC MUSIC SOCIETY, Inc.
303 Grand Avenue, Palisades Park, N. 1.

month
period
as a member in the
p
year
Stereophonic Music Society. I understand thot I am under no obligation
to purchase any specified minimum of stereophonic, monaural or recording
tapes under the Society's membership purchase plan. As part of my
membership I am entitled to a free one -year subscription to Hi -Fi Music
Magazine, as well as the quarterly listings of all recorded stereophonic
and monaural tapes available.
GENTLEMEN: Please enroll me

R EPI-,o,i
O

My

El Check
Money Order

for

a

6

17

1

$6.00 is enclosed herewith (payable to Stereo$9.00 phonic Music Society, Inc.).

for

NAME
ADDRESS

ZONE

CITY

STATE

MAKE OF TAPE RECORDER

Stereophonic

Stacked

Staggered

Monaural

7
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SONY
STERECORD
Stereo Tapes from
Japan
unSuPCIb liirlt IljIç'lltw (apt S
usual interest. produced by world

famous Tokyo Tsushin Koygo. .111
I.P.S. Starkerl Heads. Now at your
Dealers.
1)-1 Sony Stereophonic Orchestra; Tadashi Hattori. Conductor - -- Coppelia
Deli bes): Moto Perpet uo (Pats
(Strauss): Emperor
n inil: Polka
$11.93
Waltz
D -:t ShiEenori Ohara and his Blue ('oats
Villia:
Moonlight Sonata: Carmen;
You Are My Heart's Delight: Bougie
\Voogie in Arabian Dance (Grieg):
$11.311
I Look At Heaven
Carols. Culo Costello Male
Christmas
F -I
I:
Chorus- Stille Nacht (Silent Night
O du frohliche: The First Noel:
Adeste Fideles: Jingle Bells: Deck
the Halls: Ave Maria (Schubert) $6.93
Loch
R -3 Culo Costello Male Chorus
Lomond: Blauer Montag (Blue Monday): "O Isis" aus "Fauberilote':
Slavim Platove: Volga Boatman
$5.95
Song
R -6 Choral Selections- Serenade: Batt lr
of Jericho: There's a Church in thy
Valley: Studio auf einer Reis: Krus$5.03
nui Sarafnn: Stenk:t Razin
Other I/S Products available from
Dealer: SONY ELECTROSTATIC PI,
UP. 2 and 3 CHANNEL HEADS. .\ll,
PHONES, I/S TONE ARMS. l'1 :v
TABLES. CABINETS.
Imported and Guaranteed by
(

-

I

INTERSEARCH
7

Arcadia, Cincinnati, Ohio

interpretation

one particular class of music, that he prac-

Hair typical of the excellent

tice empathy
, for instance, to those who
like Stephen Foster his music is not considered "schmaltz." I guess when you get
right down to it, not only a knowledge of
music and recordings is necessary but a
"Do Unto Others" attitude and just plain

Perlea accords the music of Central and
Eastern Europe.
The fantasy, "Night on Bald Mountain"
depicting the legendary Witches' Sabbath
was written by Mussorkgsky, an Imperial
Guard, and after his death was revised by
Rimsky -Korsakov. From the sounds of subterranean din and wild festivities, to the
tolling of the far -off bell and daybreak, you
will enjoy both the dynamic quality of this
familiar music and the fine fidelity. Toward
the finale during clarinet solo) there is a
slight hiss, hut this is nothing to distract
one from owning the tape.
The Florence May Festival Orchestra
Audiosphere 703) containing the same
two pieces with Gui conducting, has a quiet
surface, fine interpretation but sounds somewhat muddy and bassy in comparison to the
Perlea reading. For a clear, lucid rendition.
reaching sheer brilliance, the latter is by far
the better.
The Cui composition is a light, lively
little dance occupying not quite four minutes
of pleasant listening time.
Those who hear "Tamar" for the first
time will find portions reminiscent of
Rimsky- Korsakov's "Scheherazade." Bala kirev actually worked two decades composing this work but took too long to release
it and so many feel the cart came before
the horse, in this case. "Tamar" embodies
all the feeling, sounds and impact of native
Russian music which Balakirev helped bring
to the attention of the world.
,tupled with Phonotapes releases PM
And 112
reviewed August 1956, one

..

humanity.
By the way, the answer to the question
was a definitive, "Yes!" We listen and relisten to each and every tape.

I

CLASSICAL
ORCHESTRAL
BORODIN:
MUSSORKGSKY:
CUI:
BALAKIREV:

Polovetsian Dances

Night

Mountain

on Bald

Tarantella
Tamar
Bamberg Symphony
Jonel Perlea, Conductor
PHONOTAPES -SONORE PM 145
71/7, Dual: ...$8.95
33/q, Dual: ... $6.95

Four of "The Five" (sometimes referred
to as "the mighty handful ") are represented
on this tape. Balakierv, who was mentor,
teacher and the inspiration for this group
of men (which included Rimsky -Korsakov)
was the only professional musician. This
group created and promoted native Russian
music which this recording ably demon-

strates.

Borodin, the chemist, died before finishing "Prince Igor" from which come the
well -known Polovetsian Dances. This excerpt, containing melodic tunes of the Central Asian people, is played with a vivacious

I
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plays the
ELECTRIC ORGAN, PIANO, VIBRACHORD and SOLOVOX
in ensemble on
High -Fidelity MULTIPLE Recordings

Excellent CHRISTMAS PRESENTS and for YEAR 'ROUND Use!
Play ON YOUR OWN Tape Recorder!
For Fine Dining Establishments!
Sound system over Neighborh Is!
Music for Churches too!
For YOUR Tireless Listening!
POPUI.AR FAVORITES

N... IIM -".61: Time- tested favorIol ,heels. "l;eaal listening'
A'en!'I lis' ate sleep if it were nul our
el
note: SELECTIONS: tirim
e to listen
Tite Velvet I:I1ve
hiriLln The !Imlay La
Jeahne,y Iteautilul Ohio -An .Pali' Blossom Wedthe Suret- Indian loot Call.
ding (tel Sails
N1. SI'.3G2: The kind
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that never mats nul. Special ,ff,la and arengealrnis
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a
Ites,s -Waiting for
Mt
ml
i
and
gill
Shirk of .Araby
the (rotten E. bat '(TIC 5',h,'í Glove Sloop Ike Dear Wanna G1 Where You
Mana Inez Mitt y in F
Gn Jealous,
Minds... )leer Barrel Polka.
"MIXED FAVORITES " -No. MF -563: For those who

"DINNER MUSIC"
ite-. Sp,etal
Isis

a

ntnumrrn

e

il

1

like lath slow and fast tonsie. Toted. tel lacent,.
Dance with one. relay with another! Yo11'll like the
areang"meats and improti%al ions. El Ihlnrho Grande Tweltth Street (tae Ito You Fiver Think ot Sle*
have
ialeay Bay Estrellita Take lier To Jamaica
Yon F:wet (tern Lonely) Music! Music! Slush! -Tite
Ithlebirel Waite. Sly It1l:r Ilruy1'n .Automat Leases.
"MUSIC OF FAR AWAY PLACES " -NO. MFP -5610:
Tate a nice trip wig this roost-listening" music!
to Spain. Sles ire, India. Italy. China. rte. Travel fur

t

`
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hawl l Siblney ae Song
Is in the \)ar,taellt .56hí ,'lias
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,4 the best old
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as to
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a
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enjoy the S9141311\ arn,ngel ,i uric: 11 Ton Lore Lon
a'id,-_r W'blsmrine :A Smile e \'ill Goa Long, lens
rune
Alai tiv
-Sons or the Islands -The tYo,a
Staal l'eg u'
Dancing Mood
Bound Urn i
Sly 11,11 rt TOke.. Two to11Taneo.
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FOR ('HRISTMAS

"CHRISTMAS FAVORITES "

B

(Miscellaneous)-Reel

MX567: First halt

hest

FOLK MUSIC

FOLK TUNES " -No. FFT -568: TT,e
original beauty of these wonderful old tuts, has )asst
enriehel by the "nad,rn tourt" as only these insu.
rots ran! }:ten till, co/tilaNerS W0111.1 have like,) a,
h,nr them played like this: Juanita Iteautitto Ire:nm
r Drink to Me Only With Thin,. }-yes (tel W-ingListen tu 1110 Nil ekiu1binl I'll Take Yes, 1.011. Again.
Kathleen Relieve Me If All Those Endearing Young
Charms l'arts Me hark to old 1'irgitint- Lot'e's Old
Sweet Song Tlure's It long, Long Trail --Old Folks
at hour Sty Old Kentoeky linnet

"FAVORITE

1

FAVORITE RELIGIOUS DII'SIC

"OLD FAVORITE HYMNS " -No. OFH564: Reverently played almost. a. "call to worship." Good listening
for home or church. For churches to amptit' over
ighborh,teals. God of Our Fathers Whose \I,,ighty
II :out Swt. flour of ('rayer Sil Faith Looks UP tu
Thee 'Beneath The Cons of Jesus Softly and TenderI Nerd
'nue }:very
!larve in Jesus Some Day
The Old Ihlggel ('r,ss
L'nua- Light. It,- Burning
c:arden.
D,

b

ill-

01 like Les Paul's Multiple
Recordings, you'll LOVE these!
"LIVELY CHORAL SELECTIONS " -No. RCS -565:
If

kmntn moots richly and
19rrtnt 1)
41 halt well -known an'pular
played. Si,,,,,,
u'tstutaa lacnrises, `T'ou'11 really lier th- "Christmas
spirit" farta the special sourd effects like the "clipµ,s''rlop" of the old shigh -horse "Ito), Tail Ring" in
"Jingle Relis'. Every Houle that has a taps' recorder
should hate this net! Exceptionally sisal for business
establishments for amplification and for radin stations.
U Little Town Of Bethlehem - Sticnt Night --lark! the
herald Angels Sing We Three Sien of Orient Am U Conte All 1'e' Faithful Joy to the World -It Came
Upon the Midnight /Tear -Blue Christmas White
Christmas- Jingle Bells Here (tomes Santa ('lacs
Rudolph the Iced -Nosed Reindeer Santa Claus is Cour
Winter Wonderland.
O1g tu Town
No.

We

1Iour What a F'rietel
the Silver Cool Will Break
WSW:mrine Hope Let the
Hate ')thine ihtn Way. Loo)

y

Familiar favnrii es often used by choirs in churches and
vang,listie meetings. Joyfully and tigoro11sly Played.
want to sing along with them' Zeal, Oar Watchword- Win T1am For lilnl 1A'ond,ri111 I:ra,',' of .lessEvery Day With Jesus -The Fight 1. On Sing to
the Land a New Song -Awak,ttillg )'torte- IIttw aril.
Christian Soldiers -Conquerors -Ile Is the King of
l lea tedy Snm Lure Messed Be On Name or
Ilght.
"RELIGIOUS SOLOS. DUETS. and QUARTETS"
No. SDQ -566: Usu :dly heard t a -alb'. 6111 beautiful instrumental renditions. S'er, aPPr "inviate for rhmv'h,s
to play over neighborhoods. Soothing hoop listening.
teatitifol arrangements beautiful must.! Grow Like
the Lilies Day is Dying in the W',xt When They

l'on'll

-

.u.

-

Icing the Gnldu Bells Let Ste Forget When God is
Near Diem Morning Dawns The 1.1441 is Sly Shenher41
An }:teeing Prayer Sly Task It Is No Secret.

310RF; TAPES NOW IN PROI)l'(''TION
ORDERING DATA
e possessed on fresh, lost quality tam.
All t a p
Furnished T
i.p.s. only Dual or Single Track.
S.9.85 each
-7 -inch, Single Track (approx. 30 min.)
5.inch, Dual Track ( approx. 30 min.). -.. 6.95 each
'7 -inch, Dual Track (approx. 60 min.)
with choice of TWO reels listed abase... .12.95 each
Postage )'repaid in l'nh,sl
Ynu get ::n minutes l'/INTINI'lll "S PI, sT al 7 1111'11
SINGLE Track. and 7 inch Dual Track
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Listen: never before
all this Webcor quality
in a tape recorder

at such a low price!

This is hot news!

The new Webcor Viscount High
Fidelity Tape Recorder has all the wanted features of
most top priced sets-yet it retails for only $149.95!
Check these WEBCOR -quality features!
Twin track single direction.

Two speeds -3% and 7% ips.
Veeder Root type counter.
Three -watt amplifier.
Frequency response -50 to 12,000 cycles.
Output jacks for external speaker and amplifier.
High fidelity recording head.
Full -range PM speaker.
Edit switch.
Safety Record Button.
See

ROYAL HIGH FIDELITY
TAPE RECORDER
Has two motors and two recording heads -also exclusive "no
reel turnover" feature. Wide range 6- speaker -8 watts power

output. Automatic shut -off 3
position output selector switch.
S199.95.

your local Webcor dealer soon. He has a full line of

1957 Webcor Tape Recorders from $149.95 to $289.95.

ALL

M U S

I

C

S O U N IDS

ROYAL CORONET HIGH
FIDELITY TAPE RECORDER RADIO
Has two motors and two recording

heads -also exclusive "no reel
turnover" feature. Three speakers

-8 watts

power output. Frequency
range 50 to 8.000 at 3% ips. 50 to
12.000 at 7% ips. Supersensitive AM
radio tuner. 5289.95
Prices slightly higher West and Southwest

B E T T E R

O N

vvaChicago

A

39, 111mal..
9

could own a diversified selection of short
representative pieces of various composers
of Central and Eastern Europe, finely portrayed by Perlea. These three tapes are
highly recommended for "in between"
snacks.

The clarity of instruments and the brilliant effect produced by the Bamberg Symphony make this
perience.

a

true high fidelity ex-

BRAHMS
Violin Concerto in D, Op. 77
Jascha Heifetz, Violin
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony Orchestra
RCA ECS 4
71/2, Stereo, inline
;14.95
Typical Brahmsian in its blending of
warm moods and romantic essenses, this
violin concerto, the only one Brahms wrote.
is beautifully performed by the team of
Reiner and Heifetz. Brahms worked on this
difficult composition with Joseph Joachim
the great violin virtuoso, who greatly influenced the scoring of violin passages. Inspired while at Pörtschach -am -See, near the
Italian frontier, this concerto embodies all
the beauty Brahms found in this lovely.
.

If banal-

Illf)l'l',S lY)ll.

breathtaking
Christmas
this
music is a rnttst on your Holiday shopping list. The First
Christmas in Carols is the
Haydn Society's beautifully sung
arrangement of the carols in

scenic spot.
In the solo work Mr. Heifetz shows his
technical facility and finesse. He furnishes
the solo cadenza, as do many artists when

playing it. During the third
which has a Hungarian folk
Heifetz executes the intricate
triple stopping and arpeggios

sequence.

Tunes from Germany, England
and France are sung in faultless
English by the Societas Musica
Choir of Copenhagen under
Jorgen Ernst Hansen. "Outstanding Christmas music of
any year," says the New York
Times.

tral assistance.
The relationship between soloist and
orchestra is well -balanced ( the soloist is
not as close-in as, say, in the LP with Milstein) and all in all this is a rewarding experience, aurally, emotionally and reproductively. The usual excellent RCA engineering
job resulting in life -like sound.

SYMPHONY
BERLIOZ
Symphonie Fantastique
Charles Munch, Boston Symphony

THE FIRST CHRISTMAS
in CAROLS
Christmas release

an

exciting

by

BERKSHIRE

the

leader

71/2

IPS reel
IPS reel

33/4

recorded

tape

$7.95
$5.95

Available now at your record dealers
and hi -fi audio centers, or write us
for the name of your nearest dealer.

BERKSHIRE
RECORDING CORP.
150 West 90th Street, New York 24, N.

Y.

RCA GCS
Stereo, Inline ...$18.95
Composed in 1830 during a period of
unrequited passion, Berlioz has pictured a
young musician who poisons himself with
opium and sinks into a deep sleep wherein
he has strange visions. In this "nightmare"
state he visualizes the woman he loves by a
musical theme, the "Idee Fixe" and this is
woven throughout the symphony in varying
moods. The symphony is in five distinct
parts: I. Reveries, Passions; 2. A Ball; 3.
Scenes in the Country; 4. March to the
Gallows, and 5. Dream of the Witches'
Sabbath.
The entire symphony is well executed,
Mr. Munch and the orchestra being in complete rapport throughout. The instruments
are clear and live; the strings mellow, horns
sharp and clean, and, for the ultimate in
solo instrumental reproduction, I call your
attention to the harp in the second movement and the bells in the fifth. What an
aural impact!
In the third movement Mr. Munch is at
his best portraying the pastoral scene with
lovely tonal coloring and warm feeling. The
duet of two Shepherds calling their flocks
English horns answered by oboes i, the
(

10

with com-

plete dispatch and is rendered fine orches-

As captured on high fidelity,
dual -track tape by Berkshire,
this music conveys with clarity
and ease the spirit and the
meaning of Christmas. A gem
for your music-on -tape library
to be treasured throughout the
year.

in

movement,
flavor, Mr.
double and

cellos and resonant basses, all
brought into full play, make this a movement which should satisfy all .. musically
and technically.
The extensive instrumentation and bold,
vivid quality of this symphony, coupled
with the widespread stereophonic sound
make this a high fidelity dream. The engineering is flawless. Being prejudiced for this
work, musically, I find it a pleasure to give
this a top recommendation.
Interpretatively speaking, Munch does a
fine job. I, personally, feel Ormandy derives
more from the scoring, packing quite an
emotional wallop particularly during the
"March" which is more ominous and the
finale which conveys the wild, sinister orgy
with full feeling. However, the Boston
Symphony comes through with flying colors.
sonorous

.

ORCHESTRAL -SYMPHONY
HAYDN:
MOZART:

Toy Symphony
Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, K. 525

A Musical Joke, K. 322

Chamber Orchestra, Stuttgart
Rolf Reinhardt, Conductor
Pro Musica

PHONOTAPES -SONORE PM 148
Dual: ...$8.95
3%, Dual: ...$6.95
71/2,

Performed in a light, capricious mood.
this bagatelle by Haydn (or as recent research indicates, by Leopold Mozart) satisfies the puerile demands of the young and
affords a thoroughly delightful experience
to the older.
The acoustics produced by rachets, birds,
trumpet, whistle, cuckoos, etc., are clear.
well- defined and something to hear via high

fidelity.
A well chosen companion piece is Mozart's satirical "A Musical Joke." If one desires a humorous and frivolous interlude,
these two pieces should satiate. The orchestra gives an excellent rendition of the
"Joke" and the instruments stand out in
bold relief, blithely out of tune, off key
and all! In the adagio cantabile, the solo
violin rates special mention. Played with
mastery and finesse, one can't help but smile
during the finale to this movement where
the violin plays such sour notes and both
soloist and orchestra actually make one feel
they are trying to "fold their tents and
steal quietly away."
In contrast, Mozart's popular "Eine
Kleine Nachtmusik," is given a well polished, balanced reading by Reinhardt
and the orchestra. Of the three tapes on
hand containing the same piece, the London
Mozart Ensemble under Vicars (Alphatape

14) gives a smaller, more intimate version,
but the tape is a bit bassy. The Sorkin
Symphonetre (Webcor 2923 -3) renders a
full, clear interpretation. The Phonotape
leaves nothing to be desired in any way,
so it's up to you.
The entire tape rates tops for both children and adults.

PIANO
RACHMANINOFF IN STEREO
Rhapsody, Opus 43, On
Pagininni

a

Theme of

Soloist: Francois D'Cote
Assisted by: String Ensemble de Paris

CANTO
Album #2
BEL

7,/2, Stereo, Inline or staggered

$9,95

The theme used as the basic foundation
of this Rhapsody was taken from the last
of the Paganinni Caprices for solo violin.
Composed in 1934, it was first performed
the Philadelphia Orchestra, under
Stokié s direction, at the Lyric in Baltitnore
by

with the composer as soloist.
In this composition appears the liturgical
melody, "Dies Irae." This theme is carried
by the piano in the 7th and 10th variations
-.nd in the finale the whole orchestra brings
it to a brilliant climax. As an aside, but
ying in with the month's reviews, you will
'md the "Dies Irae" given a burlesque
:tarody in the finale of the Berloiz Symphony.

Monsieur D'Cote performs the Rachman

-

noff works with exceptional talent, possess ng a sure, deft touch at the piano.

The separation of instruments is bright
and proportion via stereophonic
.und is perfect. A high fidelity thrill.
and keen

JAZZ
<AZ JAZ
Crazy (er) Rhythm
Fall in Love Too Easily
The Lady is a Tramp
Incense (Kaz Original)
I

he Fred Kaz

Trio

'eggy Taft, vocalist

From the moment tl-:s tape starts you are
with this talented quartet.
"; nei:
arrangements are fresh and styling
lever and the live, room -filling sounds that
emanate from the speakers are enough to
bowl you over. This is a less intimate combination than the Kaz trio; the Modernes
deliver with much gusto and drive and you
may find. as I did, that this tape is even a
hit more impressive stereophonically.
Thamm does top work on percussion
throughout maintaining a heat that is hound
to impress you. particularly in "Dansero"
which is a showcase for him, containing
tingling hongo arrangements. If this particular piece doesn't get you, nothing will!
Not listed on back of the package (hut
it appears on the label on reel) is a catchy
tune, with Polish or Hungarian flavor.
called "Song of the Vineyards." Was not
familiar with it, but sure do like it. The
rendition of "Foggy Day" with chime effects which transport you to the city infamous for that murky condition of the
atmosphere, is different and well done.
All the men play skillfully, both individually and together. You might be reminded of the Art Van Damm quintet, however, this quartet is hard to heat
they
jell just right. Frankly,
have to stop myself from playing this tape over and over,
it's that good. Don't miss it, it comes highly
recommended in every respect.
in the swing

...

::ONCERTAPES #507
Stereo, !Mine or staggered, 5" reel

1

¡,

Available both in stereo and monaural
and
'ocalist bring you jazz arranged in a clever,
:timate style. Featuring Fred Kaz, piano;
Dick Tyler, percussion; Lee Harvey on bass
and interspersed with two vocal numbers
v Miss Taft, you will thoroughly enjoy
raring this group and, perhaps, wish as
nic that the tape had been a longer one.
Kaz has a clean touch at the piano and
r production of the instrument is distinct.
e gives a slow, dreamy arrangement to
'm Glad There is You" and tops off the
t el
with one of his own numbers which
h +s plenty of fire to it. Dick Tyler handles
tl e percussion well, at times seems almost
a little too close -in, and Lee Harvey beats
it out on the bass
and dig that bass!
P -ggy Taft, who is currently featured as
s,calist on the Russ Morgan TV show,
si no in a pleasant, smooth style. A neat,
h danced trio with the added touch of a
g: sod vocalist.
The separation of instruments is good,
tl a sound spread. You can sense the piano
is to the right, the drums and bass to left,
Miss Taft seems dead center (or just off to
r :ht) and the overall effect is good.
You'll find this "combo" an entertaining
aidition to your tape library. Fidelity is tops.

#406) versions, this Chicago trio

I

CONCERTAPES #508
71/2, Stereo, Infine or staggered, 5" reel
(also available Monaural #405)

SELECTIONS FROM THE BOOK OF
PSALMS

--

If time stands still
when you listen to great music
superbly recorded, then Berkshire high fidelity tapes are a
must for your music library.
Most Berkshire tapes are priced
at a low $6.95 for a complete
71/2 ips, dual track. 7" reel and
are available at record dealers
and hi -fi audio centers. Or write
us for a complete catalog and

the name of your nearest dealer.
few outstanding selections from
Berkshire's recently releases Second
Edition:
A

Read by Alexander Scourby

Produced by Harvey Carter
PIANO CONCERTO r:17 IN G;
K
453 and VIOLIN CONCERTO
=4 IN D; K 218 (Mozart)

1

I

.

.

.

POPULAR
SWINGIN' EASY
Ti

Modernes
Pive Foot Two
e

Sesame Mucho
Song of the Vineyards

Surrey with the Fringe on Top
Dansero
D: ane Thamm, percussion

Sam di Gangi, accordion

Jo'n Kent,
"5

r'

bass

John Geoffrey, vibraphone

OMEGATAPE 10001, The Lectern Series

track
There is not too much that can be said
about this tape but there is a lot that can
he said for it. Even that can be stated very
shortly -we don't know how it could have
been done any better. Reading the Psalms
is David Scourby who has a voice of great
power but keeps it controlled at all times.
He uses his voice as a musician uses an instrument and the result is that this tape is
one of the finest readings of Biblical material that we have heard. Included on the
tape are Psalms 104, 8. 15, 139, 91, 90, 42.
22, 51, 123, 142, 130, 40, 116, 98, 30,
í8, 3' and 23. The last is by far the most
familiar and the others have been wisely
selected to bring out all facets of the
Psalms themselves. It is as suitable for use
in a church as it is in the home -and that's
very suitable.
71/2

ips, dual

Dumbarton Oaks Orch.,
Schneider, Soloists
BH -1007

$6.95

THE GURRELIEDER (Schoenberg)

New Symphony Society of
Paris, Chorus & Orch..
Leibowitz, Soloists
1311-1012 (complete on
2

reels)

$13.90

ORGAN MUSIC, VOL.

at Sorp,
BH -1019

I

semble.

Wheeler Studio, Vibratape DM -561
Nine selections are featured on this very

pleasant tape including, Beautiful Ohio,
Red Sails in the Sunset, Indian Love (:all
and La Golondrina. All of the numbers are
multiple track record'nus as Mr. Wheeler
makes s.-ccessive recordin:rs on each of the instruments listed above. We found this to be
a very listenable reel with sort of a folksy
flavor. It makes very pleasant background

www.americanradiohistory.com

(Bach)

Denmark
$6.95

SYMPHONY =5 IN E MINOR,
"NEW WORLD" (Dvorak)

Oberammergau Festival
Orch., Schwertfeger
B -2118

DINNER MUSIC
Played by Al Wheeler, electric organ, Vi.
brachord, Solovox and Maracas in en-

1

Vider$ on the organ

$6.95

HIGHLIGHTS Volume 2 now available (as well as Volume 1).
Through our dealer or direct
for only $1.50 each 71/2 ips, 5"

reel.

BERKSHIRE
R E C O R D

I

N G

C O R P

150 West 90th Street, New York 24,

N.

Y.

.

music as the tunes are neither flashy nor
brash. As many as seven separate dubbings
are made on some numbers and the task of
synchronizing them all is formidable indeed.

HOLIDAY MUSIC
MERRY CHRISTMAS CAROLS

for home, commercial outlets. or
for anyone possessing a tape machine. Guaranteed to convert a Scrooge into a more
angelic personality.
You will find yourself singing to "Joy to
the World," "Silent Night," and such numbers as "I Heard the Bells on Christmas
Day."
is a must

Pipe Organ and Dual Chimes
Robert Rheims
BEL

CHRISTMAS CAROLS

CANTO

71/2

71/2

Stereo, Inline .. $11.95
Dual, Monaural .. $ 6.95

(

This tape features Robert Rheims at the
Mighty Wurlizter Pipe Organ at Columbia
Square in Hollywood accompanied by a fine
integration of hammer-struck chimes and
the Maas -Rowe electric Carillons. Containing twenty traditional carols of the season
beautifully reproduced and presented, this

O du Frohliche
The First Noel

Adeste Fideles
Deck the Halls

Ave Marie (Schubert)

Jingle Bells

-

The -initial release of Concert Hall

7 brilliant NEW
releases of the sensational
pie r ecos decl

BINAURAL

Binaural Tapes was a huge success
you gave them a terrific reception! We
promised more on schedule and here
they are -seven more beautifully recorded, high -fidelity binaural releases,
listed below.
PLUS on

unbelievable

BINAURAL
TAPE SAMPLER

stereophonic

by

by Concert Hall Society only

Come

allSociett

PLUS an exciting
BINAURAL
TAPE SAMPLER

F -4

Tokyo Tsushin Kogyo, Ltd.
71/2 Stereo, Inline

An interesting and timely addition this
month is the above tape from Japan, imported by lntersearch, Cincinnati, Ohio.
This is a small chorus but via stereo sound
quite adequately fills the end of the room
with pleasant, temperate renditions of each
of the songs.
-Stille Nacht" Silent Night). "O du
Frohliche" (Christmas Hymn) and the
"Ave Maria' are sung in German, the rest
in English. The first two selections are
straight choral work while the remainder
have soloist and chorus. As accompaniment
on the first four pieces I would surmise a
harmonium (small reed organ) is used
while on the last three the piano is employed. The stereophonic result is good and
tape surface is quiet.
I

Culo Costello Male Voice Chorus
Stille Nacht

#702)
(#701)

SONY STERECORD,

$4

generous excerpts from FIREBIRD, EL AMOR
BRUJO, RHAPSODY IN BLUE, VERDI REQUIEM,
NUTCRACKER SUITE, FINLANDIA, DOWN THE
MIDDLE WITH JIMMIE McPARTLAND

Full 1200', 7" reel,

71/2 ips stacked or
staggered. Bound to please, and it's
yours for the manufacturing cost
just $4! See your dealer soon.'

-

THE SOUND OF CHRISTMAS
John Halloran Chorus

CONCERTAPES, INC. #505
Stereo, Inline or staggered

This tape was rushed to us by Comer.
tapes just in time to meet the deadline. The
John Halloran Chorus renders a delightful.
melodious performance of Christmas carols.
There are seven selections contained on
the tape.
Fine choral works with musical sequences
from one carol to another, give a fluid con tinuity to the entire repertoire. Voices and
instrumental works via stereo produces good
over -all sound. Clear fidelity. Heartily recommended for the Christmas season.

FOLK MUSIC
Played

Al

by

Vibrachord,

Wheeler,

Solovox and

electric organ,
Maracas in en-

semble.

BN -14 Handel: Water Music
BN -15
BN -16
BN -17
BN -18
BN -19
BN -20

All Concert Halt Society Binaural Tapes are
7" reels, '71 - ips, available tor either stacked
or staggered heads. Positive color identification
is provided by the color of the reel material
clear plane for stacked, yellow plastic foc
staggered. And note these Concert Hall extras:

-

All
All
All
All
All

CHS Topes bring you complete works
CHS Topes come with full program notes
CHS Tapes are splice free
CHS Tapes are pocked in attractive boxes
CHS Tapes ore of highest

fidelity

(complete)
Tschaikovsky: Nutcracker
fuite- Sibelius: Finlandia
Barrelhouse and Blues
Lehar: The Merry Widow
Verdi: Requiem
Rachmaninoff: Piano
Concerto #2 in C minor
Brahms: Violin Concerto
in D Major

Additional tapes will

be released by
the time you read this advertisement!
Keep up to date -write for your free

copy of the latest Concert Hall

catalog!
Concert Hall Binaural Stereophonic
Tapes are available at record dealers
and hi -fi audio centers, or write for
the name of your nearest dealer.

CONCERT HALL SOCIETY

WHEELER STUDIO, VIBRA TAPE FFT -568

These tunes are all time favorites and
Mr. Wheeler's treatment of them is pleasant. You'll find yourself whistling to numbers such as: Red Wing, Love's Old Sweet
Song, Old Folks at Home, Listen to the
Mockingbird, etc. The combinations of instruments, all of which Mr. Wheeler plays
in successive dubbings on the same track
seem well suited to these old time tunes.
The playing is in a relaxed style that makes
for easy listening. As with any potpourri
of selections such as this some are superior
to others on the reel.

FLAMENCO GUITAR
Almoradi
Falsetta Al Bordon
Recuerdo

a

Fantasia Onubense
Sarracena
Sevillanas
Played by Mario Escudero

PHONOTAPES -SONORE PM 5008
71/2, Dual:
$6.95
3%, Dual:
$4.95
Escudero plays with skill and warm ease
seven original Andalucian and Cante Hono
numbers. The vivid feeling he imparts with
this instrument shows his mastery of it.
During "Falsetta Al Bordon" he transmits
a sense of quiet beauty and in "Recuerdo a
.

(STEREOPHONIC) TAPES
45 Columbus Av

New York 23, N.Y.
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Sevilla

Alegrias del Alosno

A NEW SENSATION IN SOUND!

High Fidelity
Tape Recorder
by RCA Victor

only

$19995
SIS SPEAKS FOR HERSELF

.

.:Intl NMI can enjoy it forever, just
_it" you high fidelity playbacks.

u>

too

hear it today. Three speaker-

AS YOU LIKE IT.

i-

OWN HORN, !lien hear the
playback to help improve your playing.

Music. from Bach to bop,

RCA Vietor

n

e

Ili -l'i pre -recorded

LAUGH OF THE PARTY. Watchh guest. lacer

BLOW YOUR

tapes.

tchen they ark.

I. that really tile?"

Take "pictures in sound" with this fine three -speaker recorder
Lary as taking a rildp -lint. 1 MI
,tton and the sound it ttons fort s. r
exa tly as you hear it today. \\ by I.iarNr?
Bet luxe this is an RCA Victor New Orthophl, is High Fidelity Tape titellrll, r - with
ad% (rued features front the world's finest
CLICK!
a

.

-

I

PII

d

engineers.

-

example, you can record at 2 speeds
or music -one for voice. A numbered.
window -type counter -wheel lets you locate
any part of any recording. And push- button
F

r

one

rlmtrllnwk..operatilal.1

nap. "lhelt

i

I

advertised

,151

price shown., suClect Ic in

PUSH -BUTTONS

DO

IT!

Here.s

the

ward." .Reenrdin,: " ..Stop."

RADIOCORPORATIONOFAMERICA

Is

NW

profesional quality tape recorder
an amateur can run. Buttons eon trnl "Rewind." Playback." "For-

RCATICTOR
t-,%

MP

l

Other RCA Victor tape recorders include a portable model at $159.95 and a deluxe High Fidelity
co 'sole on clear plastic wheels in mahogany finish (light rift oak finish, slightly higher) at $279.95.

htonulac'v'er.' natty,.

n

provision for remote control.
But it the playback that's nui-t amazing.
IiCA Victor's:
tt
s l'anoramicthree-speaker lli _
Fidelity Sound Sy -teiii actually makes you
sound like' coo!
For proof. visit your dealer's now. He'll
give you a con% incise demonstration of
this new RC.\ Victor Judicial, Model 71113.
5199.95. on'll want to .tart your °family
album of sound" then and there!

b

Gray simulated leather case.
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Sevilla" and the Spanish dance, "Sevillana"
the pulsing rhythms idiomatic of the
Spanish music are brought into sharp focus.
His fingering is strong and sure and the
sounds that emanate from the Flamenco
guitar are ones you will want to hear again.
The reproduction of the instrument is
clean and bright. A fine tape, musically and
technically.

For Making

Modern,
High Fidelity
Recordings

your eyes and obtain a vicarious thrill by
riding 'round and 'round on your favorite
steed -hope you catch the brass ring!
MISTER ZITHER
Anton Karas, Zither
Vienna Amusement Orchestra
Hans Hagen, Conductor

OMEGATAPE 2001
Dual: ...$9.95
You will find on this tape a perfect blend-

71/2,

NOVELTY

the new

REK-O-KUT

CAROUSELLE BAND ORGAN
Album #1
BEL CANTO
71/2, Stereo, Inline or staggered ...$9.95
Listening to the fine old Wurlitzer Band
Organ play such tunes as "Lovin' Sam,"

"Homesick," "Toot Toot Tootsie," and
many, many more, you find the only thing
lacking is the merry -go -round itself. I warn
you if the children hear this you will be
besieged with requests to take them to the
local one, if such exists.
This particular organ has been in operation since it was installed back in 1924 by
Ross R. Davis at Lincoln Park, California.
On the back of tape package appears breakdown of the instrument which makes fascinating reading and just to whet your appetite the instrumentation includes 6 eight foot stopped pipes, 6 eight -foot open pipes,
bass drum, cymbal, crash cymbal, snare
drum, etc. The melody contains 44 loud
violins, 44 soft violins, 22 bells, 22 flageolet

Imperial
V

pipes, 22 piccolo pipes, etc.
This is thoroughly entertaining and will
appeal to all ages. The fidelity is splendid
and by way of stereo sound you can close

the new

ing of orchestra and zither playing Middle
European melodies which will make your
heart lighter, your feet tap and you might
even find yourself reaching for the wine
glass pictured in the very artistic layout on
the package.
Mr. Karas performs with skill and spirit
as does the Vienna Amusement Orchestra.
The arrangements are par excellence. Notice
the trumpets intro to "Lili Marlene." The
orchestra may remind you of Mantovani, especially in such pieces as "White Lilacs,"
"Lobau," and "Vienna, Vienna, Only You."
Examples of Schrammel music (typical
Viennese small bands; usually zither, accordion and violin) will be found throughout tape, i.e., "Specialties of Vienna." Mr.
Karas renders two of his works on Track A,
"Slow Coach" (you'll recognize it as the
pop song "Slow Poke') and " Zitta Ditta."
Throughout the fidelity is clear and
smooth, the strings literally sing, all instruments are clear and vivid. You couldn't ask
for higher fidelity reproduction.
If you would like to spend a delightful
time in the atmosphere of an Austrian
garden- restaurant this is the tape for you.

The sound

of

PROFESSIONAL

*

CHRISTMAS'

DISC RECORDER
featuring:
NEW Overhead Recording Lathe
with provision for run -in and runoff grooves.

* NEW Vertical Cutting Head (50
to 10,000 cycles).

*

NEW

Rek -O -Kut Playback Arm
Model 160 for records up to 16 ".

$59995

Complete (less microphone)

.lightly higher West of Itockiep

Records Live, 'off -the -air', from

tape or other disc recording.

ALL CON( E It'l'APES are packed
;n exclusive "Stor-a -Tape' round
plastic containers, a protective,
practical. decorative addition to
your library shelf.
"The Sound of Christmas" Stereo
Reel No. 505, $7.95. Monaural Reel
Nn. -107, $3.95.

The Ideal Gift for
Tape Collectors
CONCERTAPES "Stor - a - Tape"
boxes of high- impact plastic keep
dust out. moisture in
provide
center support for reels to 7R.
Each Is complete with four colorful labels -one for the front. two
for the rims and a fourth for mailing without need for additional
sealing or packing. Just 75' at

...

...

your dealer's.
Write for current Concertapes
Catalog.
W'n.e

f.,

c,

.:':..r .m.I SPrnti..rtionr to Dept.

HIGH FIDELITY RECORDINGS ON TAPE
522 Green Bay Road, Winnetka, Illinois

38 -01 Queens Blvd., L.I.C., 1, N.Y.
.taN
.. .

CANADAAt..

ANN, Corp SO W npo e

A..

.

to IO

-a

CONCERTAPES,Inc.

117 -24

REK -O -KUT Company
IN

CONCERTAPES captures the spirit of
Christmas in "The Sound of Christmas."
newest stereo recorded tape release by this
pioneer In stereo. The John Halloran
Choir is featured with the Concertapes
Orchestra directed by Leonard Sorkin in
a tape you'll treasure for its unique especially- for -stereo qualities. Here is realism,
motion. reverence and revelry; here is the
solemnity and Joy of Christmas-on tape.
Other recent CONCERTAPES releases:
K A% JAZ,
the moderately progressive
music of the Fred Kaz Trlo with Vocalist
Peggy Taft: SIVINGIN' EASY, danceable
music by The Modernes -pop and standard
selections: Richard Pick, classical Spanish guitarist In a unique stereo solo reel.
These are available-as are all CONCER.TAPES-in staggered or in-line stereo or
monaural versions.
26 CONCERTAPES Titles
single source
for a complete library of the newest and
finest in recorded tapes. Selections by the
Fine .-Arts Quartette. Serkin Sy mphnnette.
l' nrcr1apt'S nchcstra.

.Ot o

Winnetka 6-6785
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Now!

ONE

Berlant - Concertone Recorder

does the work

of THREE

AtAIANT

THIS NEW STEREO TRIPLE PLAY HEAD DOES
The 36ST Berlant Deluxe
Recorder is ideal for radio
station use. Delivers
performance characteristics for
the most exacting quality use.
Hysteresis synchronous drive
model (99.8% timing
.accuracy). Frequency response

IT-

Plays Full Track, Half Track, Stereo

-

40 to 15,000 cps at 15 ips
± 2db. Save the cost of
a second recorder plus savings
in space, operator time and
tape. l'erfect for the station

planning stereo tape
broadcasts on AM and
FM simultaneously.

For the Advanced
Audiophile
the Concertone Custom
Recorders answer recording
and playing needs for years to
come. Full professional
features include use of 10!.
reels, editing and cueing,
4 _ signal level meter, 3 motors,
monitoring from tape
while recording,
2 channel input mixer.

Take Time to Pay...
Terms to meet your budget
on all models. (Model 22)
As low as $49.50 down, $7.50
per week, 24 months to pay.

Head Compliment Model 26ST and Model 36ST. Another exclusive development
of the superb engineering laboratories of American Electronics
America's
foremost manufacturer of electronics for military, home and industrial use.

-

FREE- 850.00 worth of recorded tape with
the purchase of any

B -C

recorder.

SAVE-$.73.50 on a new $93.50 Concertone
Custom Microphone.
Offers limited and may be withdrawn without notice. See your Berlant -Concertone
distributor today for your FREE tape library
or for the microphone savings ... featured at
the dealer stores listed on opposite page.
Write for new 6 -page brochure No. 4 -0.
Audio Division Drpt. 15-ND
AMERICAN ELECTRONICS, INC.

655 West Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles 15, California
15
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When only the best is
good enough...

SoutiQCkA

li

t

magnetic recording tapes on

Ill

gic

base

Model's outfit by Mme. E. Grange
Car by Jaguar
PLUS 50 by Soundcraft

For true high fidelity now

- and

from now on

- choose

these Soundcraft tapes. All are made with Oscar -winning

Soundcraft oxide on extra -strong ' Mylar" base.
w

PLUS

50- get 50%

PLUS

100-

"LIFETIME"

longer play

twice as much on a reel

- guaranteed for life

FOR EVERY SOUND REASON

REEVES
*DuPont

16

trademark

SOUNDCRAFT CORP.

'O East 52nd Street, New York 22,

N. Y.

from

From

V -M

..

.

STEREOPHONIC SOUND AT A POPULAR PRICE!
Now you can afford to enjoy the pleasure of stereophonic sound. the
kind you've heard in theaters. Binaural tapes let you "hear with both
ears" the way you hear a live performance.
Binaural 'Celeste' table -model high fidelity tape recorder (left) teams with
any amplifier- speaker system to play
binaural tapes. Designed as the perfect companion -piece for the fabulous
'Fidelis'® Model 560 phonograph. 'Celeste also records and plays back
monaurally. V -M Model 750 in Blonde
or Mahogany fine -furniture finish,
S259.95.* Legs optional.

Fabulous 'Fidelis' high -fidelity
table -model phonograph (right). It's
the perfect "music-mate" to team with
:Celeste for binaural playback. Has
'Super -Fidelis' 4 -speed changer with
Siesta -Matic, three speakers and V -M
tone -o -matic It . Model 560. Blonde or
Mahogany ál49.50.* Walnut or Ebony
slightly more. Legs optional.
The

for Pleasure, see and hear these V -M
"Matchmates" at your neighborhood V -M Dealers.
Purely

Slightly higher

of
V -M

CORPORATION

BENTON

in the west.

Music
HARBOR,

MICHIGAN

World's Largest Manufacturer of Phonographs and Record Changers
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the

Magnificent
erro

TEEN TAPERS

-A,
BY JERRY HEISLER.

world's finest
hi-fi tape recorder

National President

The

.w issue devoted exclusively to stereo and
pros and cons, I felt that it should be
my place to do some exploring into this
medium on my own. Fruitful exploring it
was, for I discovered some of the most rewarding experiences I've yet come across in
tape. It's one thing to talk about something
and read about it, but it's entirely different,
and much more fun in this instance, to find
out about it first hand.
I-"

rs

audiophile net

$37950

professional
quality at nominal cost
The

world-famous

FERROGRAPH

magnetic

tape recorder, designed and developed pri-

-

marily for professional use, has been
re-styled for YOU
the discriminating
audiophile, the progressive educator, the
efficient businessman, the music lover.
Standard equipment with the British Broadcasting Corporation, it is a byword with
cultural, educational and scientific users
throughout Europe. The FERROGRAPH is
unconditionally guaranteed to meet the most
critical performance requirements.
Two models of this versatile dual -speed,
dual track recorder are now available in
LIMITED QUANTITIES, with tape speeds of
33/4
and 71/2 or 71" and 15" per second.
Both models feature the employment of a
synchronous hysteresis capstan motor providing unparalleled long -term speed stability,
thus avoiding pitch errors on playback.

\.

r-i-(

-

.-

1

1

FER ROGRAPII
RECORDERS AND
ALL

TAPE

DECKS

have

three motors. Custom installation models with
tape speeds of either 7.5
and 15 ips or 332 and

7'2

ios

are

available.

(Custom model 66
lus al left).

H

II.

ERCONA CORPORATION
(Electronic Division)

eA

27

New York, N. Y.

viral Elerbie Co.. Ltd
Danforth Rd.. Toronto 13

In Canada:

A

1

1

Write for performance
specification; and the name
of the franchised dealer in your area.

551 Fifth Ave., Dept.

The Voice of Music Corporation of Benton Harbor, Michigan, was gracious enough
to loan me their model 711 recorder plus
the matching bass reflex speaker with which
to do my experimenting. This unit is a
standard monaural recorder and playback
machine, but it is further equipped with an
extra head accommodating the stereophonic
tapes for playback. I found it an extremely
fine piece of equipment to work with, but
more about that later. Mr. Leonard Sorkin
of Concertapes, one of the pioneers in the
stereophonic tape production, loaned me 22
reels of stereo tape. Thus equipped, I set
out to explore the hidden wonders of stereophonic sound. To stare it briefly, it's simply
tremendous. It is hard to adjust to the sensation that sounds are travelling from one
part of the room to the other. You notice
that the drummer seems to be in one corner
while the piano is in another, as in the
actual layout of the band. Listening first to
a regular monaural tape in which all of
the music comes from one speaker, and then
playing a stereo tape, the difference is amazing.
Using the V -M plus a Revere recorder
as the second amplifier required,
marvelled
at how realistic everything sounded. Naturally, all recorded sound is only an illusion,
an attempt to duplicate the original, but
stereo comes so close to exactly duplicating
it that found myself looking for the singer,
or picking out the instruments of the band
in their various locations. One of the Con certapes entitled "Tempo Nuevo" featured
Latin music. The maraccas, claves, bongo
drums, and other traditional Latin rhythm
instruments were so realistic sounding that
couldn't help hut want to dance to the
music. This is certainly one element of
stereo that will he of interest to teens. We
all know how much more enjoyable it is to
dance to a "live orchestra" rather than records. Now, through stereo tapes, you can
reproduce the "live music" in such a manner
that you won't know the difference. Perhaps the most striking tapes
heard were
two reels entitled "Sound In the Round."
These reels contained common everyday
sound effects. This is perhaps the best illustration of the stereophonic effect that can
be obtained. We have all heard train
sounds, sirens, and the like over the radio
and TV. but not until you hear the train
approaching at the far right, the wheels

I8
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grinding to a stop in tront of you, and then
the whistle sounding and the train pulling
off to the left, do you appreciate what stereo
is. There was also the sound of a common
ping pong game in which I found myself
turning from left to right following the
ball which I imagined was there. Excellent
entertainment and a very fine illustration of
the realism of stereo sound. It's hard to
describe the sensation, the wandering sounds,
and the amazing realism, and you must certainly hear it yourself to fully appreciate it.
Basically, a stereo tape is made by recording two separate segments of the sound on
two tracks of tape and playing them hack
at the same time. As you all know, tape has
two tracks. By using two microphones instead of one, and a special type of recorder,
a recording of the left part of the orchestra
is made on one track, while the right side is
made on the other track. Using the special
playback consisting of the special recorder.
plus a separate amplifier and speaker, you
recreate the program exactly as it really
sounded. You may use any already existing
amplifier in your home for the extra unit.
used my other recorder, but a console phonograph, hi -fi, television, radio or what have
you are all suitable. You in effect play back
two separate recordings at once, putting the
third dimension into the sound.
To you who have never heard it, it is
similar to stereophonic sound in movies. Reproduction of this kind is impossible with
a conventional phonograph, to say nothing
of the inherent finer qualities of tapes. No
needle scratch, no surface noise, the ability
to patch torn tapes, and the added realism,
are all good reasons why stereo tapes are a
1

good buy.
I have shown the stereo equipment to
many teens, adults, and younger kids, and
the response is amazing. There is something
of value in it for all types of listeners.
Tapes are available with symphony orchestras, string quartets, jazz combos, singers,
and any other type of subject found on a
record. To the music students, stereo lets
you hear "inside' the orchestra and pick

out the various instruments, which is impossible with a phonograph where everything is all mixed up into one speaker. If
you like string music, you can have the
intimacy of a chamber concert right in your
living room and have the sensation of a
small group of musicians playing for you
alone, as they did for royalty in Haydn's
day. On the more modern side, the jazz
combos lend themselves well to stereo.
Concertapes' reel "Kaz Jaz" featuring the
Fred Kaz trio, is an excellent example of
this. A singer featured with the group,
"stands right our ir. front of you" when you
hear this reel.
RCA is entering this field, and other record companies are sure to follow, so an in-

Tho Experts' Choice for Outdoor Recording
creasing number of tapes with popular
artists is guaranteed for the future. Besides
Concertapes, Livingston, Bel Canto, A -V,
and others are producing many fine tapes.
In addition to the V -M unit, Bell, RCA,
i'entron, Viking, and others are coming
-Alt with stereo units. It is
my guess
hat very shortly all manufacturers of both
ape and recorders will be in the stereo field.
'Ampex has a fine higher priced stereo mahine also.
V -M is planning on introducing a stereo
nachine capable of making as well as play ng back stereo tapes. This would be an exellent item for a school. Imagine making
recording of the band and glee club in
terco. I believe that much credit is due
-M and others for having the foresight to
provide playback at slight additional cost
$20 more) than a standard machine. It
ill certainly do much to establish the role
r stereo in the home and in the audio visual
field. If you are in the market for a new
recorder, you ought certainly to bear in
mind the fact that you can have a stereo
machine for slightly more than a regular
machine. The difference is certainly worth
ii and you owe it to yourself to hear this
a .pest of sound if you haven't.
The machine is on its way back to the
f. gory, the tapes have been returned, and
I now have to adjust myself once again to
n onaural sound. It's hard to do after enj: oing stereo so much. There is one nice
tl ought to bear in my mind. The next machine I buy will be 3 -D.
That's all for now. TAPE RECORDING bec mes a monthly with this issue, so we'll
Sc.' you a hit sooner this time. Get the clubs
g' ing, and let us hear from you. Keep 'em
s ¡inning.

"535"

SLENDYNE

THE

DYNAMIC PROBE MICROPHONE...

:.9

:

Robert Oakes Jordar and

GIBSON GIRL TAPE SPLICERS
splices in a

stereophonic

wink!

DID

SCISSORS.

NO

RAZOR BLADES.

James C. Cunningham using
two parabolic sound reflectors and two Shure Vets.
dynes during an outcoor

recording

session.

AorYYourDalrs
CORP.

For a special series of outdoor stereophonic recordings, "Sounds

YOUR TAPE RECORDER
CAN MAKE MONEY FOR YOU

of Nature," one of the world's foremost stereophonic recording
research organizations, Robert Oakes Jordan & Associates of
Highland Park, Illinois, chose the Shure Slendyne "535" .
because of its rugged, weather -proof construction.

ROBINS INDUSTRIES

Make tope recordings of
MEETINGS

PAF FIES

SCHOOL
WEDDINGS

CONCERTS & EVENTS
high -fidelity
permanent
ana
transfer
to
records for very little cost. Then resell
at sour own price!
Records Imprinted With Your Copy
Large or Small Quantities
Exceptionally Low Rates
All Speeds and Sizes

C

PeSt RECORDS, INC.

.

The microphones used in this project were exposed to rain, strong
winds and rough handling, with no change in their excellent
recording characteristics.
Said Mr. Jordan, "In field tests during all types of weather the
535's withstood the abuses of nature and two busy scientists
more intent upon their work than upon the "proper" treatment
of high quality microphones."

°R9'

220 Broadway, Huntington Sta. 5, N. Y.
!'leu

taps 'a

..end

ncn.1-

on

transferring

..

SHURE
..

.....2n\I;

..

MAIL TODAY FOR BROCHURE AND RATES

MICROPHONES
224

H A RT R E V

SHURE BROTHERS, INC.
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
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TO N

,

IN ELECTRONICS SINCE 1926
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TAPE IN EDUCATION
BY JOHN J. GRADY,

and music instructors in many of
the high schools of the nation deserve
credit for numerous innovations in adapting
tape recorders to classroom educational
technique.
The use of tapes for auditions, rehearsals,
etc., now is standard practice in schools
having an installation of tape recording
equipment. And now, it is possible to have
tapes on which a great variety of SOUND
EFFECTS can be permanently available.
This permits drama and music departments
to produce programs that approach professional quality. At assemblies and all forms
of school entertainments the efforts of students can be embellished by tape material
which will add greatly to the pleasure of
the audience.
Clever instructors with inventive initiative
have produced programs that will give
school audiences in the widespread smaller
communities a touch of the theatre such as
is available only in metropolitan areas. This
applies particularly to musical presentations.
But such a presentation can be an annual
affair which would be an artistic triumph
reflecting great credit on the school and the
faculty members responsible for it.
The production of an old musical favorite
can be given a splendid interpretation, if
the student body is numerically large
enough so that a melodious chorus can be
organized. That's the necessary nucleus for
the program. Then, the leading characters
must be selected. Poise, and the ability to
follow the instructor's direction are the
chief qualifications for the more prominent
parts. For these leading roles are to he done
in pantomime with appropriate gestures and
semblances of vocal action. But, the voice
and the melody which the audience will
hear will be a tape recording of the prominent artists associated with the tart. All
solos, duets, and quartet numbers will he
tape recordings coming from the wings. A
darkened stage will help to perfect the illusion.
TAPE IN EDUCATION will welcome
any detailed report fr'-m teachers who have
staged productions wherein the talent of
students has been combined with the tape
recorded artistry of popular professionals.
It is obvious that musical reviews, variety
shows, minstrel shows and other forms of
entertainment can be devised by instructors
so that they will have local or community
significance, but the program will be enhanced by the taped recordings of famous
DRAMA

minder

dem

Ci
For

broa

public

ACTUAL
SIZE

SPECIFICATIONS:
Output level -58 db;
Response: 50- 13,000 c.p.s.;
Cable 12 ft. detachable;
Impedance Specify
50 ohm, 200 ohm or high.
List Price
Marching G -8 Shockmount stand

THE

(Th

$49.00
8.00

i
COMPANtl
948 17th St. N.E.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

IN CANADA: Canadian Marconi Co.,
Toronto, Ontario and Branches
EXPORT: Ad Auriema, Inc.,
89 Brood St., New York 4, N. Y.
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elsewhere, will tell you of the advantages
of this new plan. Now, TAPE IN EDUCATION, can make more prompt response to
those presenting questions. Apologies are
tendered to those who have supplied information in past months, if lack of allotted
space did not permit acknowledgement.
From Sandy Kahn, Cincinnati, Ohio, we
have good news. The SPEEDWRITING

method of shorthand instruction is utilizing
tape recording as an advantage to students.
Speed practice in dictation is facilitated by
the use of tape recordings. A particular advantage is the availability of a tape recording which permits a student to make up any
lesson missed. Tapes are also available for
former students desiring a refresher in technique.
Teachers and administrators are reminded
to THINK when they hear the oft repeated
expression on radio or television, "This
program is an electrical transcription." It
means that the program has been tape recorded. And if teachers and administrators
do THINK about it, they will realize the
very many ways that a tape recorder would
be of advantage in the classroom handling
of repetitive texts. Tape recording is strong
medicine in those schools of overcrowded
classes and double sessions.

RECORDS FROM TOUR TAPES
Meetings, concerts, training aids. etc
economically re- recorded on perma.
nenl hr- fidelity discs. Professional Quality

-overnight service -all

speeds -any

Quantity WutelorrreerolderandP :.

.4,

RECORDED PUBLICATIONS LABS.
1556.1370 PIatea Ava., Camden S, N.J.

LEARN A LANGUAGE AND BUILD
YOURSELF A GREATER FUTURE
Easy course with 200 pp. teabook ( 60 conversations) in FRENCH, SPANISH, GERMAN,

RUSSIAN, etc. only 515.00. Just let the vocabulary sink into your memory! A REAL contribution
to your REEL library. Don't be an uncultured
ape -learn a language with National Tape!
National Tape Library. 80f F Street. Wash., D. C.

RECORDED TAPE
We carry a full line of stereophonic and monaural tapes from
over thirty leading tape libraries.

-

For a complete and informative

artists.

EDUCATIONAL NOTES
TAPE IN EDUCATION finds pleasure
in drawing attention to the new publication
policy which will give you an issue of TAPE
RECORDING each month. A detailed notice,

FREE

catalog, write

MAL'S RECORDING SERVICE
Dept. TR, Bon 37, Rockaway Park 94, N. Y.

TAKE

1

by the Editors

have a way of creeping up unnoticed and we were a bit surprised to
ealize that we had already spent three very
.)usy years bringing you the facts and news
on tape recording.
With this issue we begin our fourth year
of publication and to celebrate we've
Hi -Fi Tape
hanged our name a bit
Recording and we're going monthly.
Both of these changes are in line with
he many requests we have received for
more frequent publication and more dope
m audio in general.
This issue is stereo from cover to cover.
'We believe you'll find it interesting. If the
articles sound a bit enthusiastic and you are
inclined to take such enthusiasm with a
grain of salt then go out and hear stereo
;ourself and you'll see that it has not been
xaggerated in the least.
We want to take this opportunity to
hank both our readers and our advertisers
or their support over the years just past.
Without both it would not have been postible for us to gain the leadership in the
ield that we now have.
The years ahead are even brighter for
ape than those just past and we are looking
orward to the opportunity of being of servce and of putting out the kind of magazine
ou ll enjoy.
BIRTHDAYS

-to

0

MONAURAL

STEREOPHONIC

RECORDING

SHOW-OFF TAPE FOR TOUR HI -FI SET

MUSIC FOR

II'PI

STEREO -MAGIC

SHOWS

CONVERSION KIT

irnlnrrl:

.7,

PLAYBACK

PLAYBACK

Adapts any Pentron tape

HERMANN SCHERCHEN,

recorder sold in the past 5 years
for stereophonic tape playback.

CARLOS MOLINA, THE HI -LO'S,
ROGER WAGNER CHORALE,

ANTON KARAS, PETE DAILY,

List:

ANTON PAULIK, MARY LOU

$1695

WILLIAMS, ROBERT
CRAFT, PETE

Demo Tape D -8

CANDOLI, and

7" REEL,
DUAL TRACK,
7l,í IPS.

others

'5.95
Designed

to be played at all

the Hi -Fi Shows
lhronghaut thecotnt-

this year... to show
ti Hi -Fi equipment.
Contains complete
selections from 18
different OMEGATAPE releases.
INTERNATIONAL PACIFIC
t

rU

STEREO -MAGIC
STOCK PENTRON MODELS
These regular in -stock models
offer stereophonic playback plus
monaural recording and playback.
T -90S:

$219.95, list
$269.95, list
HFW-500S: $319.95, list
HF -400S:

PENTRON CORP.,

.

Omegatape

...

Name

Address

RECORDING CORPORATION
158 NORTH VINE

787 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago 24, III.

Send details on Stereo -Magic

City

State

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF
21
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

Complete Mixing
AND

Questions tor this deoarment may oe sent on tape sr

Fading Facilities!

Severna

THE WORLD- FAMOUS
1

Model CA4

Master Control -Amplifier
DIRECT TAPE -HEAD

PLAYBACK

n.t

edModel CA-411 e,mhi ncs the
saneed audio control with n powerful
25-watt amplifier nn one compact chassis.
distortion at 25 watts'
Less than l'
Handles 50 watts peak. VIC(nxivr
F1511ER TostScoe,
graphic indicator
of control settings. Direct tape -head
plashack and microphone preamplifier.
Six equalization settings. Frequency response 4 :0.5 db. 10 to 90.111M cycles:
Hum and noise better than 90 dh helms
full output. Cathode -follower. tape recorder output. 4. B and 1h -ohm outputs.
Ten tubes. C11N Mgt.S: Volume /Loudness
7

-a

Filter, Noise Filter. Input Level. Sue:
5" high.

deep x

t

$139.50

model bc-C

FISHER
WITH

Master Audio Control
DIRECT TAPE -HEAD

PLAYBACK

" lireathlakiltgl" Edward Tatnull Canby, Professional phono and tape -head
e gonlization. Full mixing and fading facilities on 2 to 5 channels. 7 inp-Its.
in-Etding two l'hono.
and Tape. Two
cathode follower outputs. Separate equalization and preamplificatiun directly from
tape head. Inherent hum vi rtua!h non mearveahle! Frequency response , -0.25
dh. 20 to 20.000 cycles:
dh. 10 to
100,O00 cycles. C, Nlasts: Bass. T -ehle,
Master Volume. Two Phon,, Tape Equalization. Calibrated Loudness Ita!ance.
Line Switch, Five Channel Selector Push
Bottoms. Five Input Mixer Level. SIZE:
t2J1" wide x í1í "" deep x
high.
ssrn.ul: In t
ds.
$99.50
Monde or Mahogany Cabinet $'I.'15

\lit

FISHER

Mixer -Fader

Electronic mixing
s

of any
urces.

Vn insertion , Insxt
Extremely how ham
:und

II

noise I, ., -I
$1 9.95

Ir,' for Coin plrte Sperihrations
..4114111b II{ch,.r Tn Th.. Far \Cyst

FISHER RADIO CORP.
2 1-2 7 44th DRIVE
L.I. CITY 1, N.Y.
011111111111111111111111111111111111
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tape deck

am having difficulty acquiring the
proper acoustics from my recordings in
my piano studio. 1 have a linoleum floor and
hard wood walls, so that when recording
from the piano the tones seem to "hit"
sharply and the result is a hard, poorly recorded performance. Is there a microphone
that will give me the correct acoustics?
Also, how can I prevent outside noise from
showing up in the recording? I was told
that by hanging heavy cloth about the room
it would absorb the tone. Another thine;.
LII

Model 50 -M

and fading
two signal

a

AAny of the standard brands of tape are
reliable and tape on the Mylar base is the
best you can get. There is increased danger
of print through on the thinner tapes but
this print through business has been much
over -rated. The greatest causes of print
through are the use of too high a recording
level, the storage of tapes near a weak magnetic field and the storing of tapes at high
temperatures. If you avoid those things you
should have no difficulties. The extra thin
tape must be treated carefully and handled
with respect. We believe the 1 mil Mylar
would be best for you until you get some
recording experience and knots just bou' to
control the level.
If you can work fast, you can make a
"üaivg splice--u ell he running an article
ou that shortly. Regarding reel reversal and
shift, u'e know of no recorder which has this
feature-only the long playing music machines will make the shift from one track
to the other automatically. If your recorder
has a manually operated shift to the second
track it mat be possible for you to rig a
switch and solenoid nafnet to make time
changeover. The switch could be set to trip
when the take-up reel is full. We know of
no device or attachment you can buy to do
this. Regarding other opera recordists, perhaps some u
u -rite to you after reading
this.

Balance I -pos i t ion I. Selector'lìgnaliza
Lion. AC On -Off. Bass, Treble, Rumble

121¡" wide x 10lá"
al :r.nt 24 pounds.

have recently purchased

and am very satisfied with it and the sound
it produces through my hi -fi system. I would
like to know what kind of tape to use for
best reception. Is the extra long playing
tape (t/z mil Mylar) advisable to use. I am
told that it is not permanent and will print
through. Can I arrange some way to have
the tape stop before leaving the reel? An
ideal situation would be to have track 1
play through, reverse itself to track 2 and
play through to the end.
My timing needs correction as I've had
tape run off the reel while recording. Do
you have any hints here? I have just begun
purchasing your magazine TAPE RECORDING and it appears to be just what I need
-but I am just beginning. Do you know
of any reader who records opera from the
air ? -S. R. Denker, 2215 Cranston Road,
University Hghts. 18. Ohio.
M

High Fidelity Components

WITH

Park, Maryland. The most interesting

and widely

used in this department and all inquiries will receive

FISHER

FISHER

means or

ay

a

postcard or letter

Please address your queries to, "Questions and Answers," Film and TAPE RECORDING.

11.1

a

applicanle questions will n.

tape or letter reply.

my recordings seem to vibrate tones. It a
note is held for a beat or so it warbles back

and forth. Would appreciate any information you can offer me.-M. R. C., Lowell,
Mass.

believe that most of your difficulty
from the room itself. The hard floor
and u ails make excellent sound reflectors
and the reverberations will spoil your recording. Hanging draperies a ill help cut
this reflection of sound traces as u-ill a rug
on the floor. Hou -ever. before doing this we
would suggest that you bring the mike very
cloie'to the piano, even so close that it will
have to be played softly to avoid overloading. This a ill help some and perhaps
enough. It will also aid in getting rid of
the background noise you mention as the
recording volume will be turned down lower. You night also try suspending the mike
under the piano, if it is a grand type, and
also putting a throw ruf under the piano
on the floor. This will cut down on the reflections from the floor by absorbing the
sound. Regarding the warbling effect, this
would seers to indicate that your recorder
needs a bit of attention as wow is being
produced. Clean all tape guides, the heads
and also have the drive system or pucks and
rollers looked over for shiny spots or flats.
We

A

stems

Recently I purchased a pre -recorded
dual track tape which I played several
times. However, on approximately the fifth
time I detected a background noise which
was coming from a partial reproduction of
the invented part of the tape. This annoying
interference is also being experienced in
making my own tape recordings.
J. A. Mlf.. Arlington, Va.
A-Somehow. your tape guides or heads
have gotten oat of alignment and are picking up the second track. Check both and
tighten up if they are loose. Try shifting the
position of the tape as it runs past the head
by pressing on the edge with a pencil. You
will thus he able to determine whether the
guides should be raised or lowered to get
the best alignment.

pIFFERENT-/

RECORDED

FUN-FILLED

TAPES9

SAMPLER ONLY

4

(DUAL TRACK -STATE SPEED)
LOWEST PRICES! FREE

LISTS!

HOUSE of STONE LUNENBURG

Ill -PI

2,

MASS

For All Your

ItEQI 11tEMIEN i'S

Write as first
Authorised Distributors
BERLANT Concertone

Our Consultation Service is at your disposal.

Write

us

today.

Suggested Systems from 5150.00 and up
SOUND MART UNLIMITED, INC.
DEPT. T. 119 East 59th St., New York 22
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TAPES TO THE EDITOR
3"

reel and indicate the speed at which it was

recorded and whether it is dual or single track. We will listen to your tape, make notes from it for use
in this column and then reply on your tape. Ple ase keep tapes reasonably brief.
If you do not own a recorder a letter will be acceptable. Address tapes or letters to: The Editor.

film

Editor:
Would it he possible for ycu to put me
touch with someone who has made good

.pes of the ABC -FM broadcasts from the

'fetropolitan Opera House.

I

need

these

esperately as I am about to begin my
early opera classes in which spontaneous
performances are a must. No one here
gems to have taped them except me but
lost many of my tapes recently in an
afortunate accident. I would prefer makIg copies of the tapes myself and I will
ike care of all financial matters. -Houard
Deck, 1512 .Schtitlkill Ave.. Reading,
I ronsylvania.
An lone able to help ,\fr. Deck%
I

I

t

o

the Editor:

I have just read with interest your letter
forming the trade of your plans to pub .sh Tape Recording Magazine on a month-

basis.

.
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and TAPE RECORDING, Severna Park, Md.
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When sending tapes to the editor please use the

c
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take this opportunity to offer my
ncere congratulations on taking this step.
The lack of proper information about tape
:cording and tape recorders has been a
May

1

-

FLAMENCO

SOUNDS -CRAZY

Lina Lunares &

Paul Severson

Los Galindos

Quartet
ST -4016

ST

5017

510.95

S10.95

ANTON
KARAS
plays Operetta Highlights from
Strauss to Lahar. Anton Karas, Zither
The Two Rudis. Harmonicas
ST -2004

S10.95

NEW

MILITARY
MARCHES
New Austrian Military
Band. Josef Duron,
Musical Director

STEREO
TAPES
11

ST -2006

STEREO
DEMO

S10.95
STD -6

S4.00 complete

Contains excerpts from 5 exciting Stereo
recordings. NARRATION: TOM MERCEIN.
PRODUCED BY

ROBERT OAKES

JORDAN

& JIM CUNNINGHAM
AVAILABLE "STACKED"

OR

great deterrent in the development of our
industry. Your magazine has always been
a source of outstanding information about
the tape recording field. I feel certain that
the publication will prove successful, not
only from your standpoint but also the public who buys TAPE RECORDING MAGAZINE.
Again my sincere congratulations and best
wishes. Joseph F. Hards, President, Magnetic Recording industry Association, New
York, N. Y.
Our thanks to president Hard: and to
the other members of the iudustrt u ho very
kindly offered their best wishes and con gratulations.

412
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To the Editor:
What wonderful news to learn that
TAPE RECORDING will be published every
month. I am sure that this will make many
"tapeworms" very happy and as a consequence prove very successful. One suggestion -why don't you let the readers know
when the various audio shows will be held.

-Dick

Kenny, Stamford, Conn.
see what we can do about listing
the audio shows in future issues and thanks
for your good wishes. We made TAPE
RECORDING a monthly because of reader
requests and to keep up with the growth
of the industry. Our thanks also to H. J.
Hasbrouck of Teaneck, N. J. uho sent his
congratulations on tape-the funniest tape
we have heard for a long, long time.

We'll

To the Editor:
Congratulations on the acceptance of your
publication that makes it attractive to issue
monthly. I would like to see every story
begin on a right hand page and continue
uninterrupted to the end of the text. Reasons are just two: I) We like to read the
text as it was written. 2) We like to clip
sections of especial interest and file with
others without having to slit and paste together sections retrieved from pages all over
the issue.
P. Roberts, Tallmadge, Ohio.
To the best of our knowledge we have
carried over only one, or at the most two,
articles in the last year! We thought that
teas a pretty good score. As to starting
all articles on a right hand page, this makes
a magazine look mighty monotonous to
the average person. You will find that all
major articles do start and finish without
any carryover to the back. Take a look at
the feature section of this issue. for instance
1nt one article is split up.

H.

"STAGGERED"

HAVE FUN AT YOUR NEXT PARTY
\NTEFy¡,NATIONAL PACIFtC

OmegatapeO

ReCORO1NG CORPORA
858 NORTH VINE

Tape record this old fashioned melodrama
and play it back. Good for a hundred laughs.
Five parts, three male, two female
and a
donkey. Full directions for sound effects. Complete set of scripts (six copies) as presented
on air only $2.95 postpaid.
TAPE RECORDING
Severna Park, Md.

...

N

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF

4856 W. JEFFERSON BLVD., LOS ANGELES 16, CALIF.
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Top Stars Choose

Revere
-

HIGH FIDELITY TAPE RECORDERS
Like countless other popular performers, Doris Day
finds her Revere Tape Recorder invaluable for
rehearsing her new numbers. Revere's amazing

true -to-life fidelity of tone enables her to hear
herself exactly as she sounds to her audience and
helps her achieve the perfection acclaimed
the world over. Why not follow her example?
See and hear a Revere Tape Recorder
at your favorite Revere dealer today!
REVERE CAMERA CO.

==-___'===--=_==^_
_'==_===-== =-
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CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

DORIS DAY, co- starring in Alfred Hitchcock's

MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH
Vision, color by Technicolor.
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Dual -Speed
Simplified automatic
keyboard controls. Standard tape speed of
3.75 and 7.5 i.p.s. Records up to three hours
per seven inch reel with new long -play tape.
Exclusive index counter. Complete with microphone, rodio attachment cord, two reels (one
with tape) and cose
$225.00
T-700 -D

T -1100

Dual -Speed

-

Single

knob control.

Tape speeds of 3.75 and 7.5 i.p.s.; records
up to three hours with new long -ploy tope.

Durable fibre -glass

case; two acoustically
matched excursion speakers. Complete with
microphone, radio attachment cord, two reels
(one with tope) and cose
$169.50

24
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Custom Model -For easy installation
into any high fidelity system. Solenoid operated keyboard, push- button control. Accepts
3, 5, 7 and 10'/2inch reels. Records up to
2 hours with 7'/s i.p.s. tape speed or 3 hours
with long -ploy tape. Wth reel adapters, cord
assemblies and plugs
$284.50
T -11

THE

filmed in Vista -

10 Ways to Enjoy Stereo Sound
"arrived" and offers better sound than
.... stereo sound on tape has definitely
are available to fit every pocketbook.
the highest Hi -Fi disc rigs. Units

by
Mark Mooney, Jr.
sound for the home is the greatest advancement
in good listening since the invention of the phonograph.
For the first time, the barriers of space have been swept
aside and a whole new world of musical enjoyment has
come into being. No longer is there any necessity to seem
to listen to an orchestra through a "hole in the wall."
Stereo on rape has demolished the wall and spread before
your ears the entire world of sound in true perspective
relationship. Once you hear it you'll agree that it is truly
3 -D sound. The instruments of an orchestra, for instance,
are not only in their proper audio perspective but those
which are on the left are heard coming from the left, those
on the right come from the right in the stereo reproduction. The whole side of the room comes alive with sound.
What is stereo sound? We wish we were capable of
describing it. It is an emotional experience. Perhaps one
simile that might help is to compare single channel sound
to a black and white snapshot; stereo sound would then be
a picture in three dimensions in full color.
How is this brought about? Actually the principle is
not difficult to understand, nor is its application. Let us
again return to our former example. The snapshot is flat,
a two dimensional representation of the scene. If you close
one eye it would look the same.
The 3 -D picture shows perspective. It is seen by both
eyes. Should you close one eye, the illusion of space and
depth would vanish.
STEREO

outfit all in one cabinet is made by Ampex. Speakers
throw the sound to inclined baffle boards which spread it through
the room. This console also contains an AM -FM radio and a record
changer. All are interconnected so that any function can be selected
at the touch of a button.
The only stereo

You can perceive spatial relationships with your eyes
because you have two of them, spaced apart. Each sees
the view a bit differently than the other and this difference
is interpreted by your brain into near and far-you see
in depth.
In sound the story is exactly the same. You have two
ears and each hears sounds a little bit differently than the
other by a tiny fraction of a second. This minute difference enables you to locate the source of a sound and to hear
in depth.
If you close off one of your ears with a finger or an ear
stopper, your sense of sound direction will disappear. All
sounds will then seem to come from an undeterminable
direction. They will tend to merge and seem to occupy
the same plane. You have noticed, in making recordings
with a single microphone, how the sounds which to your
ears seem to be distant and unimportant, are picked up
and brought forward by the mike to occupy the same plane
that is occupied by the sounds you wish to record.
The same is true when you listen to sound emanating
from a single channel, be it disc or tape, and played through
a single loudspeaker. All sense of depth is lost -you have
"one -eared sound."
To make a stereo recording, it is necessary to use two
microphones spaced apart to get the best effect. These
mikes become the "ears" of the person who ultimately hears
the tape.
The microphone outputs are fed to two recording amplifiers, which in turn feed the current to two recording
heads each of which records one channel of a dual track
tape.
To recreate the sound, the tape is played by means of
two playback heads, one for each channel on the tape. The
output from these heads is fed into two separate preamplifiers, two amplifiers and thus to two speakers spaced
apart. The sound picked up by the left hand microphone
in the original recording is played by the left hand speaker
and the sounds from the right, emanate from the right hand
speaker on playback. The result is a magnificent recreation of the original sound source, be it a single instrument
or full orchestra.
Stereo is not a rich man's delight, either. There is a
unit to fit every pocketbook. You can buy a stereo conversion kit for Bell, Pentron or V -M recorders for about
517.00. For those who like to "do-it- yourself" the kits provide all the necessary parts and a small preamplifier. A
single evening of pleasant work should enable you to install it. The preamplifier output is connected to any radio,
TV set, or phono that has an input connection to the amplifier. One channel is played through the recorder, the
25
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Stereo P/aver
MONAURAL RECORDER; STEREO
PLAYBACK

?e'er
with amplifier Channe/
t¢ specrker

Stereo Player
with ampi/fier

f' _speaker
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STE,eEO
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Stereo
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Head

Arnp/iAér

At1,t

prr- ar»ps

Ni7i

Spe oke r
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The ways to stereo enjoyment are numerous and varied. Starting from the top down: a monaural recorder having stereo playback can be
attached to a radio or TV set to get the second channel. A stereo player with its own amplifier and speaker can be attached to a hi -fi amplifier and speaker such as you might already have. A stereo player with its own preamplifiers may be connected to two separate amplifiers
and speakers or a player which is equipped with both amplifiers and preempt in its case needs only a connection to another speaker. A player
with preamplifiers can be used to feed a two channel amplifier and speakers. A tape deck with stereo heads can be fed to two preamps, two
amplifiers and speakers. A tape deck may also be fed into a stereophonic amplifier which drives the two speakers. A stereo recorder and
playback can be driven from two mikes or a stereo tuner. fed into a two channel amplifier and thence to two speakers. Finally, a head attachment can be fed into a stereo amplifier having built in pre -amps and thence to the speakers.
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For those who wish to limit the hooking up to putting

W

3TO33TO6
W

W

LISTENING
AREA

a plug in the wall socket, Ampex has made a single console
which also contains a record changer and radio.

Then, of course, there are the stereo recorders made by
Ampex, Amplifier Corporation of America, Berlant Concertone and Magnecord and some of the tape decks which
will both record and play back stereo. (See equipment directory beginning on page 40.)
Once you have it, where do you put it? Do you put a
speaker in each corner of the room for playback? No,
you don't. It has been found that the best position for
stereo reproduction is about 1/6 to 1/3 the distance from
the corners as is shown in the diagram.
Some attention should be paid to the room acoustics
too, for best results. A blank, bare room with plenty of
reflecting surfaces will not produce the same quality as a
room with greater sound absorption. The average living
room, with rugs on the floor, curtains and the usual assortment of overstuffed furniture should prove satisfactory in
all cases.

For best stereo reproduction the speakers should be positioned

flat

against the wall and from 1/6 to 1/3 the distance of the room from
the corners as shown in the diagram. The listening area is shown by
the shaded section.

second through the radio or TV. We've heard stereo played
this way and it is good.
If you wish to go farther, you can run the second channel through an already existing home music system, if you
have one. If you "do -it-yourself" with a kit you'll find your
friends looking upon you with something that amounts to
awe for having had anything to do with the creation of
such magnificent sound.
Bell and VM recorders are available with the stereo head
built in and Pentron recorders will shortly be similarly
equipped for those who prefer to have the factory do it.
The new Ampex A series and the Berlant Concertone
offer a monaural recorder with stereo playback and matching amplifier- speakers to take care of the two channels.
RCA has a stereo playback only with a matching speaker
in both home and portable styles and EMC has a stereo
player which will play both stacked and staggered tapes and
which will play one channel through radio or TV, feed
power amplifiers and speakers for both channels or supply one channel to an external speaker plugged into it and
the second channel by other means.
Tape decks are also available and the system may be built
up in a number of ways, either through the use of separate preamplifiers, amplifiers and speakers or through the
use of a stereophonic amplifier.
If you have the room, you can install additional heads
on your recorder and feed the output through a separate
preamplifier, amplifier and speaker. Or you may install
the heads and feed the outputs to a stereophonic amplifier
and two speakers without altering or touching the wiring
of your recorder. There are so many possible variations
that we have charted them on page 26.

You will hear about "stacked" or in -line and "staggered"
heads. The latter are also termed "offset" heads. The drawing below shows the difference. The stacked head is actually two heads on one frame with one directly above the
other and the gaps in line. The staggered heads are two
units spaced 11,4 inches apart on the recorder. A tape
made for one type cannot be played on the other. At this
writing, all stereo tapes, with very few exceptions. can be
obtained in both forms. You'll find a directory of all stereo
tapes now available beginning on page 43.
Which kind are most in use? Sources considered reliable have placed it at 50 -50 at the barest minimum with
the probability that machines currently being used run as
high as 75Ç staggered to 25% stacked. Even splitting the
difference we get a 60 -40 ratio in favor of staggered heads.
As companies jump on the stereo bandwagon, which they
are daing rapidly, this ratio may swing one way or the
od,cr depending largely on how many units are sold and
whether or not those units are stacked or staggered.
But this we can say. Plan to hear stereo at your earliest
opportunity. Once you hear it, unless you are hard of hearing in one ear, you'll want it, just as we did. The stereo
outfits will also play regular tapes
go enjoy yourself
whichever way you pick.

-so

14

r t?
I

-1

j1
STAGGERED HEADS
± 0.0001"
GAP TO GAP

1
L-I

1

IN -LINE HEADS
Staggered heads are placed as shown in the the upper drawing with
the head gaps spaced as shown. In -line or "stacked" heads are actually two heads in one case with the gaps one over the other.
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a

new climax

in

high fidelity
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it's stereophonic...
it's a complete tape recorder...
it's an Ampex
Now the best begins at

$379.50...

yet with this surprisingly low price

comes the superlative quality you'd expect
from an Ampex.

The new Ampex

A

series offers the startling

realism of Stereophonic Sound on

tape...

music with such depth and clarity that it seems
to have actual presence right in your living

room. It also achieves vivid reproduction
of single channel, half- and full -track tapes:

and records half-track with true professional
quality

... like the famous

Ampex studio

consoles used by recording companies

and broadcast engineers everywhere.

The

A series

recorders and their matching

amplifier- speakers are available in elegantly
designed table -top cabinets or handsome

portable cases, and offer completely integrated

i

stereophonic or monaural systems. Features
include: tape position indicator, simple tape

Ampex A121 is a stereophonic sound system in table top cabinets. The two
amplifierspeaker units are placed for best stereophonic effect. Tape recorder.

speed selector for

reproducer may be located wherever desired.

33/4

and ?1/. ips. speeds,

and recording volume indicator.
Table-top or portable, Stereophonic or
Monaural

- the new Ampex A series brings

you up -to -date in high fidelity

... adds a

wonderful touch of perfection to your listening
enjoyment. See them today at your
Ampex Dealer's.

For full specifications write Dept.

Lc()aPttaAt

V -2853.

I.

934 CHARTER STREET

REDWOOD CITY. CALIFORNIA

Ampex Console Music System magnificently styled for your living room.
Contains stercophonic player and tape recorder, AM -FM tuner, and 3 speed
record changer. Two speakers each with a separate amplifier are mounted at
the correct angle for realistic projection of stereophonic and monaural sound.
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"Sound In The Round"
By

Robert Oakes Jordan

.... field trips fo

record sounds

in

stereo are most interesting

and sometimes hazardous.

l'hoto by Atem ten Studio

James Cunningham and Robert Oakes Jordan using parabolic reflectors in the field to record
early morning bird sounds. By use of additional wet cell batteries and a large Carter frequency
controlled generator they were able to maintain sufficient mobile power supply for outdoor

recording.

Editor's note: This article is the first of a series which
will cover all aspects of stereo sound. The authors will take
you on recording field trips, guide you through scientific
laboratory experiments and tell you how stereo sound is
recorded and played back to achieve almost the realism of
lire music and sounds.
James Cunningham is Research Director of Robert Oakes
3C'
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Jordan and Associates, Inc., of Highland Park, Illinois. He
is a unique combination of versatile engineer and musician
composer. Robert Oakes Jordan, director of the company
which bears his name, is a physicist, author, high -fidelity
editor for Down Beat Magazine and a columnist and contributor to other national magazines.
-

world around us is filled with all manner of sounds.
Until Emory Cook, pioneer in three dimensional recording, using a then unique method of putting them down

OUR

on tape, there had been no accurate documentation. The
growth in public acceptance of loudspeaker reproduced
stereophonic sound over earphone binaural sound has given
us all a chance to audit the sounds of our time. With this new
interest in stereophonic sound we thought perhaps you
might be interested in how we recorded our tape called
"Sound in the Round," two volumes of which have been
released by Concertapes this past year.
The idea for this entertaining stereophonic demonstration tape came out of our laboratory where we had been
doing research in stereo recording. We talked to our good
friend Leonard Sorkin, recording director for Concertapes,
about "putting" it on their label. He not only agreed but
when the time came later to put the tape together his assistance along with Tom Mercein's great narration work
helped make the tape an immediate success.
The many field recording trips necessary to get the sounds
for volume one made up a sort of modern day Gulliver's
travels. In the course of our travels we climbed down into
the Chicago subway tunnels; and up to the top of the new
Prudential skyscraper while it was still nothing but a steel
frame work. In a sentence on the page the distance is not
very far but in the process of traveling we covered several
thousands of miles, with considerable adventure in between.
It is all very well to decide quickly to go out into the
"field" to do recording in mobile fashion, but the preparations take much longer. The main consideration is a source
of power. Most tape recorders require approximately 115
volts of alternating current. Our Ampex stereophonic tape

'Copyright: Concertapes. Inc.

recorder is no exception, but it draws much more current
than the average machine. We had been using a small car
battery powered motor generator which supplied sufficient
A.C. for the Ampex 600, but it couldn't come near powering
the big machine and the 4 power supplies needed for condenser microphones. There was also the problem of tape
speed control when using a battery powered motor generator. If the battery voltage drops then so does voltage and
frequency of the A.C. operating the tape machine. The constancy of the speed of the capstan motor in the Ampex
350 -2 depends primarily upon the frequency of the A.C.
power. Our mobile power supply problems were solved by
additional wet cell batteries and a larger Carter frequency
controlled generator. In the first volume of Sound In The
Round we needed some early morning sounds; so, long before daylight one day we loaded the equipment in the station wagon and our large parabolic sound reflectors on the
roofracks and headed for the woods. The picture on page
30 shows the equipment set -up we used in the field where
we could not drive. The real recording adventures were yet
to come. Let's start with the beginning sounds on the tape.
We felt we needed a familiar sound which most people
may have participated in at one time or another, which had
quick back and forth motion. Ping -pong was the answer,
but contrary to what everyone now tells us, there seemed
to be very few tables and players available. Basement ping pong that day was a thing of the past. We eventually found
a table and two players. The recording was spectacular, or
so we thought, with the ping and pong of the ball back and
forth across the table; but to our dismay all anyone commented about is the asthmatic gasps of one of our players.
The next sound project proved to be a much harder
subject to catch on tape. Not because of the fleeting quality
of the sound, but because it is part of a passing time in
America. There are lots of trains about, but these days they
are all diesel powered. There is a quality in the diesel train
sound that is unfortunately reminiscent of an elevated train.
We wanted the good old fashioned steam train in all its
puffing glory complete with the lonesome wailing whistle.
The Baltimore & Ohio Yard Master told us when we might
possibly catch one of the "oldtimers" steaming into Chicago.

Waiting for a United Airlines DC -6 to
warm up prior to takeoff, James Cunningham and Robert Oakes Jordan
stand by with their recording equipment. The recording was made in
three dimensional stereo, with the
plane starting up one engine at a
time across the mikes.
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Recording
train with

modern day inter -urban electric
mobile powered Ampex 350-2
and two Telefunken condenser mikes.

Major

B. B.

a

a

Byrd and James Cunningham on

the warm -up strip of an Air Force base set
to record a ¡et revving up for takeoff.

of one of the last steam "Lim iteds" is captured in stereo, as it approaches.
This locomotive was scrapped the day after
the recording was made.
The sound

At 6:00 one morning the next week we were track side
waiting, we got the sound in all its stereophonic realism, and
learned later that we had recorded the last run of the last
steam locomotive in the middle west. The great locomotive
shown in the picture was scrapped the day after we recorded
it. A diesel has taken over the run. The day progressed with
several reels of modern train sounds diesel, electrics, and
switch yard donkey steam engines. Many of these will be
released on later tapes and disks. For the sound of the pres-

ent day inter -urban electric we went out northwest of Chicago where they whizz across the country side, whistling
down the crossings at 90 miles an hour. By this time we had
set, almost by accident, a theme for the tape- transportation
and streets sounds, many of which we hear every day. When
these sounds are in their natural settings we scarcely give
them any notice; but record them on tape and play them
back in your own home stereophonically, out of context they
become an exciting story in sound.
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The following summer months took us through the many
civic and organizational parades like the Shriners and their
exotic bands. In between the fun loving antics of the
Shriners, the curious crowds, and the police force we were
lucky to come out with as good stereophonic recordings of
marching bands as we did. The celebration of the 4th of
July was almost our last. Our permission to record the fireworks didn't come until the last minute, it was growing
dark, someone kindly opened the back gate of the stadium
and motioned us into what seemed to be a vacant lot back
of the fireworks display. In fact we, and our equipment,
were the only objects around. The microphones were set
up in record time and then the fireworks began. Explosions
seemed to be going off all around us, and after each skyrocket exploded above us. the field where we were recording
was bombarded with hard cardboard "shrapnel" and debris.
Typical of our usual luck we had been "ushered" into the
vacant lot at which was aimed all the skyrockets and aerial
bombs for the safety of the crowd. Fortunately there were
no delayed explosions and we got away safely with some interesting sounds, which are in volume one of Sound In The
Round released by Concertapes.

James Cunningham is shown in the recording studio of the laboratory of Robert Oakes Jordan & Associates, Inc.

taped the full intensity of a jet, wheels locked against moving, with the afterburner "thrown" on. More sound than
the human ear can stand but we plan to release it soon for
the "golden" ears of the Hi -Fi fan. Several more trips and
then finally getting caught in a thunder storm produced all
the sound we needed for volume one. It was now back to the
studio at the laboratory where the long intensive tape splicing and editing was to take place.

Recordings of aircraft are interesting to take but it is
very difficult to get close enough for top recordings. However, both United Airlines and the United States Air Force
were most co- operative. We were able to record in three

dimensional stereophonics a United DC -6 starting up one
engine at a time across the microphones. Then at risk of
walking into rotating props we retrieved the microphone
and reset them, catching on tape the take-off of the same
ship. The rest of the day was spent at the end of the commercial runway recording these gigantic planes in flight.
The United States Air Force gave us clearance to be taken
right out on the jet runways at a military air base where
we could record the jets revving up for take off. We were
able to record many different types of flight and landings. We

The final editing of the master tape took several weeks
and we are most grateful to Leonard Sorkin of Concertapes
for his helpful advice and to Tom Mercein for his fine job
of doing the narration. Its true we had volume one of Sound
in The Round ready for the listener, but already volume two
was in the process of organization. We were hoping that it
might prove easier done than volume one, but as we learned
later it was only easier said.

TAPE PLAYING TIME -FOR VARIOUS SPEEDS AND REEL SIZES
All tapes are standard 11/2 mil except as indicated
REEL

TAPE

SIZE
(in.)

LGTH.
(feet)

SINGLE-TRACK PLAYING TIME FOR VARIOUS
TAPE SPEEDS AND TAPE LENGTHS

17/8

ips

33/4

min.

3

150

15

3

225*

221/2 min.

4
4

300

30 min.
45 min.

5

600

5

900*

450*

7

1200

7

1800*
2400 **
2400

7

101/2
101/2
14

14

hour
90 min.
2 hours
3 hours
4 hours
1

4 hours
6 hours
8 hours
12 hours

3600*
4800
7200*

*Long play tape

DUAL TRACK
PLAYING TIME

TAPE SPEED- inches per second

I

mil film.

ips

min.
min.
15 min.
221/2 min.
30 min.
45 min.
I
hour
90 min.
2 hours
2 hours
3 hours
4 hours
6 hours
71/2

111/4

71/2

ips

min.
min.
min.
min.
15 min.
221/2 min.
30 min.
45 min.
hour
I
hour
90 min.
2 hours
3 hours
33/4
55/8
71/7
111/4

1

* *Double play tape

1/2

15

ips

33/4 ips

min.
15 min.
min. 221/2 min.
33/4 min.
30 min.
55/8 min.
45 min.
71/2 min.
hour
111/4 min.
11/2 hours
15 min.
2 hours
221/2 min.
3 hours
30 min.
4 hours
30 min.
4 hours
45 min.
6 hours
hour
8 hours
90 min.
12 hours
17/8

2 -15

16

I

I

71/2 ¡Ps

min.
min.
15 min.
221/2 min.
30 min.
45 min.
I
hour
11/2 hours
2 hours
2 hours
3 hours
4 hours
6 hours
71/7

111/4

mil film. Chart courtesy ORRadio Industries, Inc.
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Why bother

.... if you

Stereo

can get the Philharmonic in the living room

Why Bother?
by Jack Bayha

magazine writers when discussing a controversial
item love to start out with the statement that, "this article is completely and entirely unbiased." In making a
anything unbiased is usually full of distorrecording,
tape
tion as any engineer will tell you. If you become overbiased
you get poor high frequency response. ( There is no extra
charge for the fabulous technical education we are giving
you.) We know we are biased, but with just the right
amount, and our bias frequency is high enough to suit anyone. From the title of this epic you might think we don't
like stereo. This is an unfair assumption on your part, and
we will ask you to dismiss the notion at once. We think
stereo is the only answer to the need for realistic music reproduction in the home. This, of course, precludes inviting
MOST

the New York Philharmonic into your living room, with the
resultant complications involved. Before anyone from the
New York Philharmonic can take umbrage, let us explain
we relish their music, but doubt our living room's physical
capacity. Why bother, why bother, indeed?
We do not like the term "expert," there are so many of
them, so please put us down as one who likes his stereo, and
has for a number of years. We have had stereo in one form
or another kicking around the house for quite a time, and
we have managed to learn to live with it, and to love it
even for its vices. Call it binaural or stereo, a two channel
sound reproduction would sound the same by any other
name. Why bother is a good question, because, for a number of years, we had to go to considerable trouble, annoy-
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ance, bother and aggravation to get our stereo playback.
But let's go back to the beginning, a good place to start
anything, and tell you of our trials, and tribulations.
Our first introduction to stereo came when we were
browsing in a prominent record shop in New York. They
were having a closeout sale of records. We spotted one particular record on the counter that looked down -right
peculiar to us. It was a "Cook" record, and had proudly
emblazoned on its jacket the word "Binaural." Just what
this meant was not at all obvious to us. We asked the salesman, and he said that "It's a record that you play with two
needles," a most profound and uninformative statement.
The very idea of this fascinated us, and since it was cheap,
and we can't resist a bargain, we bought it.
This represents the beginning of a long, sad saga. We
took the thing home, and played it with the one needle system we had. We found the whole thing utterly ridiculous.
Why in the world should you put the same music on a
record twice? It is only fair to all involved to say that, we
felt the two recordings had a slightly different sound, but
why on earth two? Figuring all hi -fi addicts to be nuts
anyway, we let it go at that for a while.
One day a friend, this we sometimes doubt, told us you
had to use two pickups, two amplifiers and two loudspeakers
to play the record. Why? Well, he didn't exactly know, but
this was what you had to do anyway. It still seemed like
tom- foolery to us.
About this time there was a Hi -Fi Show in New York.
and we wended our merry way to it, little realizing the consequences. Oh, rue the day! At this show we visited an exhibition room operated by a small recording company called
"Cook." Here, in awe -inspiring fashion, we found out why
there were two tracks.
Late that night or early the next morning to be more
precise, after many hours of labor, we had managed to fix
up our transcription turntable with two pickups. These we
connected to a borrowed amplifier, and speaker, as well as
our own system. Ir was early the next morning before we
quit listening to our lone Binaural record, and its two pickups, amplifiers, and speakers. We had the disease, our own
diagnosis was a "fatal case."
Stich a magnificent sound demanded our most immediate
attention. We called the Cook people, and they said that
they had a gadget which would, like a sidecar on a motorcycle, convert my pickup for binaural records. I drove to
Stamford the next day, by car not motorcycle, and after a
lengthy search found the Cook firm, snuggled next to the
Bozak people who make those fabulous speakers. Here,
after considerable difficulty, I managed to buy one of the
sidecars and several records.
For several months I was happy though frustrated. My
marriage was on the brink of disaster. The good wife was
tired of tip -toeing around the house to make sure my
pickups stayed in the groove, so to speak. There must be a
better way to make this new sound available, I was firmly
convinced, but in my ignorance, I was willing to put up
with the bother to hear the sound I got. The problem was
how to keep two separate phonograph cartridges in the same
relative groove at the same time, and not have to run to
the player every twenty seconds. They even had a special
record for adjusting your cartridge position and probably
still have, if you could keep the cartridges in the right
grooves long enough to adjust them. I bought the record.
but dismal failure was the result, my fault, I was told, and
it probably was.

About this time I read in a magazine about another firm
which made Binaural records, some outfit in Livingston,
New Jersey, called Livingston Electronics. Being lazy, I
called them on the telephone and managed to get hold of a
rather friendly and enthusiastic fellow named Ched Smiley.
He informed me that they made a tone arm, which was, they
felt, a wee bit easier to play these binaural records with,
and lots more costly, and that they, too, had a library of such
recordings. He also said, in passing, that they had tape recordings. Of course, I ordered an arm, and an assortment of
records, die -hard that I am. I watched for the postman with
due diligence for days, and finally, it came, a Livingston
Binaural arm and my new records. Despite Mr. Smiley's
avid claims that his eight- year-old daughter could set the
arm down perfectly each time and keep the tracks in perfect
synchronism, I experienced difficulty. (I have since seen
Mr. Smiley's lovely daughter, and wish I had a nine -year -old
son.) At any rate, I still was in the same trouble. I complained bitterly to Mr. Smiley, via long distance telephone.
( In the meantime, I had moved to Michigan.) He sent me
a tape, a Binaural rape, and I found myself in utopia, almost.
Many long hours of wiring, and numerous burns, closely
approximating third degree, and I had built a pair of tape
amplifiers, using only three tubes of Unguentine. Coupled
with a special tape deck I had ordered from Livingston, this
made up a Binaural tape playback system. With feverish
hands, I had a virus infection at the time, I put my tape on
the deck, and waited for the leader to get by the heads. With
a never- to -be- forgotten thrill, the full vista of tape stereo
came forth from my speakers. This was the sound, and no
problem of pickups wandering on the record. The tape was
nailed fast in synchronism, I had been assured. It wasn't long
before I broke the tape, and with fear and trepidation, I
spliced it. Lo and behold, the darn thing was still in synchronism. This I felt was the final answer.
Not being too adept at tape recorder design, I had a
bucketful of hum, and a number of other things we'd better
leave unmentioned, wrong with my system, but at least it

PLEASE WALK SOFTLY/
STEREO IN PROCESS

/'

..
of

a

even the cat had to tiptoe to keep the needles in the grooves
stereo disc record.
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stayed put, and it sounded like nothing 1 had ever heard.
About this time the author went to work at VM, the
Voice of Music. Here we found a receptive ear on the part
of Kjell Gaarder, Research Director, to our enthusiasm for
stereo. They had even designed their machine with space
for another head to accommodate stereo playback. Before too
long we found ourself working under Kjell Gaarder with
fellow VM Engineers, Lorenz and Driscol in the design and
release of the first mass -produced low -cost stereo unit, the
famed VM Stere -O -Matic Conversion Kit. Here, at last, as
recorded in the pages of "Tape Recording," was an economical tape system for stereophonic playback. At about
the same time, the line of Ampex tape playbacks appeared, and stereo was on the way.
Shortly afterwards, the rash of new stereo tapes appeared.
Everyone, even the great and mighty RCA, was aboard the
bandwagon. Here, truly, was the birth following the labor
pains of Livingston. Now, all you hear about is tape stereo,
and if you are lucky, all you hear is stereo.
Having related our own experiences with stereo, what is
the situation today? Remember the old battle of the speeds
in records? We find ourselves in the same situation with
stereo tape, but with a difference. Here we have some strong
arguments to go in a certain direction, for a given application. As far as we can tell, all recording companies are now
releasing tapes two ways, stacked and staggered. If any companies are not, and we have omitted mention of them, they
are better off omitted.
This time the battle of speeds has become one of economics. To stagger is relatively inexpensive, to stack costs
money of consequence at the moment. To stack permits
easier editing, if you are concerned with editing to 1/5 of a
second. At this point, the advantage of stacked heads over
staggered heads ceases to exist. (We have already said we
are biased.) With staggered heads, provided you were smart
enough to leave room for an extra head in your transport,
realizing binaural or stereo was coming and fast, you have
lower head initial and replacement costs. Unless stacked
head design and manufacturing are extremely closely controlled you have better ability to control alignment of the
head to the tape, and less cross -talk from channel to channel
with staggered heads. Thus, we find ourselves engaged in a
great civil war to see whether stacked or staggered will win,
while we sit back and snicker, since you can take your pick
of head systems anyway, be our guest.
We can also, being biased, enjoy the struggles of several
companies who blatantly announce that they have stacked
heads available, until you try to buy one. Then they rather
oddly evade the issue, and you wind up with staggered
heads anyway. We have actually seen stacked heads which
work made by some firms. There may be others who have
them, but every time you try to buy one, they tell you they
will be in production in about ten weeks. One firm has told
us this three times, at consecutive ten week intervals. This
is subject to change on 10 minutes notice and the rumor
factories are working overtime.
The writer will not try to tell you what stereo or binaural
sounds like. Stereo you gotta hear. Stereo is with speakers,
binaural with phones, should you be violently concerned.
All we can say is put on your snow shoes, if you haven't
heard it yet, and hear it but quick. Please, don't be like the
editor of one of our biggest radio and "science fiction"
magazines, who was told stereo didn't work with loudspeakers, and believed it. He now has a number of articles

in his magazine on stereo, ersatz and genuine, and has obviously seen the error of his ways. We are going to bake
him a "humble" pie tonight. Hear it, be your own judge.
Where there is this much smoke, something must be burn-

ing, or somebody.
Naturally, when anything good appears, someone will
figure out a short -cut or a way to complicate things. There
is a rash of articles in some of our more prominent publications concerning the production of "synthetic" or as we
prefer to call it, "ersatz" stereo. There are also a few people
who feel that two tracks are not as good as three. For these
people we suggest four, or even sixteen tracks. After all,
listening enjoyment, if you figure as some folks must,
doubles as the cost squares. There are others, like your benighted author, who feel that two is as good as four, particularly when the complications and cost square; and three
only sounds better in rooms approximately the proportions
of the New York Coliseum. For further details on this matter, we refer you to Euclid.
There has never been a development in the field of audio
which has not had its detractors and usual host of people
who have "better" answers. At the same time, there has
never been any development in audio which has had as
many sincere, capable advocates. Some years ago, in the
course of writing a demonstration tape, the father of modern
tape stereo said, "There is no way known to modern science
of separating a recording once it has been put together."
(Ched Smiley
Livingston Demo Tape 1953.) This is
still true, irrespective of half -baked attempts to the contrary. Despite the claims of many authors in the popular
radio press, any demonstration will prove the truth of the
words of "the great white father of stereo." With great
diligence, enterprise and plentiful waste of money, we have
tried most of the "ersatz" systems, and, we feel, real stereo
is worth the bother, if it is a bother now -a -days.
While we have enjoyed stereo as a playback medium, and,
to go along with the Elvis Presley fans, feel it to be the
"most," we cannot ignore stereo recording, which is even
more "most." Where the stereo "recorded" tape leaves off,
your own stereo tapes, recorded by yourself take up. While
we cannot all be lucky enough to record the Florence May
Festival Orchestra, much good local musical talent is available and is well worth the effort of recording in stereo, if not
monaural.
Up to the present, most stereo recording equipment available has been prohibitive in cost. This was a condition which
could not long exist, due to the competitive spirit in the tape
field, the demand for reasonably- priced, stereo record equipment, and the yawning abyss in the tape fans' pockets.
Let's face it, stereo is here. Stacked, staggered, or switch able (hermaphrodite) it will survive. It has already proven
its ability to survive, its will for survival. Despite all the
"miraculous" new systems, 3 tracks, two tracks each direction, criss -crossed heads, and the host of ersatz systems, we
find good old fashioned two channel stereo growing by leaps
and bounds. "Stereo why bother" is a good question, but
there's no bother anymore on playback, just good listening,
this explains why we are concentrating on recording at
present, we love bother. We are going to make the most of
the little time left before the "ready- made," "store bought"
home stereo recorders are available to all. We have to leave
now, we are going to record a train wreck in stereo, gotta
go down and jam the switch, before the train gets there.
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...

New airborne equipment records vital supersonic data
on tapes made with
Lightweight airborne recorder developed by the Auto netics Division of North American Aviation requires
high- strength recording tapes that can operate over a
wide range of altitudes ... in extremes of weather and
temperature. Tapes made with "Mylar" polyester film
meet all these rugged conditions of use. "Mylar" gives
recording tapes lasting strength never before available
in ordinary tapes -plus these important performance

Tapes made with Du Pont " Mylar" are ideal for home
use, indu'trial, religious, legal and professional recording. Next time you see your supplier, pick up a reel or
two of your favorite brand of tape made with "Mylar ".
Du Pont manufactures the base material,

"Mylar"

benefits:

"Mylar" is the toughest of
all plastic films
tapes made with "Mylar" are unbreakable under normal operating conditions.

...

needed.

EXTRA ECONOMY, LONGER RECORDING TIME: Be"M ylar" is st rung, t !linnet- gauges are used. This means
50'; more tape on the same size reel.
cause

LONGER LIFE: " Mylar" contains no plasticizer -will not
dry out or become brittle with age
today's recordings
can be faithfully played back many years from now.

"Mylar" -not finished recording tape.
film.

is Du Pont's registered trademark for its brand of polyester

a u PON T

NO BREAKAGE PROBLEMS:

NO STORAGE PROBLEMS: Tapes are unaffected by extremes of temperat ore. huniidit.y ... no special storage care

MYLAR*

REG. U.S. RAT.

0'r.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING...THROUGH CHEMISTRY

DU PONT

MYLAR®

...

POLYESTER FILM
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NEW STEREO
RECORDER TO

MANE BOW

... examination of lab prototype of
fortbconting popular priced stereo recorder indicates netc and exciting
field opening for recordists.

over the horizon is a new stereo recorder which is
scheduled to make its bow to the public sometime after
1 the first of the year. At the present the unit is in the prototype stage -on its way out of the lab and into the factory
production line. V -M Corporation will be the proud papa
of the new baby. No price has been ser on it but it is estimated that it will be about $250.
With the ever increasing use of stereo music from recorded tape in the home it was natural that tape recordists
would look forward to the day when they could make their
own stereo tapes. The interest prompted V -M to enter the
UST

field.

The recorder will be known as the model 703 and the
controls very closely resemble the current model 711 which
will record monaurally but has a stereo playback feature
built in. The principal difference is in the volume and tone
control knobs which are now dual to take care of the two
channels.
The recorder will make either stacked or staggered tapes
at the flick of a switch mounted on the top of the case.
Two magic eye tubes, one for each channel will indicate
recording volume and the recordings can be monitored
using a stereo headset. The prototype shown in the illustration has undergone a number of changes in design and ar-

MICROPHONE

HI - LEVEL

rangement for production, however, the finished recorder
will resemble the one shown above.
In addition to making staggered or stacked tapes in
stereo, the recorder will also make single track or dual
track recordings at both 33/ ips and 71/2 ips. It will play
back all types but must be connected to external amplifiers
and speakers as its output is limited to the power of the
preamplifiers built into the recorder.
To avoid hum complications and to keep the recorder
as compact as possible, the power supply has been kept
separate and is carried in the lid. It is small, about 4x4x5
inches and is controlled by the switches on the recorder.

All inputs and outputs will be found on the rear of the
case and are shown in the drawing below.
Other features planned include a special V -M designed

capacitor motor, variable equalization, low hum and thermal noise, wow and flutter to broadcast standards, half
or full track erase, shock mounted preamplifiers, cathode
follower for power output and high level inputs for tuners
or crystal cartridges.
Storage for reels, mikes, power supply, etc. will be in
the lid which is detachable from the recorder. Maximum
reel size is 7 inch.

CATHODE

OUTPUT

GOLLOWE125

POWER

0
o

NAU R A L

Right: the back panel of
the new stereo recorder will
have the inputs and outputs
shown. The cathode follower will be a double jack
covering both channels.
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Here is the "KNOW -HOW" you need
NOW IN STOCK FOR
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

ORDER BOTH OF THESE

NEW BOOKS TODAY
TAPE RECORDERS and TAPE RECORDING
Written

so

that anyone can understand

it- profusely illus-

trated so that anyone can easily follow directions-this
new layman's manual

by

Harold

D.

Weiler

(author of the popular book, "High Fidelity Simplified")
is a "must" for every owner of a tape recorder.
Library size -just 51/2

x

81/4

inches -this wonderfully helpful new book

by an author who knows his subject and knows how to write so that

Herold

everyone can understand him perfectly, contains over 100 illustrations
and diagrams -13 chapters of practical, down -to -earth suggestions that

D.

WEILER

spell better recording results for each of your customers.

Library size 51/2 x 81/4 inches profusely
illustrated -13 fact packed chapters,
190 pages

NOW IN STOCK FOR
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

Tough Paper Binding

$

2.95

Handsome Cloth Binding

$

3.95

TAPE RECORDERS -How They Work
Written in a popular style -profusely illustrated this excellent volume tells "what's under the cover. Service technicians, Hi -Fi enthusiasts and tape recordists will benefit from

TAPE
RECORDERS

this book

by

HOW THEY WORK

Charles G. Westcoff
Chapters include: Theory of Magnetic Recording, The Motorboard, Tape
Transport Mechanism, Drive Motors, Volume Indicators, The Bias Oscillator,
Equalization Circuits, The Record and Playback Amplifier, Magnetic Recording Heads, Magnetic Recording Tape, Test Procedures and Index. Has

e,

.rf.

.

Ill

167 illustrations.

Tough Paper Binding

$

2.75

order from your dealer or use coupon below.
.1

/7

Library size
illustrated

rNOIOrACr UIl11CA11OM

Book Department
TAPE RECORDING

15w

Severna Park, Md.
Please send me the books checked below.

profusely
fact packed chapters,
177 pages, 167 illustrations
51/2 x 81/4 inches

-II

I

enclose

Tape Recorders and Tape Recording, cloth bound ...$3.95
Tape Recorders and Tape Recording, paper bound ..$2.95

jJ

Order Yours Today

Tape Recorders -How They Work, paper bound

Name
Address

City
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Zone

State

....$2.75

DIRECTORY OF STEREO EQUIPMENT
Editor's note: this directory is of equipment
which is especially built for stereo. For this
reason we have omitted listing preamps.
amplifiers and speakers of the regular sort
which, of course. can be made part of any
stereo system.

STEREO RECORDERS

BERLANT

33{housed in three portable
enclosures contauiing a tape transport and
two speaker-amplifier enclosures. In -line
heads. Stereo record and triple playback.
S 1,295.

MAGNECORD M90 -BA. Basic M -90 mechanism with stacked head. Both high and low
mike impedance inputs, remote control. Frequency response at 73; ips 30 to 15,000 cps
± 2 db. Cross talk less than S/N ratio.
Price $2,165 including case.

CONCERTONE 23 -2. Same features as
the Berlant 33 except use of two speed induction motor for direct tape drive. Both
models will accommodate 101/, inch reels.
Price $795.

AMPEX

Stereo Recorder. In -line
erase, two -track record
and playback. Basically a 601 portable recorder with modifications for stereo. 50 to
10,000 cps ± 2 db. In case, $995.
5 -529(1

heads. Has

PENTRON DYNACHORD. STEREO SM-

full track

mechanism. 71/2 and 15 ips speeds. Frequency response 40- 10,000 cps ± 2 db. at
71/2 ips speed.
101/2 inch reels. Stacked
heads. Price $595, preamplifiers $130 each.
Three motors, push button control. Automatic cycling.
2

CONCERTONE 29 -7. Contained in three
wood cabinets for home use. Will record
and playback full track, half track and stereo
tapes. Other models and combinations are
available. Consult manufacturer.

STANCIL -HOFFMAN R -5. Made in 1 to
4 or more channels. 2 channels on 1,$" tape,
more on 3/2" tape. 101/2" reels. 732 and
15 ips speeds. 45 to 10,000 cps at 71/2 speed
2 db. Price SI.i91) in portable cases.

STEREO MAGNEMITE Model 611. Battery and spring driven portable. 50.7500
cps at 71/2 ips ± 2 db. Also available in
33/4 and 15 ips. In -line heads. S355 to $435
depending upon speed.

BERLANT 33. In -line

heads, dual recording and preamplifiers. Has upper and lower
track erase, stereo record and playback.
Berlant line has synchronous direct drive for
timing accuracy. Price $995.

40

FERROGRAPH Sit. Records and plays back
half track, full track and stacked stereo. Two
recording amplifiers, 1 meter switchable to
either channel. Output 600 ohms for lines
or amplifiers. Price $595.

MAGNECORD PT6- BA2HZ, Three speeds
by capstan change. 50-7500 cps at 71/2 ips
2 db. Erase and two record playback half
track heads. Staggered heads. Used with
Preamp- amplifier
Case S20.

PT6 -BN.

Price

$425.

MONAURAL RECORD AND
PLAYBACK PLUS STEREO

AMPEX A 122 PORTABLE. Records and
plays dual track tapes at 33/a and 71/2 ips
and also plays back stacked stereo. Matching unit A692 speakers (see next page).
Also available in console. Price $449.50.

tapes using radio, TV or external amplifier
for second channel. First home recorder to
adapt to stereo. Records and plays back monaural tapes at 3
and 71/2 ips. Price
Model 711, $209.95.

TAPE PLAYERS

AMPEX A121 TABLETOP. Same recorder
as preceding except in wood cabinets of
modern design. Used with two A621 amplifier speakers or present hi -li system.
Complete system shown, S895. Recorder

$495, speakers $229.50.
EMC CONSTELLATION TAPE PLAYER.
Plays stacked or staggered tapes, full track
or dual track monaural. Has two preamplifiers, speaker and one power amplifier in
case. May he connected to radio or TV for
second channel. Model 2000,
;
ips,
S209.95. Model 3000, in -line, only S 189.95.

'

1

AMPEX A692 AMPLIFIER SPEAKER.
Built to math A112 recorder with stereo
playback. Has indicator light, tone and volume controls. May be used with any unit
for second channel. Price $199.50.

STEREO TAPE DECKS

BELL BT -76. Records and plays back dual
track tapes at 1 78, 3 +q and 71; ips. Plays

back stereo using radio or TV or amplifier
as second channel, or amplifier speaker
300 D. Staegered heads. Price $189.95.

BRENNEL MARK 1VB TAPE DECK.
(Fenton Co.) Four staggered stereo heads,
three motors. Operates at 3?n. and 71'2 or
712 and 15 ips. Matching preamps available. Deck price $114.50.
RCA VICTOR STEREOTAPE PLAYER.
Plays stacked tapes, full track or dual track.
Two units, one player and one speaker. Also
available in portable cases. Player S276,
speaker S85, both units, mahogany, Si50.

AMPLIFIER -SPEAKERS

PENTRON STEREOMAGIC EMPEROR.
Records and plays back monaural tapes at
3;4 and 712 ips. Frequency response 40
to 12,000 cps. Plays staggered head tapes
using radio, TV or amplifier for second
channel. Price S269.95. Also model HEW
500 -S at $319.95 and Stereomagic Pacemaker, Model T -90S, staggered head at

$219.95.

VIKING FF'5 B. Staggered heads. Model
FF75SU Inline and staggered heads, play hack units. Model FF75R stacked head playback plus monaural record and playback.
Matching preamps and amplifiers available.
Prices from $69.95.

BELL AMPLIFIER-SPEAKER 300 -D.

V -M

TAPEOMATIC. Plays staggered head

To
match Bell BT-76 stereo playback recorder.
May be used as separate hi -fi amplifier- speaker or as complete second channel unit for
any stereo rig. Price $89.95.

WEARITE TAPE DECK (Ercona Corp.)
Model F -106. Stacked or staggered on customer's order. 3'.á and 71/2 ips speeds.
Matching amplifier is Ferrograph Model
FS 103. Appearance is similar to Ferrograph
Stereo Recorder. Price $250.
41
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STEREOPHONIC TUNERS

ELECTRO -VOICE STEREO TUNER. Model 3303. Two separate tuners, one FM and
one AM in single case for reception of stereo
broadcasts. Has music control center built in. Must he connected to external amplifiers. Price 52 -9.50.

VIKING PREAMP. Model PB60. Made

BOGEN STEREO TAPE PLAYBACK AMPLIFIER. Has dual pre -amps and a 1(1 watt
amplifier in compact case. Outputs from
stereo heads can be fed into unit. One pre amp output feeds hi -fi system. 10 watt amplifier feeds additional speaker. Price 559.50.

to
march FF75 decks, two required for stereo
playback. Controls are volume and variable
equalization. Price S2 t.50.

VIKING RECORD PLAYBACK AMPLIFIER RP6I. Used with FF -5 tape deck series
ro add monaural record functions to stereo
plachack unit. Price S'L 50.

ELECTRO -VOICE STEREO TUNER. Model 3301. Same as above except that music
control center is not incorporated. Price
52 W.50.

FERROGRAPH STEREO AMPLIFIER.
Model FS 103 2 channel, recording and playback amplifier, tone controls operate in
record or playback. Suitable for use with
Wearite C stereo deck. 15 watts each channel. complete with power pat k. 2 stage bias
and erase oscillator. Price

MICROPHONE STANDS

titj
H.H. SCOTT STEREO TUNER. Moticl
ì30-B. May be used with any amplifier.
Has two complete tuners. one AM. one FM.
FM dipole antenna supplied. Price 5199.95.

AMPLIFIERS and

PT6 -B\ STEREO A\IPLI
FIER. Two low level, low impedance mike
inputs, master and individual channel gain
PT6controls.
Used with Magnecord
BA2HZ. Price S 169.

\IA(i\E(.ORD

PRE -AMPS

FENTON BINOR STEREO

1211.

Ii &

Ot.

Has acoustical separator anti mounting
brackets. Provides stereo separation cancellation of feedback and perfect response
O mikes.
pattern. Designed for Fenton Ili
Price S38.95.

IslLl.

I1

STEREO CONVERSION KITS
STEREO CONVERSION KITS. Kits consisting of heads. pre -amplifiers and necessary hardware are available from Bell. Pent -

RLOPHONICAMPLIFIER.Mod-

3DTG. Two complete preamps and power amplifiers in one case. Can he fed direct
from tape head, or stereo tuners. Can also
Inputs
be used as a straight amplifier.
grouped on back of chassis, controls on front.
Available without cover for installation in
custom built systems at SIII less. Price as
el

shown $159.95.
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NEWCOMB STEREO AMPLIFIER. Model
iD -12. Two complete preamps and amplifiers in one unit. Single knob control of
both channels, hum balance controls, 12
watts output each channel. SI -9.50.

run and V -I..I to convert presently owned
monaural recorders to stereo playback. BerLint also has kits available to convert their
line to stereo. While kits are specifically
designed for recorders mentioned, it is sometimes possible to use them on others. Heads
for mounting on any recorder will shortly
he available.

Catalog of Recorded Stereophonic Tapes
CLASSICAL

FALLA, Manuel

DE

HEIFETZ

Jota. See DVORAK. WElle tilt.
El .l,,or Bruin, played by the Netherland. Phil
harmonic Orchestra. Kalter Coehr. conductor. Annie
Delorle. contralto- CONCERT HAI.. 7".
m..

Hora etOrrato. See DVORAK, \17{81

'_

BARTOK, Bela
Passaca1lia to C- minor. Kurt Rapf. organ. Also
AUDIOSI'IIERE rlAving5lendelssnhn. Sonata No.
7121íN
ston). 7". 71/2 ips. 211.95
Prelude in F Alujor. See VIVALDI. WERCOII. 2923-

1-................

3.

Kurt Rape organ.
and Franck. Chorale
Iin E .11ainr- AUDIOSI'lIF.RE (Livingston). 7". 71:
I MN
ns, $11.95
to D n
Mendelssohn. Sonata No. 2

Toccata and Fugue

Also.

$11.45

('HT

,

II] '

t1.pp Ito

., r,y

.

llrrhr'ra

Stereophonic

Ilanlurlor\60.

1'agan4J. 110
and Snan,.. Emnrrm iCall:

MD,

(DItD ilntenearrhl.

BACH, Johann Sebastian

I

I

l

7".

Tada-Li

Pnt,,,,;

;

II.

-

I

TAPE.

.

Varfrnkyrka.
71/2 4^

iknnn Inge,

Sweden.SONOTAPE.
SWIt Soot

BEETHOVEN, Ludwig Von
.LL..nlaht nvl l'athrtigae Sonatas. Raymond Leuen

Thal. Diaur- SON(ITAPE, 7". 715 ips. $9.95 SN'If 9002
Sonata Vn. 23, F- minor, Op. 57 ( ".4pnn.tsimmta "r
Egon Petri. Mann. SIIN(ITAPE. 7
available Nov, :0.

7%

,

ips, 19.95

own ;010

.o

Symphony
5
n C Minor. OP. 67, Roston Symphony Orchestra. Charles Munch, conductor -RCA VICTOR, 7 ". 7% ins. 514.95
ECS -7 or ECSD -7
Symphony No. 7. in .4. Op. 92 Chicago Srmnhnny

Orchestra. Fritz Reiner, conductor-RCA VICTOR. 7".
71 ins. E14.95
ECS -11 or ECSD -11
nu0nny No. 9 P11 // Minor ( "Chorale"). Netherlands l'hilharmmdr Orchestra and Chnnrs. with Soloists, Walter (loche. conductor- CONCERT HALL. 7 ".
7% ips. $23.90
CIITrRN.5 -2

BERLIOZ
Roman

CIIT

raut!,',,!.

lINII.

Sr.

Fantastique. Op.

Avmphnnie

CONCERT

LISZT.

Orchestra. Charles Munch.
7". 7% ips, $18 95

IL.

Bostnn

-RC.

HAI.,.

Symphony

conductor
VICTOR.
GCS-6 or CCSD -6

BIZET, Georges
Jene D'Enlnnts Suits. (Ryndehoume Festival Orchestra. conducted by Vittorio Oul
MASTER'S VOICE.
7 ". (in -line only), 71/2, ips. write for price-SAT 10022

-Ills

BLOCH, Ernest

t

Prayer. See DVORAK. WERCOR, 2923 -2.

BOCCHERINI, Luigi
Minuet from Quintet in E Major.
SOHN. WFJOCOII. 2922-3.

BO LZO N

.!!last.

See

MENDELS-

VIVALDI. \VERCOR, 2923 -3.

Major Quartet. See MENDELSSOHN,
WEBCOR. 2922-3.
Polortaian Dances. See 51OUSSORGSEY, AUDIO SPHERE (Livingston). 703105.
Polort:ian Danish fron -Prints! Igor. See SAIETANA. CONCERT HALL. ('IIT /ION -lo.

BRAHMS, Johannes

-

Concerto in D, Op. 77, Jascha Helfer.. violinist.
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz hewer, conductor
RCA VICTOR, 7 ", 7% ips, $14.95..ECS -4 or ECSD -4
Academic Featirai Overture. See ROSSINI. AUDIO -

SPHERE (Livingston), 705HN.
Quartet in A .Minor. Op. SI. No. 2. The Fine Arta
Quertet- ('ONCERTAPES. 7 ", 7% Ins, 211.95.23-413
Quartet in .4 Minor, Op. 51. No. 20. See MOZART.
WEILCOR, 2923 -4.
Symphony No. 2, in D, Op. 73, Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Charles Munch. conductor -RCA VICTOR.
1 ". 7% ips, $16.95
FI'S -14 or FCSD -14

CHAUSSON
Poems. Op. 25, Introduction and Rondo.
Sant Beans, Capriccios., Op. 28, David Oistrakh,Also,
Baton Symphony Orchestra, Charles Munch, violinist,
conductor
-RCA VICTOR. 7 ", 7% ns, $10 95

('CS16 or CCSD -16

CHOPIN, Frederick

HIS

conducted by Efrem Kurtz-HIS
MASTER'S VOICE, 7 ", I in-line only). 71/2. ills. write
5

price

SIST

1250

DEBUSSY, Claude
Afternoon of a Faun, The Florence May Festival
Series. Festival Orchestra, Vittorio Cul. conductor. Also.
Schumann. .Manfred Overture; and Cllnka, Kamarin-

kajo-AtTDIOSPI

$11.95

I

ERE

(Liringsimn),

7',

I1-

704115

Nocturnes, Roston Symphony Orchestra, Pierre Mon eus. conductor -(RCA VICTOR. 7
71/2
fps. 210.95
CCS -12 or CCSD -I2
Quartet in
Minor, Op. 10 Fine Arts Quartet,
Leonard Sorkin. violin. Joseph Stephansky, violin, Irving

linter.
Andante.l

No.

2:

and

Taste Allegretto. from Quartet Op. 76,
Granados, The Lady and the Nightingale, Robert

Pianist; Itavel. Alborada Del Grazioso;
Liszt .tonton Del Petrarca; and Liszt, Mephisto Walt.
-WEB('DiI. 7", 71 fps, 212.00
2923 -1
Quartet i,
,ilinor. Op. 10. Fine Arts Quartet
CON('ER'rAl'ES. 7 ", 714 ips. $11.95
_3 -IA
McDowell.

i

('IIT/BN

Quartet in E Flat, Fine Arts Quartet. Leonard Sorkin.
violin. Joseph Stepansky, violin. Irving !hirer, viola. and
George
Snpkin, cello. Alen. Turlus. Joaquin. The
Prayer of the Toreador; and WVnif. Hugn, pollen Sere nade- WEBCOR, 5 ", 7% Ips, $8.00
2932 -4
Quartet in E. Flat Major. The Fine Arts Quartet.
Also. Turina. Prayer of the Toreador and \Calf. Italian
Serenade-CONI'EItTAPES. 7 ", 71/2 ip:. $ 11.95..22 -4

-

AlrisieAli.
of. i9eetCRANADOSU CONCERT
Piano
Vn, 2 in .4 Major. t'hillippe
,mol t.
l'inni.L Radin Zurich Orchestra. Walter
rdprtnr
CONCERT 11.11... 7'. 7)4 ils.
Sonetto

2927-1.

ltel

Petrarca.

DEItI1SSY,

See

I

I

9:i1B.

EntreI:oelrr,

21195

('HT/IIN-6
IYEBCOR.

MASSENET, Jules

DUKAS, Paul

Under

the

Lindentrer.s.

See

ROSSINI.

AUDIO -

Sorcerer's Apprentice, The Florence May Festival
Series, Festival Orchestra, Vittorio Gui. conductor. Also,
Witmer. Little Symphony, Opts 44. Vienna Shrine SYm-

SPHERE (Livingston), 70511N.

ston).

Andante 8eherrando from Viola. Quintet in B Flat,
Op. 87. See HAYDN. WERCOR, 292:1-5.
Octet in R Flat Major. Op. 20. The Fine Arta Quartet and Guest Artists-CONCERTAPES, 7 ". 7% ips.
23 -5B
111.95
Octet in 1.7 Flat Major, Op. 20. See HAYDEN.

ptony.

Kurt

11ap(I

conitflel.r

AI'DIOSI'll}:1tE (Living-

Antonin
Coneertn in E .!Minor. Paul Torteller. cello. and the
Phllharnton ua Orchestra, conducted by Sir Malcolm
Sargent- MIS MASTER'S VOICE. 7", (In-line only).
7
ups. write for price
SAT 1000/1
Quartet
American). Fine
Arts
Leonard
violin, p Joseph S epnaky
violin, Irving limer. viola, and George Snpkin.
cello.
Also. Haydn, Adagio Cantabile from Quartet. Op. 64. No.
Barton. Bela. /:oumanian Dances. Sorkin. Soplsiu;
and Alexander JoseBer, piano; Bloch, Prayer; De Falla.
Jota; Grenades, Intermez:o from Goyescaa: IVnlru -Ileiretx. llora Sfarento: Ravel. llabancra: Cluck- Kreisler.
Ilelodie; amt Saint- Saens, Allegro Appassionato^
WERCG1t, 7' 71 fps. 212.00
292:1-2

S,ri,
Ok.

Quartet in F. .Maio,. OP. 96 (American). The Fine
Arts Quartet- ('ONCERTAI'ES, 7', 715 ins, $11.95
23 -2A
Symphony
I
tITAPE
Orchesra,
hor Johnson. roondnetnr
hLIIIRARIES. 7". 71 Ips, I I0.95..AV -1507 (RN or Its!

l

See

DACH. AUDIOSPHt:ItE

GERSHWIN
PhopmeiS In Hhte, l'hlllppe Entreounrt.
l'laoi.t
Concert Hall Symphony Orchestra. Waiter t l,whr. r
doctor. Also. Ravel. Bolero -(NCERT
CO
11.91 L.

7%

Ire.

.

CHT'1t517

211.95

GLINKA, Michael
Kamarinakaja. See DEBUSSY, At'DIOSI'IIERE (Livingston). 704115.

GLUCK, Christoph
Melodie.

See

DVORAK, WEItCOR.

22

92223

-2.

MENDELSSOHN, Felix

avEitfOlt. 29235.

Srher:n from E Mirror Quartet, Fine Arts Quartet.
Leonard Sorkin. violin. Joseph Stepansky. violin. Irving
Timer, viola. and George Sopkin, cello. Also. Borodin.
Nocturne from D ,llainr Quartet; Schubert. .Moment
.Musical; Rat!. The ,11)1/; Tsrhaikowsky, Andante Cantabile from ll Major Quartet; Iloecherini. ,Minuet from

Quintet

E

-WEBCOR,

Sonata No
ston). 712115.

Maio,: Haydn. Finale from Lark Quartet
".I. See
715 ins. $8.00........... 2922 -3
BACH. AUDIOSPHEIIE (Living-

.Sonata .No. 2. See

ston). 71111N.

BACH, AUDIOSI'IIERE (Living-

MOUSSORGSKY, Modeste
.Night an Bald Mountain. The Florence May Festival
Series. Festival Orchestra. Vittorio Cul, conductor. Also.
Borodin Palo..tdon Ponces: and Sibelius. fast Trille
UDIOSI'IIEIIE (Livingston), 7". 755 ins. n11.95
-03195
Virtues at an Exhibition. played by the Netherlands Philharmonie Orchestra. Walter (m ehr, conduetor

-

-- ('ON('EItT

FULL. 7".

71/2

/nterinexxo from Coyescas. See DVORAK, WERCOl.
2923-2.
Music of, plano recital. Robert Mac Dowell. pianist.
Also, Ravel, Music of ; and Liszt, Music of- CONCEItTAPES. 7 ". 71/2 Ips. 211.95.
......23-18
The Lady and the Nightingale. See DEItUSSI', WE1t-

.......

COIt. 7923 -1.

GRIEG, Edgard

I.

Peer Gynt Suite No. 1, Sinfonleua.
Sorkin. cond.
Smetana. Iranre at the b'ontedran.- 6ONCEUES, 5". 71/2 IVs. $7.95
502

rAl

1-

.Symphony Na. 101 in D .Major (Clark ")
the Orche.t re Pasdeloup de Paris. Grals
Ins.

ronIurtnr- CONCERT HALL.

811.95 CIIT /11N -3.

MOZART, Wolfgang Amadeus

t,

tinl. Graziella Sclutti. Ian Wallace. Monica Sinclair,
Rise Stevens. Franco Calabrese. Hugues Cuenod. Sena
Jurinar Gwyn Grimths, Glyndebourne Festival Orchestra

-HIS

MASTER'S
and Chorus. conducted by Vittorio Gul
VOICE, 7 ". (In -line only). 7% Ins. write for gehe
SAT

1003/4

Quartet in O Major, K -387. Sorkin Symphonette. Also,
Brahms. Quartet in A .Minor, Op. 51, No. 20-WEB2923 -4
COIL 7 ". 7'4 Ins. $12_.00
Quertet in G ,Ifnjor, K. 387, Fine Arts Quartette
23 -4A
COSCF,RTAPES. 7 ", 714 Ips. $11.95
Serenade in G Major. /fine Kleine Nachtmusik, K. Vo.
See VIVALDI. 52ëw' ERCOR. 2923 -3.
551,
Chicago
41.
in
K.
(Jupiter).
C.
ymphony No.
Symphony Orchestra. Fritz Reiner. conductor -RCA
VICTOR, 7". 7% Ins, $12.93.... DCS -le or DCSD -10

-

OFFENBACH, Jacques

HAYDN, Franz Joseph
Adagio Cantabile fron) Quartet, Op. 64, No. 5. See
DVORAK.
Q !'iOlt.
Tosto Allegretto, from Quartet Op.
76, No. 2. See DEBUSSY, WEHCOR, 2923 -i.
Finale from Lark Quartet. See AIENDELSSOhIN.
11'ERCOR. 2922 -3.
Quartet in F Major, (I1-. 3, No. 5, Concert by Fine
Ares Quartet and Guest Artists. Also. Schubert, Quartet
in E Flat Major, Op. 125, No. 1; Mendelssohn. Octet in
E Plat .Major, Op. 20; and Mendessohn, Andante
8rhrr:ando fron Viola. Quintet in E Flat, Op. 87W}:ItCO1L 7 ", 71/2 Ins. 312.00
292:1 -5
Quartet in F Major, Op. 3, . s. ', Tl:e Fine Arts
Quartet. .Ú 1o, Shubert. Quartet in E Flat Major. Op.
Its. No.
CONCEIITAPES. 7 ", 71/2 ins. $11.95
23 -5A
by

ups,

Concerto 21 iN. 4121. See AI(IZART, Wolfgang.
Amadeus. LIVINGSTON. BO 7 -5 BN.
Concerto 112 IN. '17). See MOZART. Wolfgang.
Amadeus. LIVINGSTON. 110 7 -4 BS.
Concerto .73 (K. 457) for french horn, performed by
James Steelton(' and the Zimbler Slnfnnletta. Album I.
Also. Moran,. Wolfgang. Amadeus, Concerto lt2 (K.
¡171- LIVINGSTON. 7 ", 7% ins, $11.95 BO 7 -4 RN
Concerto .5 Ili. 495) for french horn. performed by
James Stagllann and the Zimbler Slnfnnletta. Album 2.
u -n. Mnrart. Wn' /Sane, Areadas. Concerto SI (K
13t-- LIVINGSTON. 7 ". 7% ins. SI I.95 110 7 -5 lIN
Rine Kleine Nachtmusik. See VIVALDI. CONCERTAPES. 23 -3.9.
Sesto BruseanNozze Di Figaro. Excerpts from Act
.

GRANADOS, Enrique

A Oo,

Homage

l'urrht Symphony Drchetra. Paul
Iluppert.. cmnhelot. .\La. `Iterllox. ltonwn Carnival.
Nctherl:u,ds Symphony Ilrrhestra. Walter Cnehr. condurla-CONCERT HAW,. 7", 765 IVs. 211.95

779:; -2.

DITTERSDORF, Karl Von

Chorale in E Major.
(Livingston), 71 IRS.

,VOeturne from D

harrmonniie Orchestra,

wEn(on.

FRANCK, Cesar

I

See

BORODIN, Alexander

for

Dora Staccato. SEE. DVORAK.

('on er to for Ja:: !sand and Symphony Orchestra, Chirapt Srrnphuuy Orchestra, Sauter - Finegan Orchestra.
FTtz Heiner. erooluetor. Alm. Strauss. lt., Don Juan.
hin-ago S ropnruy Orchestra. Fritz Reiner. conductorIQ .t VICTOR. 7". 715 Ips. $11.95.. E1'S 3 nr E('SD -3

LIrZT, Franz
Los Po InAr.,

DINICU

0001.

S >VIt

Nnurnnnian Panne, See DVORAK. t\'ERCOR. 2923 -2
Torrats
d Fugue. lì nn irrer. Also. Barb. l'osavlta and FFugue. C- minor, ('arl Weinrich. organ of

2.

i

I

a

Concerta for Orchestra. Chicago Symphony Orchestra,

Fritz Reiner. conductor-10'A VICrOR. 7". 71;, fps.
$14.95
FCS -9 or F: «SD -9
rass.Irnora and Fugue. C- minor. See BACH. SONO-

;

LIEDERMANN

DELIBES, Leo

,

1

2,,

ult.

KREISLER, Fritz
Ilelndic. See 171'O11.Ali, WEBCOR, 2923-2.

Played

Martin.

$11.95
CHT /IIN
1

Gaita Par sienne Rostnn Peps Orchestra. Arthur
Fiedler. conductor-RCA VICTOR. 7' 705 ins. $14.95
EI'S -15 or ECSD -15

PAGANINI, Nicco!o
11:1-.

111

',initr..

se,

UF:t.Iltl:S. SIISI STERE('ORD,

PFITZNER, Hans Erich
See DUKAS, AUDIOLittle Syrnplrony. Opus
SPHERE Livingdon i, 709115.

'I

,

PROKOFIEFF, Serge
Symphony No 1 in D. Phlllmnnnnia Orchestra. conIS MASTER'S VOICE.
ducted by Nicola'
'DT 1750
715 Ins. write for price
cl In -luire only),

Malkrll

,
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PUCCINI

La Boheme, Soloists with Netherlands Phllhatmmdc
Orchestra and Chorus. Walter Goehr, conductor -CON-

Ty Ips, $23.90 ....CIIT /BN -9 -2
RACHMANINOFF, Sergei

CERT HALL. 7",

Rhapsody, Opus S3. On a 7'erme of Papininni. Frann'COte soloist. assisted by String Ensemble de
REL CANTO. 7". 7 o Ips, $9.95

eols

Paris

RAFF
The

See

Alborada Del
2923 -1.
See
Bolero.

MEND} SSOHN, WEBCOR. 2922.3.

.

23-3A

See

DEBUSSY, WEBCOR,

HALL,
CHT/BN-7

GERSHWIN,

CONCERT

Tell Overture. The Florence May Festival
Series, Festival Orchestra. Vittorio Gut. conductor. Also.
Brahma, Academic Featirai Overture; and Massenet,
Under the Lindenlrces- AIIDIOSI'HETtE (Livingston),
7á514N
7 ". 7%
Ins. $11.95
11'1111am

SAINT-SAENS, Camille
Allegro Appassionato.
See

or CCSD -16.

See

,Moment

Musical.

in

DVORAK. WEBCOR, 2923-

CHAUSSON. RCA VICTOR, CCS -18

SCHUBERT, Franz
2922 -3.
Quartet

See

MENDELSSOIIN. WEBCOR.

Flat Major, Op. 125. No. 1. See
HAYDN. WEB(OR, 29.23.5.
Quartet in R Flat Major. Op. 195. No. 1. See
HAYDN. CONCERTAPES, 23 -5A.
.Symphony No. 8, in B Mirror, ("Unfinished "). Roston
Symphony Orchestra. Charles Munch. conductor-RCA
VICTOR. 7". 7% ine. 910.95....('CS -13 or CCSD -13
Unfinished Symphony. The Florence May Festival
B

Vittorio Cut. conductor. Also.
Livingston)
Finlandia-AUDIOSPHERE

Serles. Festival Orchestra.

Sibelius,

(

701111

". 7% Ins. $11.95

SCHUMANN, Robert

Manfred Orertere. See DEIOUSSY. ATMOSPHERE

(Livingston), 7045N.

SIBELIUS, Jean

Finlandia. See SCHUBERT. AUDIOSPIIERE (Livingston). 7011151.
Finlandia. See SIBELIUS. A -V TAPE LIBRARIES.
AV -1508 (lIN or IiS).
Pohjola's Daughter. See SIBELIUS. A -V TAPE LIBRARIES. AV -1508 IBN or IBS).
Song of .try Heart. See STRETAUS, A -V TAPE LIBRARIES. AV -1508 (ION or RS).
The Origin of Fire. Helsinki University Chorus. Sulo
Saarits. baritone. i'Incinna'I Symphony Orchestra. Thor
term;
Sibelius. Finlandia a1nd Sibelius. Pohjoia a Dava
A -V TAPE LIBRARIES. 7 ". 7% ips. $10.95

AV -1500 TRH r BS)
Triste. See MOUSSOROSICY, AI'DIOSPHE1tE

l'aise
(Livingston), 7038N.

SMETANA, Bedrich

Danes of the Comedians. See GRIEG. CONCERTAPES. 502.
The Moldaa, played by the Utrecht Symphony Orheslra, Paul Ihtpperts, conductor. Also. Bormlin.
Polorfzian Dames from "Prince Igor " -CONTEST
CHT /BN -10
HAIL. 7", 7% ins. $11.95

STRAUSS, Johann, Jr.

Mimic. Of. Sinfonletta. L. Sorkin. cond. The beat
loved selections of Strauss- CONCERTAPES. 7". 7%
101 -A
fps, $11.95

STRAUSS, Richard

Sprach Zarathustra, Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
Ips.
7 ". 754
ECS -1 or ECSD -t
Death and Transfiguration. played by the Utrecht
Symphony Orchestra, Ignace Neumark. conductor -CONCERT HALL. 7 ". 7'4. Ina. 811.95 ....CHT/RN-12
Don Joan. See LIEBERMANN. RCA VICTOR, ECS 3
or ECSn -3.
Ein Heldenleben, Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Flits
Reiner, conductor -RCA VICTOR. 7 ", 7% ins. $10.95
FCS -2 or FCSD -2
Emperor 11'altz. See DFIIBES, SONY STEI1ECORD,
.41so

Fritz Reiner, conductor-RCA VICTOR.
$14.95

Polka.

Sec

DELIBES, SONY

STERECORD, D -2.

STRAVINSKY

L'Histoire da Soldat, Ars Nova, Mandell et-inductor
-SONOTAPE. 7 ". 7% Ips. $9.95
9 551 1 5003
The Firebird. played by the Netherlands Philharmonic
Orchestra, Walter Gnehr, conductor- CONCERT HALL,
CUT/FIN-1
7",
734 IDS, 811.95
TCHAIKOWSKY, Peter I.

Andante Cantabile from D Major Quartet. See
MENDELSSOHN, WERCOR. 2922 -3.
Cause- Noisette ( "Nutcracker") Suite. Phllharmonle
Orchestra, conducted by Nicola) Malko -HIS MASTER'S
VOICE, 7 ", (In -line only). 7% Ips, write for price

SCT 1500
Concerto No. 1. 9n 8 -Plat Minor. Op. Si. Emil Gliela.
Fritz einer, tnnpianist, Chicago
7% s ips. $14.95
uctor -RCA
IC R
.
FCS -e or ECSD -8
Quartet No. 1. Curtis String QuartaSONOTAPE.

Oen7

". 7% ips, $9.95

SSVR 801 t

Serenade for Strings, Op. 58. See VIVALDI, WEB COR, 2923 -3.
Serenade, The Sorkin Symphonette-.CONCFRTAPES.
29 -7B
7 ".
7% fps, $11.95
Symphony No. 6, M B Minor. Op. 74. ( "Palhetdque "), Boston Symphony Orchestra, Pierre Monteur,
conductor-RCA VICTOR. 7 ". 7% ins. $18.95
GCS -5 or GCSD -5

Von. WEBCOR. 2922 -4.
Prayer of the Toreador.
CERTAPES. 22 -4.

WAGNER. AUDIO

-

Tannhaeuser Overture, The Florence May Festival
Series. Festival Orchestra. Vittorio Cul, conductor. Also.
Wagner. Flying Dutchman Orerture--AUDIOSPIIERE
-02RN
(Livingston). 7", 7% Ips. $11.95

WOLF, Hugo

Italian Serenade.

See

DITTERSDORF, Carl Von.

Italian Serenade.

See

DITTERSDORF.

WEBCOR, 2922 -4.

CONCER-

ANTITEIL. Ballet Dleeunique, Los Angeles Contemporary
Music Ensemble, Robert Kraft. tond.-ONEGATAPE
(International Pacific Recording Corp.), 7 ". 7% IDs.
ST -6009
$7.95
A RICHARD PUItVIS ORGAN RECITAL IN GRACE
CATHEDRAL, Vol. I. Arioso, Processional Supplication, Pavanne, and 3 other selections -HIFITAPE.
T" 7% IDs. (stacked only), $12.95.......... R -703
A RICHARD PURVIS ORGAN RECITAL 15 GRACE
CATHEDRAL, Vol. Il. Morels Grotesque, Sheep May
Safely Grave, Piece Nervieue, and 5 other selections
-HIFITAPE, 7 ", 7% IDs, (stacked only). $12.95
R-704
FAVORITE QUARTET MOVEMENTS. Fine Arts Quartet. Selected quartet movements- CONCERTAPES, 7",
7tA

See
See

DITTERSDORF. Carl
DITTERSDORF, CON -

22 -3

ips, $11.95

FESTIVAL MUSIC FOR ORGAN. Karg -EIert, Mulet.

and others. Robert Owen, Aeolian Skinner
organ, Christ Church. Bronsvllle. N.Y.- SONOTAPE.
:t0, 7% We. 19.95
7 ". available Nov.
SWIt 8009
TOCCATAS FOR ORGAN. by Widor, Mulet. Vleme.
Roellman, others, Robert Owen, Aeolian Skinner
Bosser.

Organ, Christ Church. Rronzville- SONOTAI'E, 7 ".
SWR 8004
ins. $9.95
VIOLON AND CEIJ.0 RECITAL, Selections from the
violin and cello solo literature. Leonard Sorkin, Violin. George Sopkin, cello, Alexander Josetfer, arromo
-CONCERTAPES. 7 ". 7% Ins, 511.95....23 -2R
VOICES FROM VIENNA. Vol. 1, The Music of Strauss.
IIO -Votre Young Vienna ('hoir with Orchestra. eon ducted

ray

Leo

GYPSY MUSIC. Lendway Kalman Gypsy Orchestra
Gypsy Favorites-INTERNATIONAL PACIFIC RECORDING CORP.. 7 ", 7%ys Ips. $10.95..ST -2003
JOSH WHITE COMES A-VISITIN', the great blues
singer In a recording that beautifully conveys him at
his warm. Intimate beat- LIVINGSTON, 7 ". 7% fps.
T-108 511N
111.95
LE1BEIl'l' TAKES A HOLIDAY ON THE MIGHTY
WUIILITZER ORGAN, Dick Lelbert. organ of the
Byrd Theatre. Richmond. Virginia- SONO'VAl'E, 7",
SWB 8012
available Nov. 30, 7% fps, $9.95

LEIBEItT TAKES RICH,IOND, Dick Lelbert, Mighty
Wurlitzer Organ. Byrd Theatre, Richmond -SONOTAl'E, 7 ". 7% Ins. $9.95
SWB 8004
LENNY HERMAN and the Mightiest Little Band in
the Jand,
popular group at Its danceable best,T- 1083115
LIVINGSTON, 7 ", 7% ips, $11.9
MEET BILL THOMSON. relaying renditions on the
Hammond of. Falling in Lore With Lore. Laura, and
others -LIVINGSTON, 7 ", 734 ips. $11.95

T- 1007115
MORE GEORGE WRIGHT. You'll Never (Valk Alone,
Nice Work If You Can Get It. The Bullfighter, and
9 other selection,- HIFITAPE, 7 ", 7% Ips, (stacked
only). $12.95
R -707
MUSIC IN MOTION, Vol. I, Lenny Herman. Tea For
Two. Rose of Washington Square, Lover Conne Back
to Ale.

CLASSICAL -MISC.

Lehner- AIIDIOSPHERE (Livingston).

7081íN
IDs. $11.95
7 ". 7%
VOICES FROM VIENNA. Vol. 2, The Music of Lehner.
Mozart. Beethoven, Strauss and Schubert. 138 -Voice
Leo
by
conducted
Young Vienna Choir with Orchestra.
Lehner-AUDIOSPHEiIE (Livingston). 7", 7t4, Ins.
707IIN
511.95

SEMI -CLASSICAL
& MUSICALS

in the Will of the NitAt. and

6

....

others-

T- 100185
LJVINt1STON. 7 ". 7% Ips, $11.95
MUSIC IN MOTION, Vol. 2. Lenny Herman. Crazy
Rhythm, Just One of Those Thing., Mashotten, Pagan Lore Song. and 6 others- LIVINGSTON. 7 ".
..T- 1089551
7% Ips, $11.95
MUSIC. WINE & CANDLELIGHT, Vol. 1, Just as
romantic as its title promises, rare performances by
the Music of Vienna

group- AUDIOSPHERE (Liv-

709137v
ingston), 70, 7% ips, $11.95
MUSIC. WINE as CANDLELIGHT. Vol. 2, by Austria's leading "Schrammel" group- AUDIOSI'IIERE
710115
Ips,
(Livingston). 7", 7%
$11.95
ORGAN MOODS BY ADFV,E SCOTT, Tea for Two.
The Band Played On. I've Told Brrry Little Star,
Sweet (Genevieve. and 4 other selections-WEBCOR.
2922.7
5 ". 7% IDs. 28.u0.......
PIPE ORGAN HIGH FIDELITY SHOWPIE('ES, Cordon Klbbee. Granada, .1/y Heart Belongs to Daddy,

Somebody

Loves

.11r

and

7

others-OMEGATAPE

(International Pacific Recording Corp.), 7 ", 7% Ins,
ST 7007
$7.95
SOI'ND PROOF. Ferrante & Teicher, duo. pianos -SONOTAPE. 7 ", available Nov. 30, 7% IDs. 59.95
SWB 8007

STAN SELT'ZER'S STEREO STEINWAY. Stan Seltzer.
.Manhattan. Lover Come Back to .Me, Slaughter on
loth At,enue- STEREOTAPE, (Audio Arts), Half
ST 4
reel, 7 ", 7% Ins. $7.95
STAN SELTZER'S STEREO STEINWAY-as above
but with four additional numbers, Full reel, 7 ". 7%
ST 4a
Ips, $11.95
STEPPING OUT WITH HERB JEFFRIES. orchestra
inducted by Richard Hazard. Night Song. Passing
Stratus, The Conqueror, The Heart of a Woman
STEIIKOTAI'E (Audio Arts), half reel, 7 ". 7% ¡Ps.
ST 2
17.95
TILE REIJ,S OF ST. MARY'S -CARILLON AND
ORGAN MUSIC FOR INSPIRATION. Robert Locksmith. Stromberg- Carlson Flemish Master Carillon.
Robert Owen. organ of the First Baptist Chords In
Rochester. New 'sock- SONOTAPE, 7 ". available
SWB 8011
Nov. It0. 7% Ins. $9.95
THE HI -JAYS IN 111 -1'1, The HI -(.tie and Frank
Comstock's Orchestra. Surrey with the Fringe on Top.
Long Ago and Far Away. Chinatown. ply CAiloatown
aid 5 others- OMFGATAPE (International Pacifie
ST 7006
Recording Corp.). 7 ". 7 % ips. $7.95
THIS IS IT. Warren Baker's Dozen- September Song.
This is It. Onre in a While and 3 others- OMEGATAPE (International Pacific Recording Corp.). 7".
..ST -7010
7%
ips. $7.95.......
TUNES OF YESTERDAY & TOMORROW- CELESTIAL TAPES,
S 20
5 ". 7% ips, (stacked only). $5.95

-

....

LEONARD SORKIN STRINGS. 19/ Follow My Secret
Heart (Conrrrantion Piece). Ping (Vent the BOOM.
(Thumbs Fp). Oh, What a Beautiful Morning (Oklahoma), and 7 other selections-WEBCOR, 5 ". 7%
...........229222 -6
fns. 50.00
FAVORITE SHOW TUNES NO. I. Leonard Sorkin
Strings. lilts from Oklahoma, Band Wagon and TVake
Ips.
Up and Dream- CONCERTAPES. 7 ". 7%
22 -2
$11.95
FAVORITE SHOW TUNES. NO. 2. Leonard Sorkin
Strings. Best loved selections from show music-22 -6
CONCERTAPES. 7 ", 7% Ins. $11.95
LEONARD SORKIN STRINGS, Surrey 1VIth The
Fringe On Top (Oklahoma), Someday I'll Find You
Frirote Lirea), Dancing In The Dark (Band
(Vann), and 6 other selection,-WERCOR, 5 ". 7%
2922 -2
IM. $8.00
MIGHTY WURLITZFR PIPE ORGAN. Volume 2. Cordon K'bbee. Selections from "Oklahoma" and "South
Pacific," 18 numbers -OMEGATAPE (International
Pacific Recording Corp.), 7 ". 7% fps, $7.95....
ST -7001
SHICENORI OHARA ANT) HIS BLUE COATS ORCHESTRA, Moonlight Sonata, Carmen, Vt Ilia, You
Are My Heart's Delight. Ronnie Wangle in Arabian
Dance, and I Look At Heaven -SONY STERECORD
(In(ersearch), 7 ", (in -line only), 7% IDS, $11.50

..............

......

i

D -3

TRIBUTE TO VICTOR HERBERT, the Stockholm
String Orchestra. under the direction of Hans Enliser
brings you the new sound of an old master, Victor
Herbert. with such melodies as Indian Summer and

-REL

CANTO. 7 ", 734 fps, $9.95, ST -5
WALTZTISIE IN STEREO. a complete program of
well known waltz favorites played by the Kingsway
Strings. with Joseph Kuhn's arrangements of the
Merry Widow and Candlelight waltzes -BEL CANTO.
ST -6
7% Ins. $11.95
7 ".
Moonbeams

TURINAS Joaquin
Prayer f the Toreador,

See

SPHERE (Livingston). 70211N.

TAPES, 22 -4.

ROSSINI, Gioacchino

" Capríeeioao.

WAGNER, Richard

Hying Dutchman Overture.

Grasioso.

Habanera. See DVORAK, WEBCOR. 2923 -2.
AAuie of. See GRANADOS, CONCERTAPES, 23 -1B.
Pictures at an Brhibition. played by the Netherlands Philharmonic Orchestra. Walter Gnehr. conductor
-CONCERT HALL. 7". 754 fps, $11.95 .CItT /RN -3

7

Concerto Grosso In D Miner. OD. 3. No. 11. Sorkin
O Major, Eine
Symphonette. Also. Mozart, Serenade
Kleine Nachtmusik, K. No. 525; Bach, J. S.. Prelude
in E .Ifaior; Tschaikowaky, Serenade for Strings, Op.
48; and Belzoni, Minuet- WEBCOR, 7 ", 7% Ips.
2923 -3
$12.0t)
Concerto Groesy. U Minor, The Sorkin Symphonette.
Also. Mozart. Eine Kleine Nachtmusik. A well-balanced
program of classical string muslc-CONCERTAPES, 7 ".

7% ins, 811.95

Mill.

RAVEL, Maurice

7

VIVALDI, Antonio

POPULAR
BAND W'ITII A BEAT, Harry Zimmerman. Sentimental
Journey. On %Vuronsin. Night Train, and 7 other
,elections- HIFITAPE, 7 ". 7% Ips, (stacked only),
R -602
$12.95
BARBARA CARROLL TRIO. highly listenable improvisation on popular and standard favorites- LIVING'
T- IOSIBN
STON, 7 ", 7% ips. $11.95
BILL THOMSON IN A MAGIC MOOD, Bill Thomson
at Hammond organ. Ckptlrating venions of Lotus
Land, Harlem Nocturne, Autumn Leaves. Street
Scene, Old Black .tragic. intermezzo, Rlonghter en
10th Are. -LIVINGSTON. 7 ", 7% fps. $11.95
T- 1090 -I1N
BILL THOMSON PLAYS JEROME KERN, Bill Thomson at Hammond organ. The Immortal favorite, of
ins
Kern. in intimate stereo-- LIVINGTON, 7". 7
T -109" -11N
$11.95
ELAN GOES STLICE0-CELESTIAL TAPES. 5 ". 7%
S 10
IDs. (stacked only). 15.95
GEORGE WRIGHT'S SHOWTIME, There's No Business
Like Bhow Business, My Funny Valentine, Ti,. Man I
7%
7".
4
other
selectionsHIFITAPE.
Love, and
8.708
Ma. (stacked only), $12.95
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POPULAR -LATIN
GOES LATIN, ISIII Thomson at
Hammond organ. Outstanding Latin meladiea of several decades. including: Brazil. Poinciana. Carioca.
Orchids in the Moonlight. and 4 other favorites
T- 1091 -B97
LI{'INGSTON. 7 ". 7% ips. 111.95
LATIN AMERICAN ADVENTURE, Ferrante &
Teicher, duo- pianos- SONOTAPE, 7 ". 754 fps. 09.95

BILL TIIO \(SON

-

SWIS 8005

MARIMBA CLASSICS IN THIRD DIMENSION
CELFSTIAL TAPES. 5 ", 734 ips, (stacked
8 3)0
$5.95
TEMPO NUEVO. varied selections in the Latin mood
'03
-CONCERTAPES. 5". 7% Ips, $7.95

JAZZ
DOWN THE MIDDLE.

with Jimmie 5hi'artland A

Orchestra -CONTEST 11.Ú,L.

7".

a

7

t

Ips. $11.9
('IIJT /IiN -13

ERSKINE RUTTERFIELD, Just for Kicks. Relaxed
high fidelity jam s sion at Its best- LIVINGSTON,
T- 1062 -ION
7% Ipe. $11.95
7 ",
JAZZ HYBTEREO. Jack 51111nan Quintet Darn Thvt
STFJIEOTAI'E
Dream, IVoodtrn Hye, Stitt''
(Audio Arts). Half reel. 7 ". 7% Ips. $7.95.,ST 5
JIMMY RUSHING SINGS 'VIIE lILI'ES. with Jo
Jones. drums. Walter Page. bass, Ruddy Tate. tenor
sax. Sam ('rice. piano. l'at Jenkins. trannet. Hen-

Jt-

Chambers. trombone. and (ten Richardson,
alto sax & clarinet. Coin' to Chicnpn. I Want a
Little Girt, Leave ,Ile, How Long. Sent for You Yesterday, Boogie- U'oogie. How Pont Want Your Lorin'
Done
-V TAPE LIBRARIES (AV- Vanguard). 7 ",
AV -701 (RN or BS)
754 ips, $10.95
PAUL BARBARIN AND HIS NEW ORLEANS JAZZ.
playing Bourbon Strut Parade. Sister Kate. Rh La
derson

-A

Bas, Bernnd Linn. and then -ATLANTIC (Living1,
AT
ston), 7 ". 7% fps, $11.95
RAMPART STREET RAMBLERS. with Wilbur De
a

-

Paris leading
great New Orleans aggregation.
Sensatinnally hi -fi recordings of New Orleans tunes
ATLANTIC (Livingston) , 7 ". 7% Ips 511.95
AT 7 -51tá
RED ONION JAZZ BAND, Vol. 1, representative ram pages f another all -star group. this time from the

East Coat- EMPIRICAL (Livingston). 7 ". 754
EM 7 -111N
fps. $11.95
RUSTY DEDRICK, TRUMPET. WITH RHYTHM
AND WINDS. a progressive jazz session. includes:
Gloomy Sunday. Rusty in Orchestras/Ole. Zing Went
the Strings of My Heart, Cry of the Bat, and others
-ESOTERIC (Livingston), 7 ". 7% list, $11.95
ES 7 -6BN

VIC DICKENSON SEPTET. with Ruby Brait. Guest
Star and Vie Dickenson, trombone. Edmond Hall.
clarinet, Steve Jordan. guitar, Sir Charles Thompson, piano, Walter Page, bass. Jo Jones. drums.
Shad Collins & Ruby Brag, trumpet. Old fashioned
Lore, Nanning Wild, Everybody Loves Hy Baby,
When You end J Were Young ,i/apple- -A -V TAPE
LIBRARIES (AV- Vanguard), 7 ". 754 Ips, 310.95
AV -707 IBN or BS)
WILBUR DE PARIS & HIS NEW New Orleans Jae..
In
second album to satisfy the insistent demand.
of so many owners of their first release. Includes:
Mardi Gras Bap. Are You From Disler, Yara- yaloa,
:Morel. of the Charcoal Grey. Parton, and others
ATLANTIC 1J.leingston), 7 ". 7% ips. 111.95

-

7985

AT

SEASONAL
1

lilt l K'l'MAS
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Bell, famous name in Hi- Fidelity, offers plenty that's new and
STEREO too, in this inexpensive, easy -to- operate Tape Recorder.
TRUE FIDELITY

PROTESTANT HYMNS AND ANTHEMS. Sung by
The Radio l'hoir of Trinity Church in New York City,
George Meade
Mus D. Director, Hubert Arnoldorganist, I Will Loft l'y Aline Eyes to the hills.
Gladsome Radiance, Your l'oie,', Noised. Irise t'y O
Men elf God, and 7 other selections- -A -V TAPE
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Bell's new BT -76 Tape Recorder is
masterfully engineered, ruggedly built
and handsomely cased, with outstanding features usually found only on expensive professional equipment. As
a recorder, or N hen used for either

Monaural or Stereophonic playback, it
is

a

magnificent instrument.

Its staggered (offset) heads feed

equalized, pre -amplified signals from
Head #1 into Recorder Amplifier,
from Head #2 into any Radio, TV,
or other amplifier system equipped
with phono input (connecting cable
furnished), guaranteeing true Stereophonic Sound. Now being demonstrated at leading Department Stores and
Hi- Fidelity Dealers. Now hear it now!

OTHER BELL TAPE RECORDERS AS LOW AS

$139.95

1-

MODEL BTKConversion Kit-To add Stereophonic Playback to any RT -75
\then desired. Includes second head, pre -amp, hardware, simple instructions, $16.95
MODEL RT -75 -Tape Recorder-Same as BT -76, above, identical appearance
and operation but without Stereophonic playback
$174.95
MODEL RT -88 -Taps Recorder-Two speeds, Piano -Key controls, three separ.tte motors. True Fidelity, Dual Track Recording, Lightweight
$139.95

Prices shown subject to change; are slightly higher West of the Rockies,

BELL SOUND SYSTEMS, Inc.
A SUBSIDIARY OF THOMPSON PRODUCTS, INC.
i
557 MARION ROAD

COLUMBUS 7, OHIO

Bell Tape Recorders are sold by leading Department Stores and High
Fidelity Sound Dealers everywhere. Write
we'll send you
complete literature and your nearest dealers' name.

...

3
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NEW PRODUCTS
with the

BELL &

Model MTI -M

HOWELL PORTABLE

,ESTO SPLICER

new equipment design, replacement, and
for conversion. Detailed dimensional drawings, specifications, and prices furnished

upon request.

low available for any type t/4
ape, mylar, acetate or paper tape,
spliced to each other or themselves.
Also splices type leader stock to any
type magnetic tape without adhesives.
Endless loop splicing no problem.

ALONGE SPLICER

A heat weld

No cement
No adhesives

... in

seconds!

!

567
A new portable version of the Bell &
Howell Miracle 2000 tape recorder, known
as Model 300 -L, has been announced by the
manufacturer. This model contains two 8"
"woofers," one on each side, and two electrostatic "tweeters" in front. Each electro-

Diagonal cut capable of
withstanding 3 pound pull
Inaudible with playback
amplifier gain at maximum
Ask Jos FREE Semple Splice & Brocher.

ARFSTaSFAL
3127 33rd st ,Long Island City

CHO

1,

éP

N.Y.

for every application...
ATLAS

3

-

static speaker contains a thousand small
apertures which act as miniature loud speakers. The new unit has three separate motors
to drive the capstan, feed and take -up
mechanism. It features "drop in" threading,
dual speed operation and a program indicator which quickly locates each recording
on a tape. The recorder is built in to a
portable fawn and brown scuff-proof spatter finished carrying case, and is priced at
S299.95. For additional information, contact Bell & Howell Company, 1100 McCormic Rd., Chicago 45, Illinois.

MIKE STANDS

Alonge Products, Inc., 163 West 23rd
Street, New York 11, N. Y. is marketing a
new non -magnetic recording tape splicer.
The central feature of this instrument is
a cutting arm with 3 knives, of which the
center knife is directional and can be
pivoted and set to cut recording tape at
a perfect 90, 671/s or 45 degrees. Two nonmagnetic pressure pads hold the recording
tape firmly in place while the other two
knives cut the splicing tape to the correct
width. Two float springs provide static
neutralization. This splicer is priced at
$29.95. For additional details, write to the
manufacturer.

STEREO HEAD

most complete
most diversified
line in the world!

ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKER

From o professional

boom stand

to

a

flexible goose neck to o tiny
fitting -whatever your need in

-

mike stands and accessories
depend on it, ATLAS has it for
you. Designed and manufac-

tured for highest stobi

lily,

quiet, ease of operation, dura-

bility. And backed

up 100%
by ATLAS -world leader in mike
stands, public address loud.
speakers and accessories for 21

yea's.

Compare them oll at your dis.
tributor-You'll make your next
mike stand an ATLAS.

ATLAS

SOUND CORP.

140 39th. Street, Brooklyn

in
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Coned. Allot

Madre Cerra,

lid

18, New York
ramona. Ont
,

A new in -line magnetic head adaptable
stereophonic sound applications has
been announced by The Nortronics Company, 1015 S Sixth Street, Minneapolis 4,
Minn. It is model TLD, and, according to
the manufacturer, it will provide long wear,

for

negligible oxide accumulation, excellent
rejection of surrounding fields, and uniformity of frequency and amplitude response.
The head can he compensated for flat response between 30 and 10,01111 cps at 71
ips; and it features precision ground and
lapped gap, balanced electric and magnetic
structure, high output, and precise colinear
alignment. Active tape surfaces do not pass
over any epoxy resin or plastic surfaces,
thereby eliminating the need for frequent
cleaning. This head is suitable for use in

Pampa

Electronics

Sales

Corp.,

-

AS1

Frankford Avenue, Philadelphia 36, Pa_
marketing its Model 5 -20 electrostatic
tweeter speaker. Such features as built in
crossover network, frequency range of 5000
cycles to beyond 20,000, excellent transient
response, and full 360 degree horizontal
omni -directional sound pattern distribution
are included. Plug in combination with

ALL NEW
BIGGER THAN

EVER!

your present speaker system is provided by
the tweeter design, and it is housed in a
hand rubbed cabinet finished in mahogany
(5 -20M) or blonde (5 -20B) . Dimensions
are 4112" wide by 41/2" deep by 12" high
over -all. This speaker is priced at $29.50.
Contact manufacturer for details.

Now! New RCA Victor
superstrength, extra -long
play Hi -Fi "Mylar"* tape!

JAPANESE MIKE

FREE

hays

HIGH FIDELITY
Catalog No. 65

-

Everything in High Fidelity,

Industrial Electronics,
Radio, TV and Amateur

Write

today

Equipment

IFEwARIc
ELECTRIC COMPANY

Mail Order Division
223
4736

W.

.

.

.

Dept. F.12

Madison St.. Chicago 6, Illinois

W. Century

Blvd., Inglewood. Calif.

TAPE RECORDERS

AND ACCESSORIES
Buy your first recorder or
your next recorder from a
specialist in recording for
over 8 years. Pay no more,
and take advantage of our
experience.

Especially designed for tape recording,
this new moving coil microphone, Model
TM-7, is manufactured in Japan and imported, guaranteed and serviced by Intersearch, 7 Arcadia, Cincinnati, Ohio. It is
available in high or low impedance models,
has a frequency range of 50 to 12,000 cycles, and an output level of -65 db. Finished in black and chrome, it also has an
off -on slide switch. The price is $15.
Intersearch has also introduced the new
Sony tape heads, which are manufactured
in Japan by Tokyo Tsushin Kogyo, Ltd.
Among these are the 3 channel, 'á inch
stereophonic in -line heads. Crosstalk between the 3 channel tracks is rated by the
manufacturer at -50 db. Also offered are
the Sony 2 channel, stacked stereophonic
heads. For complete information regarding
these items, contact Intersearch.

CONVERTED TANDBERG

Ask for a quotation on trading
your recorder toward a professional or semi -professional machine.

Distributors for:
AMPEX,
BERLANT -CON CERTONE,
CROWN, DeJUR, PRESTO,
and others

BOYNTON STUDIO,
Pennsylvania Ave.
TUCKAHOE, N. Y.

10

SPencer

9

-5278

5U;ó longer! Not 1200 feet.
but 1800 feet on a 7" red! Extra thin -superstrong! Costs $7.50 per
7 -inch reel. Also available: new
RCA Victor acetate tape with full
frequency performance at a special low price! And RCA Victor acetate tape with full High Fidelity
respon-e. The same tape used for

professional recordings-

rte.,

$3.50 for 7 -inch reel.

.

is a registered Dupont trademark for it,
polyester film. Notionally advertised list prices
shown, subject re channe.

RCAAATOR
CAMDEN 8, NEW JERSEY

Keep your Recording Tape

From Time -Wasting

Spilling with

nieta Mayic
Any Size Reel!

Whether you're a professional or record at
home, you know how often tape spills out
from a reel you're ready to use. That wasted
Tandberg tape recorders converted from
17/s and 33,4 ips to 15/16 and I H ips
speeds are available from Fidelity Sound
Company, 1429 L Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. This allows 16 hours of recording and play -hack time on one 7" reel of
half mil tape. At 15/16 ips the response
is from 50 to 3,000 cycles, plus or minus
25 db, with a signal to noise ratio of at
least -47 db. Except for the converted
speeds and equalization changes, the units
are identical to the Tandberg 2 and 2F
models. The price of the unit is the same as
the standard Tandberg models, plus S35.00
conversion fee. Additional information
available from Fidelity Sound.

time may mean missing the very crux of
what you want to record.
Magi -Clip,® an ingenious brass, non -magnetic clip, holds tape securely on the reel till
ready for use. It snaps over flange of any
size reel, holds even a partial reel. Lasts indefinitely. Ideal for mailing or storing!
INTRODUCTORY OFFER!

20 for $2.00 (postage paid). Magi Clip is not
sold in stores. Send cash, check or money order
to

NIBLACK THORNE COMPANY
DEPT.

M.F.

60, 86, Scottsdale, Arizona

G7
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NEWARK CATALOG

. ( Ittki

Private Instruction in Spanish
or English by Teletape.
f7a

At a very small cost our modern
methods of instruction will enabl,
you to master a new language.
Write today for full information on
our pay -as-you -learn plan.
Send $1.00 for sample 3 inch reel
recorded at :i Ips -duo track.

ELECTRONICS REFERENCE BOOK

3..

we &Tape

INDUSTRI

recording

HAVANA RICHMOND SCHOOL OF LANGUAGES

write to
Santa Clara 16, H
, Cuba
2500 3 Ave., Richmond, Vo.

for
HIGH -

HIGH FIDELITY'

nl

FIDELITY

e

.

Unusual Values In
RECORDED TAPES
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CLUB PLAN

A fascinating

hobby

..

NO MEMBERSHIP FEE REQUIRED

.

profitable business!

o

MAGNETIC RECORDING
By S.J. Begun

242 pages, 130 illustratións.Price $5.00

Home

Entertainment
Movies

Broadcasting
Amateur Radio

Communications

Scrambling
Professional
Recording
Transcriptions
Telegraphy and
Telephony
Automatic
Announcing
Magnetic

ces.+

and many other
that make this
of the fastest growing phases of
the electronic in.

dustry.

Indues ry and

chances
are.
you'll be
amazed at the opportunities for recording special.
ists in this steadily expanding field.
Starting with the fun .lamrntals of magnetism
and acoustics you progressa
rapidly to the advanced
imitases

of the art.

methods,

Biasing
distortion.
re-

BOOK REVIEW

producing heads. erasing.
r t i f i c i a l reverberation

a

r h ()PSI. amplification.
ills' rllnle111:1t in11 and Illesaand helpful analeents
.
Of
modern
rom al
recording enuip"1. -n`i aras but a few M

Transients

uses
one

M1Intosh Laboratory, Inc., 320 Watei
t'treet, Binghamton, N. Y., is marketing the
C -I equalizer -preamplifier. It features eleven
positions for base and treble equalization.
There are separate bass and treble accentuate
and attenuate controls, five input channel
selectors for tape, tuner, mike, and two
phonograph cartridges, and a master on -otf
switch, with volume control. For price and
details, contact manufacturer.

in secret Serv-

rlsewhere, MAGNETIC RECORDING hringa you conlhow- to -do -it data.
uiete,
Prom basin
circuits to
ncomponents:
front con, lercial and horse built
,gnipment to Its operating
ami sen -ire problems, call
get the latest information
and expert guidance. And.

Chronoscopes
.

movies.

i

"Memories"
Recording

used
sed

the

ens

II1sYt.v' eovered.

of

schematics.

lino'

to Announce for Radio and Television. Edited by William 1, Kaufman.
51/2",r81,/2". 95 pager. Published by Nestlings Horse. 41 E. 50th Street. Neu' York,
5'
Y. Cloth bound. 32.50,

Dozblock

diagrams.
cross - sections
and under chassis photos
lake things easy to understand and are invaluable
rubles in selecting
new
wununt or building surir own.

READ IT 10 DAYS

1

... at our risk!

EXAMINATION.

Addrrse
City. Zone. State
Price outside U.S.A. $5.50- rash only.
Money bark in la doss if von renon book.

This is a comparatively small book but
packs a lot of solid advice from the top
Isrlls including André Baruch, Bill Cullen,
háJohn Reed King, Ed Herlihy, Bud Collyer,
C:.trl King, Richard Stark, Cy Harrice, Bob
Stanton, Joel Chaseman, Johnny Olsen and
Norman Brokenshire. Each has contributed
a chapter to this volume and the picture
they paint is accurate and down to earth.
Anyone contemplating radio or TV announcing as a career would do well to real
this volume
it should speed their w.i
and, at the very least, warn of the trap-.
and pitfalls that lie along the way.
it

Dept. MF -116, RINEHART & CO., Inc.
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
5,n11 MAGNETIC RECORDING for 10 day FREE
If Murk is U.K.. I will then
Promptly remit $5.00 (plus mane) in full payment.
If not I ill return it postpaid and owe nothing.
(SAVE! Send $5.00 cash with order and we pay
postage. Same 10 -day money -back gurantee.)

RECORDERS

j

...
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AND

ACCESSORIES

write for free catalog
I

EFSCO SALES CO.
Top. Distributors
210 Concord Ave.

West Hempstead,

N.

Y.

(,(4v

McINTOSH C -4

From simple wire or
lape recorders for hone
entertainment to complicated enuiem ent and orne-

Secret

Speech

cl'

Here's your "Open.
Sesame!" to a fast growing branch of
electronics in which
far too few have specialized to date!
Whether recording Is
your hobby or your
business, this book
will pave your way
to better results. new
techniques and effects.

for

Newark Electric Company has released its
new catalog, No. 65, a complete electronics
reference book. This 304 page catalog describes and illustrates everything you need
in high fidelity; tuners, amplifiers, speakers,
a Mme t s am aall accessories. El ectrontc engineers, amateurs, servicemen, and the radio TV- electronic hobbyist will find a most complete selection. Write to Newark Electric
Company, Dept. FA -12, 223 W. Madison
St., Chicago 6, Illinois, for your free cop%
today.

wig

DeGamde2

/

g

USE

'MAJOR' PRODUCTION
AIDS, APPLAUSE RECORDS,
FANFARES AND MANY MORE ...
MAKE YOUR HOME
A PROFESSIONAL
BROADCASTING
STUDIO!
Record your own dramatic productions at home
fade in the mood music for
the opening scene. Turn on the rain .
bring up the
thunder and lightning.
Crowd noises, animal sounds, train whistles
all at your fingertips with "Major" Production aids. Your
friends will enjoy your broadcasting
party when they hear how
they sound
THOMAS 1.
"ON THE AIR "!

.. Bring up the theme ...

.

VALENTINO, Inc.
Dept.

TR

150 West 46th Street.

New York 36. N.

Y.

Please send me

and find enclosed 10, for postage
Check Boxest
' Major
Sound Effects Catalogue plus
Tips On Turntables
Mood Music Catalogue
1

Name.
Address

.

.

TAPE CLUB NEWS

Travel the complete
Sound spectrum

..

with TANDBERG

.

the world's finest
tape recorder!
3

SPEEDS 1'e, 3',,

7'

I.P.S.

STYLED TO FIT ANY DECOR

BALANCED PLAYBACK, AMPLIFIER
AND SPEAKER
ABSOLUTELY NO WOW OR FLUTTER
AT ANY SPEED

too can experience the wonder of complete sound dimension wi'h the world
famous Tandberg recorder. Off the air recordings made
just fooling around
at home, are truly mirrored by the wonder of electronic faithfulness, built right
into this amazing tape recorder.
You

Emerging from the door of the church are
Alan Wilson and Daphne Halfhide, both of
whom met through World Tape Pals, of
which they are members.

With our constant wonder over the versatility of magnetic tape recording, it comes
as no surprise to hear that this medium has
wrought wedding bells for two members
of World Tape Pals. The happy couple are
Alan Wilson, 31, who formerly resided in
Singapore, Malaya, as a representative of
Lever Bros. Co., and Daphne Halfhide, 77,
secretary, of Paignton, Devon, England.
Daphne and Alan were introduced to
each other through World Tape Pals, and
after a year of tapesponding between Malaya and England, the "pals" became - sweethearts." When Alan returned to England
about four months ago, he met Daphne in
person, with the resultant wedding September 22nd.
The wedding, of course, was to be tape
recorded and, said Daphne, "A tape recorder
will be the motif on our wedding cake."
We all join the members of World Tape
Pals in extending congratulations and best
wishes to the blissful "tapemates."
The Voicespondence Club has a Special
Fund, made up of contributions by members, expressly for the purpose of making
club participation available to those who
otherwise would find dues and supplies too
costly. As a non -profit organization, the
club is required to charge all American
members annual dues, and the Special Fund
pays for the dues of those who find it difficult to do so. Recording supplies are also
furnished from this fund to such people.
The club hopes to some day be able to
furnish recorders to worthy persons. At the
closing of the club's fiscal year on April 15,
the Special Fund had paid the dues of 3
persons and furnished a special tape to another. One member donated a recorder
which was turned over to an interested
hobbyist who could not afford his own machine. The club welcomes all contributions
to this fund.

...

speed Tandberg will more than pay for itself in tape savings as
you discover the superior performance of this recorder at its lower speeds.
The versatile 3

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR

TANDBERG

10

A

WRITE FOR FULL INFORMATION TO:

DEMONSTRATION

East 52nd Street, New York 22,

N. Y.

PLaza

9 -7190

SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY BARGAIN
This month Iii -Fi TAPE. RECORDING is celebrating an anniversary -the start of our fourth year of publication. We want
you to celebrate with us, and here's .hat we have in mind.
First of all, a free Tape Catalog worth 50c with each new or
renewal subscription.
Second, a year's hack issues (all of Volume 3) for just $1.00
extra with a regular year subscription or the sane hack issues
FREE (all of Volume 3) with a two years' subscription.
Limited quantity use coupon today.
1

HI -FI TAPE RECORDING
Severna Park, Md.
Enter my subscription for one year and send free tape catalog.

I

enclose

$3.75.

Enter my subscription for one year and send
free tape catalog. enclose $4.75.
Enter my subscription for two years and send
tape catalog free. enclose $7.00.

all back issues of Vol.

3

plus

all back issues of Vol.

3

and

I

I

Name
Address
Zone

City

State

(Continued on page 50)
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the BEST BUY

-144

ill

TAPE RECORDER!

116

8995
THE

KNIGHT

PUSH- BUTTON

,OMATIC TAPE RECORDER
,rod

"Best Boy"

nog

recording ex-

to. Features Posit-Bolton keyboard for

,tant recording with remarkably faithful
production. Has 2 -speed dual -track renrding mechanism and efficient erase sys-

.em. Records up to 2 hours on standard tape
(3 hours on long play). For instant playback.
just push a button; also push -button control of forward, reverse and stop functions.
Recorda from mike. radio or phono. Built -in
quality amplifier and speaker. Simple to
operate. Compact only 23 lbs. With microphone, 600 -ft. reel of tale and take -up reel.
96 RZ 675. Only
..
$89.95

®

356 -PAGE 1957

ALLIED CATALOG
Buying guide to everything in

electronics, including all

equipment for the tape recordist: complete recorders, basic

mechanisms, amplifiers,

mixers, microphones, head

demagnetizers, telephone
pickups, recording tape,
splicers, leader and timing tope, identification
labels and accessories. Write for your Free copy.

ALLIED RADIO
100N. Western Ave., Dept. 83- M- 6Chicago 80,111.

CONVERT YOUR TAPE RECORDER INTO
A

CONTINUOUS MESSAGE REPEATER

(Continued from page 49)
Through the efforts of World Tape Pal,
Max Nicholls, South African representative,

Magnetic
Tape Splicer

Satisfaction Guaranteed
n t pre art

Complete 6oili

several new members have been added to
the club. An article on Max's tape exchange
activities, and his use of WTP to make
friends throughout the world was published
in a magazine, which also carried a picture
of his well -equipped recording studio.
H. C. Madigan, P.O. Box 25M, Hawera,
Taranaki, New Zealand, has informed us
of his intention to organize the New Zealand Tape Recording Club. He is most interested in hearing from any tape recorder
enthusiasts who wish to join him in this
venture. Mr. Madigan feels the club will
serve a definite need in furthering friendship and swapping or loaning reels of tape.
Interested parties may contact Mr. Madigan
at the above address for full particulars.

Overseas Branch President of the Australian Tape Recordists Association, William
M. Crosdale, possesses two 10" LP records
of dramatized children's stories taken from
Australian aboriginal folk legends, which
he offers to tape for anyone interested. Bill
also has a story narration of the Australian
Kookaburra, with various forms of this
amusing bird's laugh. The Kookaburra
bird has a laugh somewhat like that of a
Jackass. Also among his collection are complete recordings of the "Corroboree" Ballet
Suite (Peter Antill), which contain actual
primitive aboriginal musical instrument
sounds in the score. Mr. Crosdale has offered to copy any of these recordings on tape
for collectors of the unusual. His address
is 10 Foster St., Cessmock, N.S.W.

M)'lar tap,

'

b.

ONLY
$1.50 Postpaid

If sou r dealer can't al ppI
Y011Older direct Rom Cousin.
Inc ., 2161 Ashland Ave.,
T,dtdo 2. tthiu. Dept. T. R.
Dealer and Distributor
I naiades
Invited.

TEST TAPE EXCLUSIVE
Encore Treasure Tape IExcerpt.s ream Donlon. D.110
Test Tape) 4^ reel. 590 ea. 3 for 81.30 !phis pistant
BLANK RFA'DIIlINE TAIT. a" ItF :l ;LS
Ideal for tape letters l'op amen me Enture Itruld.
3 reels for Flew (plus postage.
toys. Ilulitwl. Send for free catalog of interesting ro ,t
products.
AMERTEST PRODUCTS CORP.
Dept. TR
1280 B Sheridan Avenue
New York 56. N. Y.

-

TAPE-Accessories
RECORDERS
Tapes
Nationally Advertised Brands
UNUSUAL VALUES
Send for Free Catalog
D R E S S N E R
69-02 AA:

174

St.

Flushing 65. N. Y.

I

MERI TAPE
Low Cost.

high Quality
lecording

De-in

boxes or

rent.

FREE CATALOG!
Tupe Recorders Tapes, Miscellaneous
Accessories Radios, Phonographs, Television, Hi-ki, etc. All famous brands.
This new, Interesting, Informative catalog Is yours free! Write for it now!
TOWERS (Dept. TR)
P.O. Box 155, Philadelphia 5, Pa.

A new tape club, dubbed The American
Tape Exchange, is being organized and at
present has 12 members. There are no dues
and anyone wishing to join can send a 3,
4 or 5" reel, recorded at 334 ips to the
club's co-ordinator, Dick Conklin, 6 Ricky
Blvd., Albany 3, N. Y.

n t rod u.ceing
The

MES.. E,

JOIN A CLUB
TAPE RESPONDENTS INTERNATIONAL

AUDIO VENDOR

P.

Jim Greene, Secretary
O. Box 125, Dept. T., Little Rock, Ark.

U -300 -C or U- 300 -CC
Loaded with 180 ft. Cousino
Friction -Free Tape

MODEL

THE VOICESPONDENCE CLUB
Charles Owen, Secretary
Noel, Virginia

$12.50 Postpaid

WORLD TAPE PALS
Harry Matthews, Secretary

Satisfaction Guaranteed
The AUDIO VENDOR will convert your

tape recorder into a continuously repeating mechanism. Successfully used
to teach, sell, announce, dictate and
for sleep learning. Plays from 5 to 10
minutes. Double time with a MOBIUS
LOOP. No rewinding necessary. Repeats message or music continuously
hour after hour. Send for literature on
our longer playing models and accessories. Advise make and model of your
recorder.
If not available at your Dealer,
order from

COUSINO,

INC.

Dept. TR

2107 Ashland Ave.. Toledo 2. Ohio

P.

O. Box 9211, Dallas, Texas

INTERNATIONAL TAPE WORMS
Art Rubin, National Chairman
P.

O. Box 215, Cedarhurst, L. I., N. Y.

AUSTRALIAN TAPE RECORDISTS
ASSOC.
Jack A. Ferry, Federal President
Springbank Rd., Clapham, S. Australia

UNITED RECORDING CLUB
Richard L. Marshall, President
2516 S. Austin Boulevard
Chicago 50, III.
THE NATIONAL TAPESPINNERS
Carl Lofz, Secretary
Box 148, Paoli, Pa.
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TAPETONE
Now
Hear your favorite television
programs in high fidelity sound
Using your existing
high fidelity equipment
The MUS -ET input is direct from the tole.
vision antenna. The MUS -ET
tput is direct
to the amplifier of your high n fidelity system
insuring the most enjoyable
listening pleasure.

$69.95

EXCELLENT FOR TAPE RECORDING

TAPETONE, Inc.
10

ARDLOCK PLACE. WEBSTER, MASS

STA0TED

NEW PRODUCT REPORT

Product: Mus-et TV Sound Tuner
Manufactured by: Tapetone, Inc.,
10 Ardlock Place, Webster, Mass.
Price: $69.95

As we are in a "fringe area about
20 miles from the city of Baltimore,
we did not expect too much. However,
even on this makeshift antenna the
Mus -et did very well and we barely
opened the pre -amplifier volume control ro get sufficient recording volume.

The stations from Washington, about
35 miles away, also came through but
not as well. Doubtless with the proper

MUS -ET TELEVISION SOUND TUNER
this unit picks up the saun! channel of
recording' or feeding Ili -F'i system.
.

Mus -et is a TV tuner which will
meet the needs of those who wish to
rape TV programs or who prefer to
play the TV sound through a hi -fi
Ttit:

system.

Many TV sets, which have excellent
video circuits, are rather weak on the
audio side. In addition, especially in the
table models, the cabinet speakers are
pitifully small and cannot do justice to
the sound being put out by the stations.
Since TV has become such a potent
force in the nation, the big -budget advertisers have been trying to out -do
each other in the quality of the shows
put on. Big name bands, musical comedies, usually sung and played by the
tops in personalities, are now on TV
rather than on radio.
Most of these shows are well worth
taping for the fine music and in accomplishing this, the Mus -et fills the bill
nicely.
Mus -et provides a 12- channel tuner
similar to the TV selector and trimmer
and a converter, two stages of limiter
amplifiers and a discriminator. This

"l'I

Output suitable for

combination provides an audio output
of approximately one-tenth volt sufficient to drive the phono or microphone
input of most any type of tape recorder
-or a pre -amp type power amplifier of
a home hi -fi system or PA system.
The linearity and band pass of this
unit is quite good and adequate to
handle proficiently the audio quality
available in the FM sound channel of
the TV stations, provided it is connected as directed or is provided with
a separate antenna.
The antenna connection is provided
on the back of the unit. In our tests we
connected it to the TV set antenna posts
and found that it worked fine and did
not cause any interference with the TV
set itself.

Not being noted for going easy on
equipment we test, we also made an
antenna out of a length of 300 ohm
twin lead, such as is used between the
antenna on the roof and the TV set.
This was cut to 54 inches-about channel 2 length -and taped to the office
wall.

antenna they would have.
The AM picture modulation is effectively suppressed and trapped in the
Mus -et so that only the TV sound comes
through.
The unit is separately powered from
the commercial power line and it is suggested that it be plugged into the same
wall receptacle that furnishes power for
the TV set.
A three -foot connecting cord terminating in a phono plug of the cinch
type is attached to the unit and is used
for making the connection to recorder
or amplifier.
As the Mus -et does not have a
speaker it must be used with a recorder
which can be monitored as it is recording, especially if it is desired to eliminate the commercials from the program,
or you can turn on your TV set and use
it for monitoring during recording if
your recorder does not permit you
to monitor through headphones or
speaker.
The tuning should be accomplished
before the program starts and if your
recorder has a magic eye or VU meter
it may be used to indicate the best and
sharpest tuning.
We have no hesitation in recommending this unit for those who want to
tape from TV or, to twist an old adage
about children, those who feel TV
should be heard and not seen. It is surprising how many programs become
more enjoyable that way.
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STA(F)'1(TED

NUCT REPORT

:

Moo

r..-

Product: Bell Stereophonic
Amplifier-Model 3DTG

-,,

Manufactured by: Bell Sound Systems, 555 Marion Road, Columbus
7, Ohio
TNVI

Price: S159.95
Model 3DT (less cover)

immowm.

..

S1 -19.95

WOO

OEM

w woo.
Woomo.

wow..
OWN

89 -91 db below 10 -watt output, without factory adjustments being changed.
The frequency response is in excess
of studio FM requirements and a flat
response of 35 to 16,000 cycles per
second, plus or minus
db is met
without juggling the controls between
amplifiers. Taken singly, broader response of 20 to 20,000 cycles can be
met.
The gain, bass and treble controls
are ganged to control both amplifiers
simultaneously. A balance control is
provided so that either the left or right
amplifier may be shaded as desired.
The input selector covers magnetic
pickups, tape heads direct, tape recorders, radio tuners, crystal pickups, high
level (.1 to I volt) inputs and by judicious selection, dynamic, ribbon and
crystal microphones. A crystal can be
fed into the radio input and a dynamic
mike or ribbon mike with a high impedance transformer can be fed into the
f!

BELL STEREO AMPLIFIER

-

.. 77ti.. rersatile unit can be fed f
tuners- turntables or lape
ntoneuural or stereo: has automatic bass ronspensatiott for loin lerel

.

listening.

This dual amplifier is an ideal unit
for the audiophile or hi -fi fan to use
in his home or studio as it is a most
complete switcher, preamplifier and
dual amplifier and provides excellent
quality and good volume.
It comprises two complete preamplifiers and two 10 -watt amplifiers in
one case with myriad inputs and outputs making it possible to set up a completely varied sound arrangement with
a minimum of components.
It makes possible the connection of
an AM -FM or TV tuner, a stereo AMFM tuner, monaural and or stereophonic record player with compensated inputs, monaural or stereophonic tape recorder or playback
with or without equalization (depending upon whether the recorder output
is direct from the playback heads or
recorder output). It has a preamp ( and
compensation) for magnetic pickups.
An auxiliary input provides practically
every type of amplifier connection one
could want.
The outputs are separate to feed two
loudspeakers, providing up to 10 watts
audio on each channel. Each has output
impedances of 4, 8, and 16 ohms which
will match most speakers. 500%600

ohm speakers or lines can be matched
with an auxiliary transformer if necessary. A low level high impedance output is also provided for each of the
two amplifiers.
Sufficient voltage gain is provided
by six multiplier and driver stages in
each amplifier, giving adequate output
for input levels as low as -75 db.
The residual hum and noise measured

RIGHT-.

LEFT
BELL HIGH nOEUT,
STEREOqONIC AYPLIrIER
YOOEL EDT

ITda OUTPUTS
TO TAPE

TUNER

NEWS
NR.ECTI

r

PIN PLUGS
ON CABLE ENDS
USC

rN
TUNER

K,

1

ww
INPUT

USE ONLY IWR CANCITT.
SHICLDED.SINGLE CCN DUCTOR,YICPCOHONC
CABLES - SHORTEST
POSSIBLE LENGTH

EOR MAKING RECORDINGS
PLUG INTO MONO. RADIO

INPUT JACKS.

PLUG INTO OETECTOROUTPUT
OE AN ONO FM TUNERS

S

STEREOPIORIC PICKUP

TYPICAL STEREOPHONIC INSTALLATION
SHOWING INTERCONNECTING CABLES

The diagram shows how the stereophonic amplifier may be hooked up to the various sound
sources. Tests showed it to be a very versatile and highly satisfactory unit.
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with

INVERT R
for changing your storage battery current to
A.C.

WOU4ehoc'a
ELECTRICITY

All of the inputs and outputs are conveniently located on the rear of the chassis. On the
left are three 110 volt outlets for making connections to recorders, turntables, tuners, etc.
The center strips are the speaker outputs giving impedances of 4, If and 16 ohms which will

in you.

own car!

match most speakers.

tape head input. Any preemphasis on
the high frequencies can be compensated for.
A compensating selector is provided
to give bass boost on low level output
to avoid thinness and is automatically
reduced in effectiveness as the output
level is increased
this function may
be cancelled entirely.
It was included in the unit to compensate for a natural fault in the human
ear which does not pick up the bass
properly at low levels of sound. By adding the proper amount of bass boost
at low level, the music still sounds right.
This should prove a boon to those who

-or

have spouses with sensitive ears and
who have to run the rig with the volume low in order to keep peace in the
family.
The amplifier is housed in a handsome case finished in gold and ivory.
Controls are ivory knobs on a burnished
gold plate.
Space precludes mention of all the
possibilities of this stereo amplifier. We
feel it is a high quality composite of
many and varied units and should provide the purchaser with all the controls and factors necessary to make a
complete sound system central am-

mounted
out of sight
under dash
or in trunk

compartment!

plifier.

í
ATR INVERTERS
especially designed for operating
standard 110 volt A. C....
TAPE RECORDERS

DICTATING MACHINES

WIRE RECORDERS

ELECTRIC RAZORS

for
EXECUTIVES

OUTDOOR MEN

SALESMEN

REPORTERS

PUBLIC

FIELD INSPECTORS

OFFICIALS

POLICEMEN

DOCTORS

FIREMEN

LAWYERS, ETC.

See 'ewe joaea oa cuxéte óactou¡
input side of the chassis. The inputs on top of the chassis are for magnetic pickups and
tape heads. Those on the right are the radio and auxiliary inputs. A hum balancing adjustment
and a radio input adjustment are also included. Microphones may also be plugged into the
amplifier if it is desired to use it as a PA system.

"A"

N/NEW DESIGNS
N/NEW MODELS
Battery Eliminators,
MAC Inverters,

'NEW
Auto

The

AMERICAN TELEVISION

2aday Puidaeu
SAINT PAUL

1,

t

LITERATURE

Rao

Vibrators

RADIO CO.

Seam

MINNESOTA,

193/
U.

S.

A.
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TAPE RENTALS -Now you can rent a wide variety of nationally known pre- recorded tapes
monaural and binaural. For particulars and free
price list, write to National Rent -A -Tape, P. O.
Drawer I, Winnetka, Illinois.

MAP
e

Js open to both amateur
PH ItEC011UING does not
tiled in this column and all

between Individuals.
ads. $.30 per word. Individual

word.
should accompany copy. Ads will
available issue. Please print or
void error. Address ad to: Shop
ding Magazine, Severna Park, Md.
S.05

a

picture fidelity" recording tape.
Corporation, 1S2 West 42nd St..
.e

.ofessional midget portable tape retable, perfect condition. Also, in12 V. to 115 AC, 250 watts. he'.
If you have quality tape interviews
frican or European with releases, con 3666 51 Ave. North. St. Petersburg,

FOR SALE: Tech -Master Hi -Fi 20 -watt amplifier,
TM-15A. Assembled by technician. Kit alone
sells for $48.95. Will sell for 545. Also, ElectroVoice SP12 -B Hi-Fi 12" speaker in Rebel 5 en-

will sell for $45. Both items for $85.
Harry W. Gilmer. Box 363, Emory, Virginia.
closure,

DISCS MADE from your tapes -78, 45 or L.P.
Standard studio quality discs. Prices reasonable.
Garrison's Recording Service, 534 Granby St., Lake.
land, Fla.

WANTED.

or new recording tape, large
quantities only (50 or more reels), any condition.
Write fully to: R. T. Lackner, 2029 Bradley Pl.,
Chicago 18, Illinois,
Used

AMPLIFIER, brand new, have two, will sell one
for $47.50; two brand new speakers 8" PM for
$6.75
S

each,

also

-5.00 for $40.

',. Texas.

a
new EV microphone, cost
George F. Bischof. Fort Worth

LEARN HYPNOTISM from tape. Complete course,
$4.00. Free information. Drawer 697, Ruidoso,
New Mexico.

SYNCHRONIZER HOOKUP: Make sound movies
with your tape recorder, S 10.00. Anderson, 2424
Phelps Street, Stockton, Calif.
QUIERO CORESPONDER

EN

ESPANOL

por

cintas magneticas. Favor de enviarme su primera
cinta Nicholas Lentini, M.D., Cheboygan, Michigan, U.S.A.

WALKIE- RECORDALL, with powerpack and voice
activator, in briefcase. Factory checked. Make reasonable offer. Unger, 400 Forest Ave., Buffalo,
N. Y.
CLASSIC TAPE LIBRARY, sale, all or part, on
inch, 1200 ft. reels, double track, stereophonic,
World's Great Overtures on tape broadcast quality
hi -fi recordings. $7.99 each, or send 50c for complete listing. R. Hession, 5234 S. Dorchester Ave.,
Chicago 15, III.

COMPLETE HIGH FIDELITY custom recording
service. Records from your tapes. Sample record
51.00. Free information. Baron's Recording, Lyn den, Wash.

HYPNOSIS -SLEEP LEARNING. Wish to tape
respond with persons skilled, studying, or interested in hypnosis or sleep learning. Give details
-

¿RFUL TOWN " -Wanted, the complete
the broadway musical. starring Rosalind
Glen Kleine, 513 Kentucky Ave., Columssouri.
iS OF GREAT MODERNS! Electrifying regs of archival value! Composer Hindemith.
sctor Ansermet, Nobel Prize Winners, novel Onega y Gasset, Barth, etc., 60 minute colon $6.95. National Tape Library, 804 F

fet. Washington, D. C.

(LBERT & SULLIVAN -Want to tapespond with
nyone having an interest in Gilbert & Sullivan
'Krems. Write George Sukol. 109 Agnew Drive.
Drexel Hill, Pa.
1

FOR SALE:

Magnacord S36B for rack mounting.
and 15. Includes l0 -inch reel
arm eension. Used just a few times, practically
brand new -$175. Write: A. Wycislo, 457 West
51st Sxtt., New York. N. Y.

Two -speed. 7.5

t

t

LETTERS

REPORTS

SURVEYS

INTERVIEWS
RECORDS

INSTRUCTIONS
WHEN YOU'RE

"O.c -tle"RECORDER" and a
A
CONVERTER in your CAR
Don't leave your recorder idle when you're "on the
MTAeKE

*A

road."

Thousands of progressive salesmen, execuadj
,
lectu
newsca
and others
working "in the Reid" And they can make more calls,
cover more ground, work more efficiently with a
RECORDER or DICTATING MACHINE in the car.
Operated by o CARTER ROTARY CONVERTER from
vow car battery, you can easily DOUBLE the usefulness of your recorder if you take it along.
Carter Converters are used in
s, boats, planes,
supplying 110 v. AC from storage c battery power. Sold
by rodio parts distributors everywhere. Mail Coupon
of full details and nearest distributor. Carter Motor

tives,

18.

MAGNECORD DI8ICX used 50 hours, cost $790.
sell $525; Concertone 20/20 TW'R -2 with cases
and monitoring amplifier, excellent condition, cost
$630, sell $475; new Magnecord S35B, cost $379.
sell $265; new Jensen Imperial speaker system,
mahogany finish, cost 5575, sell $375; new Jensen
Concerto speaker system, mahogany finish. cost
5189. sell $125: Fisher AM -FM tuner 50 -R, excellent, cost 5164.50. sell 5120; Fisher 50 -CM -4
audio control, excellent. cost $97.50, sell $55;
Fisher 70 -AZ -2 25 watt amplifier, cost $99, sell
$60; Fisher 50 -R. 50 -CM -4, 70 -AZ-2, cost 5361,
sell $225 prepaid anywhere LISA in original shipping cartons. Box 221. Lebanon. Tennessee.
FOR SALE: tape recorders and Hi -Fi: Ampex 600
recorder and Model 620 companion piece, both
absolutely spotless condition that cannot be told
from new; cost $694.50, sell 5575. Midgetape
pocket tape recorder, still operating on original
batteries and still under factory warranty, perfect
inside and out; cost $249.95, sell 5169. Fisher
F5180 tuner, as the day it left the factory, only
$95.
Several other Fisher items in like condition
at like saving, also.)
Merantz Audio Consoleete,
beautiful condition, cost $155, yours for 599.50.
Altec 604C speaker two months old, $119. Zenith
'Royal 500" transistor pocket radio, received as
a gift and never used, $35.
Recoton microgroove
diamond stylus pickup. $15. If not satisfied with
any item purchased, your money refunded in full.
Philip Lance, Greenwich, N. J.

MINIFON RECORDER with all
fect condition, $100.
)46 East Main Street.

accessories.

Please send illustrated circular and
tion on
on
Converters.

BUY-SELL -TRADE

Also HiFi Equipment

Nome

HIGHEST TRADE -IN ALLOWANCES

Address

SAMPSON ELECTRONICS
State_

on tape 3'4 speed, dual track, all tapes answered,
no letters please. H. Bargy, 1111654 Camarilla,

North Hollywood, Calif.

BINAURAL-TWO FENTONE Blue Ribbon mikes
with hum shields. Two Shure Cable Transformers

and 25 foot extension cables. Fine response, new
condition, $100. N. C. Bremer, 608 E. Seneca
St., Ithaca, N. Y.

TAPE RECORDERS, too many, have a Webcor,
cost $244.50 for $146.50; Wilcox -Gay $165 like
new for $75; Eicor $59.50. I have two others
am keeping, two are brand new. George F. Bischof,
Fort Worth 4, Texas.

ONE 250 WATT and one 500 watt RCA power
amplifier, new, in original packing boxes. complete
with rubes. Will trade for professional tape recording equipment or sell for cash. L. E. Lechleitner, 2216 Green Street. Harrisburg, Penna.
CIRCUS CALLIOPE MUSIC: Different- Entirely
New -Authentic -Fourteen full length selections,
.15 RPM extra extended play, ( thirty minutes playing time). Two ultra high fidelity records in an
attractive album, $5.00 postage prepaid. Single
copy, seven selections, $3.00. Demo Records, 1421
N. 21st Street, Milwaukee 5, Wisconsin.
FOR SALE: 4 Stromberg AU -29 six wart amplifiers, $35 each, still in unbroken cartons; unused
Presto Pß-17 long play tape machine, $400; carry-

ing cases in good condition for Magnecord Voyager
and for PT6 -AH ope mechanism only, best offer.
Chief Engineer, WKDN, Camden -h, N. J.

WOULD LIKE TO TAPE -respond with people.
All tapes answered. Charles Smith, 512 Columbia
Terrace, Peoria, Illinois.
WANTED: late model Berlant or Concertone
stereophonic tape recorder. Must be in good condition, state price and model number. Also, Model
108 -B Gray pickup arm. C. Droz, 2085 W. 105
St., Cleveland 2, Ohio,

GIANT SAVINGS! Manufacturer overstock, new

hi -fi recording rape. Boxed 7" reel, $1.70 postpaid. Order three, enclose only 54.65! Guaranteed. Tape Enterprises, Box 6, Springdale 1, Conn.

-

FOR SALE
IG" Hi -Fi Transcriptions
Big Catalog, 25c

Tape Mood Music 1/7 Hour Only $6.00
Sample Copy $2.75
TRANSCRIPTION

166 Barkley Ave.

SERVICE

Clifton, N. J.

RECORDERS

MOST ALL MAKES

full informa-

Per-

Andrew A. Sandor, M.D.,
Alhambra, California.

WE

TAPE

5:.

Chicago 18, Illinois

City- _.____ __

YOUR RECORDFR its direct commission
work for independent, nationwide record company.
AFM licensed. Part time large profits. Sparkle
Records, Inc.. P. O. Box 21, Station B. Evansville.
Indiana.
USE

NEW AND USED

Carter Motor Co.
2755 W. George

1957 HI- FIDELITY model VM -710 tape recorder
complete with accessories. Cost $189.95, yours
for $149.95. Jack Fives, 2916 Rockrose Avenue.
Baltimore 15, Maryland.

(

Road-

co., Chicago

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP with your recorder. Amazing book gives full instructions. 52.00. Guaranteed. Research Association, Box 610, Omaha.

Central City, Nebr.

J

5
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TAPE RECORDERS
TAPES tin Boxes or

Cans)

&

HI -FI

EXCEPTIONAL VALUES
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
7158 E. 88 st.
New York 28, N.

CARSTON

Y.

AmPEX Approves

FERRO -SHEEN
for Revolutionary
VII L î TAlPE Recorder
A full hour's TV program

- picture and sound -on

a

quencies as high as 4,000,000 cycles per second. All

single 121/2 -inch reel of magnetic tape, ready for

along, Orradio Industries, manufacturers of the famous

instantaneous playback

... that's the

electronic mira-

irish FERRO -SHEEN process tapes,

had been working

cle made possible by the epoch- making Ampex

with Ampex, so they were ready for the question. Now

Videotape Recorder unveiled last spring.

irish

The tele-

FERRO -SHEEN

Videotape

is

available in pro-

vision industry immediately bought up the available

duction quantities, and delivery has just been

prototype models of the amazing new machine, and

completed on the television industry's first full -scale

one of the first questions to come up was, of course,

commercial order.

"Which tape ?" The Ampex Videotape Recorder
records on a special

2 -inch

wide tape, which must be

made to the most rigid specifications to capture fre-

The successful

adaptation of the exclusive

FERRO -SHEEN process to the

irish

extraordinarily exacting

requirements of commercial Videotape production

is

the culmination of a long -term research and development program

- implemented by the

same staff and

facilities responsible for the development and current
production of the five famous

irish

FERRO -SHEEN

tapes for audio tape recorders: Shamrock, Green
Band, Long Play, Double Play and Sound Plate.

ORRADIO INDUSTRIES, INC.
OPELIKA, ALABAMA

World's Largest Exclusive Magnetic Tape Manufacturer
Reg. T.M. Ampex Corp.

Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 B'way, New York 13, N.Y., U.S.A.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
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Only "Scotch" Magnetic Tape was sensitive enough to capture

a

madman's

madrigals
II`
Dort Carlo Gesualdo

In 1613 the psychotic Italian nobleman and
composer Don Carlo Gesualdo died.
To us he leaves a magnificent bequest -the
brilliant Gesualdo madrigals. "A collection of
marvels," Igor Stravinsky describes these musical masterpieces.
Many of these ingenious a cappella compositions are now superbly recorded in the highly
acclaimed new Sunset Records album, "Aldous
Huxley Presents the Madrigals of Gesualdo."

To reproduce the mad composer's subtle dynamic changes and harmonic progressions, Sunset Records made its original master recording
on a magnetic tape with an international reputation for highest fidelity. Their choice -"Scotch"
Magnetic Tape -because it "assured us perfect
reproduction in recording our album."
"Scotch" Magnetic Tape is always first choice
where superior sound reproduction is essential.
Try it on your machine and you'll hear why.

ALDOUS HUXLEY AND IGOR STRAVINSKY

at the Gesualdo

madrigals recording session.

The

term "Scorc H" and the plaid design are registered trademarks for Magnetic Tape made in U.S.A. by
Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co., St. Paul 6, Minn. Export Sales Office: 99 Park Avenue, New York 16, N.Y.
3M Co., 1956
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